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Abstract
Previous atomic-level simulations have been shown to provide invaluable insight into
the adsorption behaviour of amphiphilic polymers at a water-air interface. Neutron
reﬂectivity proﬁles generated from these simulations showed good agreement with
experiment, particularly at low surface concentrations. Unfortunately, previous de-
tailed atomistic simulations have failed to produce adequate results at high surface
concentrations due to crowded conﬁgurations, which could not relax within the sim-
ulation times available. To tackle this problem, a coarse-graining (CG) technique,
where the structure of the simulated molecule is simpliﬁed to a chain of beads, has
been employed in this study. This provides for the simulation of larger time and
length scales allowing for a more detailed study of the capture of polymer chains by
a surface and the structure of surface layers.
The work presented in this thesis involves development of coarse-grained models
for water and for poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)/water systems, with the aim of repro-
ducing the properties of key importance for the bulk and liquid/vapour interfacial
states. These models are then used in the coarse-grained simulation studies of di-
and triﬂuoro dendritic end-capped PEO at an air-water interface; the amphiphilic
polymers that have been studied recently by neutron reﬂectivity experiments.
It is shown in this study that simulation of very large polymer chains compa-
rable to that used in real experiments, is achievable using coarse-grained molecular
dynamics. Neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles generated from simulations of di- and tri-
ﬂuoro dendritic end-capped PEO materials at low polymer concentrations are in
good agreement with experiment data. Simulations at high polymer concentrations
showed no evidence of a stretched brush structure, in accordance with experimental
ﬁndings. It is shown from these simulations that there are polymers adsorbed to
iii
the interface by a combination of ﬂuorocarbon ends and ethylene oxide segments,
resulting in a rather ﬂat layer structure. At high surface concentrations of polymers,
it proved possible to see the formation of polymer micelles in bulk water. The pro-
cess of micelle capture by the surface and incorporation of the micelle contents into
the surface, were also observed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Polymers
Polymers are very large molecules (macromolecules), made up of smaller units called
monomers (or repeating units), covalently bonded together. Because of the extremly
wide range of properties of polymeric materials [1], they play a very important role
in all aspects of life today [2]. This role ranges from familiar synthetic plastics and
rubbers to natural biopolymers such as nucleic acids and proteins that are essential
for life.
Often it is desirable to combine the properties of two or more polymers to-
gether, and this leads to several diﬀerent types of polymer molecule, including
random copolymers, block copolymers, graft copolymers and dendritic polymers
(dendrimers), as shown in ﬁgure 1.1. A typical random copolymer would have the
monomer units distributed throughout the molecule in purely random fashion. Block
copolymers are rather more ordered, being made up of alternating segments of single
monomer type. Graft copolymers are more interesting materials, and are in the sim-
plest cases, composed of two monomer types. One of the monomers generally forms
a long chain known as the backbone, and the other monomer forms secondary chains
(side-chains) which radiate out from this backbone, at branching points. Dendritic
polymers or dendrimers are a highly branched (hyperbranched) polymers, and their
properties can vary dramatically from the properties of the equivalent conventional
linear polymers. Dendrimers are highly organized structures, typically consisting of
1
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(a) Random copolymer
(b) Block copolymer
(c) Graft copolymer
(d) Dendritic polymer (dendrimer)
Figure 1.1: Four common types of polymer. Open bonds represent a continuation
of the repeat patterns. A and B are chemically diﬀerent repeat units.
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Figure 1.2: An amphiphilic ﬂuorocarbon end-capped poly(ethylene oxide) at an
air-water interface.
molecular chains that are branched out from a common center.
1.2 Amphiphilic polymers
The term amphiphilic (amphiphile) describe a molecule possessing both hydrophilic
(water-loving, polar) and hydrophobic (water-fearing, non-polar) properties. Such
amphiphilic behaviour can be found in any kind of copolymer providing that the
structure is made up from both hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomers. An ex-
ample of an amphiphilic polymer is poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) end-capped with a
ﬂuorocarbon group. In this case, because of its hydrophilic nature, the PEO tail will
attempt to immerse itself into water to maximise the favourable monomer-solvent
interactions. The ﬂuorocarbon head group, which is hydrophobic, will minimise its
energy by avoiding the water. This leads to a system where the head group remains
at the surface, while the tail chain penetrates into the aqueous subphase, as shown
in ﬁgure 1.2.
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(a) pancake conformation
(b) mushroom conformation
(c) brush conformation
(d) micelle formation
Figure 1.3: The three major morphologies of a tethered polymer and micelle forma-
tion of polymer chains.
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1.3 Polymers at interfaces and tethered polymers
Polymers at interfaces have been a rich ﬁeld of study due to the wide variety of
applications that they can provide. Processes involved in lubrication [35] and
adhesion [6, 7] are often enhanced using polymer-mediated surface contacts. The
role of tethering polymers in stabilizing colloidal dispersions has been appreciated
for a considerable time [8]. Studies are also underway to use this type of molecule
for speciﬁc targeting in drugs using a biodegradable polymer shell to deliver and
release the drug at a speciﬁc place in the body and over a set amount of time [911].
An interface is deﬁned as a boundary between two diﬀerent types of matter or
space and can be simpliﬁed down to boundaries between solid, liquid, and gas (or
vacuum). The majority of work done with amphiphilic polymers involve studies at
a liquid-gas interface and the simplest interface of this type is an air-water interface,
as this can be easily created experimentally and is an ideal model for more complex
biological systems.
Placing amphiphilic polymers at the water-air interface promptly leads to a seg-
regation of the hydrophobic head group away from the bulk water and an aggrega-
tion of the hydrophilic tail group into the bulk water, resulting in tethering of the
molecule at the interface. Polymer chains in bulk solution are known to exhibit a
random walk behaviour, in which the chain is free to adopt a wide variety of confor-
mations simply by rotation about the single bonds in the backbone of the molecule.
A chain that is adsorbed to a surface, however, does not have much freedom to
follow a random walk due to the restriction of the interface at which it is tethered.
Noteworthy, it turns out that this adsorption can promote some interesting and
novel conformations which lead to a profound change of the surface properties.
Depending upon the packing density at the interface, tethered polymers can form
a number of diﬀerent conformations, some of the common ones are discussed here.
The ﬁrst conformation (ﬁgure 1.3 (a)) arises when the space between graft points
(or tethered ends ) is much greater than the radius of gyration of the isolated chains.
This conformation is known as a pancake and typically adopted by polymers at
low grafting density in a poor solvent, such as a hydrophobic polymer in water.
Since polymer-solvent interactions are unfavourable, the chains thus minimizes its
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energy by lying at the surface and has very little or no interaction with surrounding
chains.
The second conformation known as a mushroom (ﬁgure 1.3 (b)), which is also
observed when the space between tethered ends (or graft points) is much greater
than the radius of gyration for the polymer. However, in this case the polymer-
solvent interactions are more favourable than the polymer-surface interactions. As
a result, the chains extend down into the solvent to minimise their energy. This
conformation is typical of a tethered hydrophilic polymer in water.
The third conformation (ﬁgure 1.3 (c)) occurs when the mean distance between
tethered ends is less than the radius of gyration which typically occurs for am-
phiphilic polymer systems with a reasonably high graft density. Excluded volume
interactions between neighbouring chains cause the tethered polymer to stretched
normal to the interface, hence minimising monomer-monomer contact whilst max-
imising the enthalpically favourable monomer-solvent interactions. The lowering
of free energy resulting from the reduction of the excluded volume interactions is
counterbalanced by the loss of entropy (unfavourable contribution to the free en-
ergy) from the stretching of the chains from their initial random walk conﬁgurations.
It is the balance between these two forces that controls the extent of stretching of
polymer chains, which are commonly referred to as polymer brushes.
Upon increasing the the polymer concentration above the conditions required
for brush formation, one reaches a point where there is no space available to add
more chains to the interface. This is known as the critical micelle concentration
(CMC) and above this point one sees the formation of micelles beneath the surface
excess layer, as shown in ﬁgure 1.3 (d) (noting that micelles can also be formed
by some molecules without the necessity of a surface excess layer). In this case
the tethered head groups (e.g. highly hydrophobic head groups in a water solvent)
will attempt to lower the highly unfavourable head groupsolvent interactions by
migrating together to form a pocket where there is very little solvent present. As a
result the polymer tails will extend out from the core of the micelle and spread into
the solvent to minimize their energy.
There are usually two methods used in experiments to prepare amphiphilic poly-
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mer at an air-water interface. The ﬁrst method is to spread an insoluble polymer
onto a water surface. This is achieved by ﬁrst dissolving the polymer in an appropri-
ate volatile solvent that is a good solvent for the polymer but insoluble in the water
substrate. After spreading polymer onto the water surface, the volatile solvent is
evaporated out, leaving the polymer ﬁlm on the water surface. The second method
involves dissolving an amphiphilic polymer in the liquid water. Diﬀusion of the
polymer will lead to self assembly of a surface excess layer due to the amphiphilic
nature of the polymer. Above the surface saturation concentration, one can also
sees micelle formation from this method.
1.3.1 Neutron reﬂectometry
Neutron reﬂectometry is a well-established technique for investigating the structural
properties of polymer materials at surfaces and interfaces [12, 13]. This approach
is attractive due to its ability to provide the most direct access to such aspects as
layer composition and thickness of a buried interface. Apart from its applications
in a study of polymer organization at ﬂuid interfaces [1418], this technique has also
been used to study liquid-metal interfaces [19], surfaces of liquid-liquid mixtures [20]
and the magnetic/structural properties of metallic thin ﬁlms [21,22].
The neutron reﬂectometry process involves ﬁring a beam of neutrons at a surface,
and measuring the reﬂectivity of the interface by analysing the specularly reﬂected
beam's properties relative to those of the incident beam. By monitoring the changes
in reﬂectivity as a function of probe depth, the molecular organisation normal to
the interface can be proﬁled.
When a beam of neutrons is incident on such a surface four diﬀerent processes
occur including specular reﬂection, transmission, bulk scattering and non-specular
reﬂection, as outlined in ﬁgure 1.4.
Specular reﬂection (1) from a surface occurs when the angle of incidence equals
that of reﬂection. This is used to study structure of samples perpendicular to the
surface and can probe thicknesses of a few angstroms up to a few microns. Non-
specular reﬂection (4) occurs when the surface under study has been roughened by,
for example, thermal ﬂuctuations, but the intensity of reﬂection from these processes
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of processes that occur when an incident beam of neutrons hits
an interface/surface: (1) specular reﬂection; (2) transmission; (3) bulk scattering;
(4) non-specular reﬂection.
is normally less than the background signal. Specular reﬂection also occurs from
the bulk subphase (3) (if a scattering species is present), which contributes to the
background signal. If the beam is not reﬂected to any extent then it is completely
transmitted into the subphase (2).
The processes involved in neutron reﬂectometry are analogous to those in optical
reﬂectivity experiments (light or X-rays), since the beam is reﬂected to an extent
depending on the refractive index of the sample. The signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the two techniques is the interaction that occurs between the probing radiation
and interface, since X-rays are scattered by electrons and neutrons are scattered by
nuclei. When discussing the reﬂection of neutron, the conventional optical terms of
scattering angle and reﬂective index are replaced by the terms wavevector, Q, and
scattering length density, ρ, respectively.
The wavevector is deﬁned as the magnitude of the vector between the specularly
reﬂected beam and the transmitted beam at the interface. This quantity can be
related to the wavelength of the incident beam, as well as the angle of incidence by
equation 1.1,
Q =
4pi
λ
sin θ, (1.1)
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where λ is the wavelength of the incident neutron beam, and θ is the angle of
incidence.
When considering a macroscopically smooth surface and ignoring any absorption
eﬀects (which are generally negligible for neutron reﬂectivity), the neutron refractive
index, n, can be expressed as
n = 1− λ
2
2pi
ρ (1.2)
where ρ is the scattering length density, which depends on the number density, n i,
and scattering length, b of species i, present at the surface.
ρ =
∑
i
nibi. (1.3)
By combining equation 1.2 and 1.3, it is evident that the surface refractive index
is dependent on the scattering length density and consequently the atomic compo-
sition normal to the surface.
Values for the scattering length and scattering length densities for nuclei and
components relevant to our study are given in table 1.1. The most important factor
in a neutron scattering measurement is the big diﬀerence between the scattering
length of hydrogen and deuterium. Whilst the negative scattering of the former
results in a poorly reﬂected beam (which can be easily merged with the background),
the positive scattering length of the latter can be used to amplify the reﬂected beam.
By preparing various contrasts through isotropic substitution, the reﬂectivity can
be analysed as a function of composition allowing the observer to deduce further
information on the system's structure without perturbing the structure itself.
The opposing signs of light (H2O) and heavy (D2O) water allow the prepara-
tion of a subphase with a scattering length density of zero, simply by mixing the
components in an appropriate ratio. This mixture is referred to as null reﬂecting
water (NRW), and can be used to eliminate all coherent scattering due to the water
subphase.
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Nucleus b / 10−4 Å
1H -0.37
2H 0.68
C 0.67
O 0.58
F 0.57
Species
∑
b / 10−4 Å ρ / 10−6 Å
−2
H2O -1.68 -0.56
D2O 1.92 6.35
Air 0 0
Ethylene oxide (H) 0.41 0.56
Ethylene oxide (D) 4.58 6.33
Diﬂuoro dendritic end-cap
(C8F17C3H6O)2-C6H3-CO-OCH2- 35.14 -
Triﬂuoro dendritic end-cap
(C8F17C3H6O)3-C6H2-CO-OCH2- 50.40 -
Table 1.1: Scattering lengths, b, and scattering length densities, ρ, of units present
in the amphiphilic/interface system of interest [23,24]. (H) is hydrogenous and (D)
is deuterated.
1.3.2 The Langmuir Trough
The Langmuir trough is a laboratory instrument that is used to set up polymer
ﬁlms of varying surface concentrations. The trough is ﬁlled with a liquid (typically
pure water), and has a movable barrier to allow easy variation of the surface area
of the liquid within. Studies of amphiphilic polymers at a water surface are often
undertaken using a Langmuir trough, in which surface concentration can be altered
by moving this barrier. A molecular monolayer of polymer is typically prepared
by gradually dripping a solution of amphiphile onto the water surface. A volatile
solvent that is immiscible with water (such as diethyl ether or chloroform) is used for
this, to ensure that the only species present are the water and the amphiphile upon
evaporation of the solvent. The amphiphilic molecules then remain at the water
interface where their surface concentration can be freely altered using the barrier.
Neutron reﬂectivity studies are often performed on materials in a Langmuir trough.
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1.3.3 Surface pressure isotherms
Surface pressure is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the surface tension of the pure
subphase material A (e.g. water) and that of the material's surface in the presence
of material B (e.g. amphiphile). The variation of surface pressure with surface con-
centration of amphiphilic molecule can be measured by means of Langmuir trough
equipment.
Surface pressure can be measured using a Wilhelmy plate (a simple piece of high
quality ﬁlter paper connecting to a displacement transducer that can accurately
measure forces acting on the plate due to the surface tension of the liquid phase).
Since the surface tension of water is reduced by the introduction of an amphiphilic
molecules to the surface, the force acting on the Wilhelmy plate will vary with the
composition of the surface being studied. By monitoring changes in the surface pres-
sure as a function of surface concentration a qualitative insight into the molecular
organisation of the ﬁlm at the interface can be obtained.
An example of an ideal isotherm for low molecular weight materials at a surface,
for example stearic acid, is given in ﬁgure 1.5. This diagram highlights the three
individual orientation states that simple molecules exhibit: the gaseous (G); liquid
expanded (LE) and the liquid condensed (LC) state.
The gaseous state occurs when the surface concentration of molecules is low,
hence the area per molecule is large and the surface pressure is low. The individual
components have freedom to move independently over the surface in this state. By
compression of the barriers, the gaseous state can undergo a phase transition to the
liquid expanded state where the molecules still have freedom to move on the surface
but they begin to overlap and interact with each other. Upon further compression,
the high surface concentration regime is reached via another phase transition in
which the molecules are forced to packed closely and orient steeply towards the
surface. This is known as the liquid-condensed state and a steep rise in the surface
pressure can be observed.
In general, polymer ﬁlms do not undergo distinct changes in state, hence their
surface pressure isotherms are relatively featureless [25]. When a polymer ﬁlm is
compressed the surface pressure tends to increase in a uniform manner and the
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Figure 1.5: A typical surface pressure isotherm for low molecular weight material
representing the three diﬀerent monolayer states: gaseous (G), liquid expanded (LE)
and liquid condensed (LC). A0 represents the minimum area per molecule.
molecules gradually move from a liquid expanded state into a liquid condensed
phase. If the region of sharpest increase in the isotherm is extrapolated to zero
surface pressure (dotted line in ﬁgure 1.5), the minimum area per molecule (A0)
can easily be calculated. One should be careful however when interpreting this
value for polymeric material as the chain segment may be coiled or desorbed at the
surface thus rendering it diﬃcult to discuss the actual organisation of the polymer
monolayer. However, by analysing the shape of each isotherm a qualitative picture
of molecular orientation as a function of surface concentration can be drawn.
1.4 Poly(ethylene oxide)
Poly(ethylene oxide)(PEO), also known as poly(ethylene glycol)(PEG) is one of the
most researched water-soluble synthetic polymers. The presence of an oxygen atom
in the PEO's basic constituent unit, -(CH2-CH2-O)-, changes entirely the nature of
the chain interactions compared to a hydrocarbon system and therefore the ther-
modynamics of PEO when dissolved in various solvents. This polymer is of great
scientiﬁc and technological interest for a wide variety of applications, many of which
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depend upon the properties of the polymer in aqueous solution. The great deal of
research interest in PEO/water systems also originates from PEO's ability to adsorb
on surfaces and at interfaces. Its use is found in lubricants [26,27], control of particle
aggregation in solution [28,29], environmental cleanup agents [30], etc. PEO is also
of great importance in industry, since it is used, for example, as a plasticiser [31], a
component in block copolymers [32,33] and a head group in nonionic surfactants [34].
The similarity of its speciﬁc interactions (hydrogen-bonding and hydrophobic inter-
actions) to those found in proteins and other biological materials makes PEO/water
a useful simple model system to study biomolecular interactions [35, 36]. This also
has potential for biomedical use in future [3739]. Given a variety of applications,
therefore, it is very desirable to understand behavior of PEO in aqueous solutions.
1.4.1 Poly(ethylene oxide) in aqueous solution
1.4.1.1 Theory
In typical hydrocarbon systems, the temperature-concentration (T -c) phase diagram
exhibits an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) above which the polymer and
solvent are in a single phase. In contrast, many water-soluble polymer systems ex-
hibit an inverted coexistence curve, known as, a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) above which there is coexistence between two phases [40, 41]. Nonionic,
water-soluble polymer systems can exhibit properties not seen in typical hydrocar-
bon systems. Examples are a negative entropy of mixing and polymer aggregation
under good-solvent conditions and unusual phase behaviour. PEO is a polymer
which exhibits all of the above-mentioned behaviour. At temperatures below 100°C
PEO is completely water soluble at all proportions and molecular weights [42]. How-
ever, at higher temperature a phase separation into a PEO rich phase and an almost
pure water phase occurs. Many of the properties of PEO/water solutions responsible
for their wide range of applications are related to their LCST behaviour [4346].
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the phase separation, such as
the structure of the surrounding water [47], the conformation of the PEO chains [48],
and hydrogen bonding between the ether oxygens of the polymer chain and wa-
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ter [49]. Kjellander and Florin [47] suggested that PEO is easily accommodated
into the liquid water network, resulting in favorable enthalpic interactions between
the ether and water. However, the hydrophobic hydration of the methyl units re-
sults in increased water structure that is entropically unfavorable. This low-entropy
structure of water is responsible for the phase separation at elevated temperatures.
As the temperature is increased even more, entropy of mixing results in miscibility.
Karlstrom [48] and Goldstein [49] emphasize diﬀerences in interactions between hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic regions of the polymer chain with water. They suggested
that the intermolecular potential between the two types of molecules forming a sol-
ubility gap (water and PEO) has small regions which are strongly attractive and
large regions which are repulsive. At low temperatures the molecules are primarily
in the attractive domain, but at elevated temperatures the importance of the re-
pulsive regions increases, resulting in an enthalpically driven phase separation. At
an even higher temperature, the mixing entropy will dominate again, resulting in
a miscible system. The physical nature of the diﬀerence between attractive and
repulsive domains is not clear. Goldstein suggested that this diﬀerence is due to
the capability of diﬀerent domains to make greater or fewer hydrogen bonds with
surrounded water. Karlstrom assumed that the origin of this classiﬁcation arises
from diﬀerences in polar interactions of various PEO conformers with water.
Several theoretical models have been proposed for the closed-loop phase be-
haviour of PEO solutions [40, 50, 51]. These models describe the LCST behaviour
either in terms of the composition and temperature dependence of the population
of hydrophilic conformers or PEO-water hydrogen bonding. A mean ﬁeld-like ap-
proach by Dormidontova [52], which also takes into account the eﬀect of hydrogen
bonding between water-water, achieved very good quantitative agreement with most
of the experimental data reported [41, 53, 54], in particular reproducing the closed
loop regions of phase coexistence.
1.4.1.2 Experiment studies
The aqueous solution properties of poly(ethylene oxide) have been studied exten-
sively both experimentally and theoretically in the last decade. Many of these involve
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Figure 1.6: Low-energy conformers of 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME).
investigations of aqueous solution of a small model system for PEO, named 1,2-
dimethoxyethane (DME). The molecular formula for DME is CH3OCH2CH2OCH3,
contains all dihedral types present in the PEO molecule. The possible conformations
of DME are listed in ﬁgure 1.6.
Using light scattering techniques, Devanand and Selser [55] found that the second
virial coeﬃcient, the radius of gyration, and the hydrodynamic radius for PEO in
water are much larger than those typically found for linear ﬂexible polymers in good
solvents, indicating that water is an extremely good solvent for PEO.
Conformation of PEO in aqueous solution have been examined by a number of ex-
perimental methods. Among those studies, Raman spectroscopy has been frequently
used to provide information of relative conformational populations. This technique
is usually combined with infrared spectroscopy to gain a further insight into the
structural aspect of the polymer. A series of the Raman and infrared spectroscopy
experiments for the DME/water and low molecular weight PEO/water systems have
been made by Matsuura and co-workers [5659]. These measurements revealed that
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the tgt conformer of DME becomes the most favorable in aqueous solution, which is
supported by measurement of PEO solution from Hsu et al. [60]. The populations of
the less hydrophilic (ttt and tgg' ) conformers of DME decrease on increasing concen-
tration of water, while the populations of the more hydrophilic conformers (tgt and
tgg) conformers increase [59]. At high temperature, the tgt and tgg conformers are
replaced by the ttt and tgg' ones, suggesting that the inverse temperature solubility
of PEO in water originates from conformational changes of the polymer chain, as
has been proposed by Karlstrom [48]. For more details in this study [59], the tgg'
conformer, which is the highest entropy one (in aqueous solution), is found to be
the most rapidly populated conformer on increasing temperature. They concluded
that the appearance of the -CH2O-CH2-CH2-OCH2- segment in the tgg' conforma-
tion within the PEO chain is a basic mechanism of the phase separation observed
in aqueous solutions. There are indirect evidences supporting this hypothesis. It
has been demonstrated that on increasing temperature the PEO chain becomes less
hydrated and collapses [61,62]. The same trend was observed on subjecting aqueous
solutions of PEO to a high pressure [63, 64]. Both processes-the dehydration and
the collapse of the polymer chains-were suggested to be greatly facilitated by the
appearance of the tgg' conformational segments within the chain, leading eventually
to a phase separation.
1.4.1.3 Simulation studies
Beside experimental investigations, molecular modeling techniques have been used
to gain a more physical picture, e.g. the inﬂuence of temperature and composition
on hydrogen bonding or conformer populations of PEO/water systems.
Using a force ﬁeld based upon ab initio quantum chemistry, calculations of
DME/water interactions by Smith and co-workers [65] showed a strong dependence
of DME conformation on temperature and solution composition. Conformer pop-
ulations are quite diﬀerent in aqueous solutions from those found in the gas phase
or neat liquid. The binding energy of water to DME in the tgt conformation (-7.7
kcal/mol) was found to be greater than that for the other low energy DME con-
formers (-6.1 kcal/ mol for ttt and -6.4 kcal/mol for tg+g' respectively) [66]. This
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was suggested to be due to the strong interaction of the water hydrogen atoms with
both ether oxygen atoms in the tgt conformer. Analysis of the calculated conformer
populations as a function of composition conﬁrmed a strong preference for the tgt
conformer in aqueous solution, and analysis of the pair distribution functions ap-
peared to be consistent with suggestions that this is due to the compatibility of the
DME tgt geometry with the structure of liquid water.
An optimized potentials for liquid simulations-all-atom (OPLS-AA) force ﬁeld
was modiﬁed by Anderson and Wilson and used in simulations of PEO solutions [67].
Conformational results from this PEO model are in agreement with the simulation
results by Smith et al. and Raman spectroscopy measurements [59, 60] which in-
dicated that the PEO solution is dominated by the tgt conformation. It was also
showed from this simulation that as polymer concentration decreases, the tgt and tgg
conformations increase in population while the ttt and tgg' conformations become
less populated.
A series of simulations have been performed on the PEO/water system by Smith
and co-workers. Study of the local structure of water around diﬀerent DME con-
formers [65] revealed that water tends to form clusters of 4-5 molecules on a nearest-
neighbour length scale rather than randomly distribute in the system. The entropic
penalty associated with this water structure increased with increasing DME con-
centration and temperature, thereby increasing the free energy of hydrophilic con-
formers relative to hydrophobic ones.
A complex dependence of PEO-water and water-water hydrogen bonding on both
composition and temperature was noted in reference [68]. Strong water clustering
was seen in concentrated solutions. PEO-water hydrogen bonding increased rapidly
with dilution until wPEO ≈ 0.5, at which point EO-water hydrogen bonding is
nearly saturated. Upon increasing temperature, a dramatic decrease in PEO-water
hydrogen bonding, consistent with the experimentally observed closed-loop phase
behavior [40, 41] were observed. They suggested from this study that the water
clustering and PEO-water hydrogen bond saturation, have to be incorporated into
any model attempting to describe phase behaviour in PEO/water solutions.
Detailed study of the temperature and composition dependence of the excess
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thermodynamic properties, e.g. ∆GEX = G(solution)−[G(solvent) +G(solute)], has
been made by Smith et al. [69]. They found that, at room temperature, the excess
enthalpy ∆HEX of the DME in water is favourable, and dominates the unfavourable
excess entropy ∆SEX, resulting in a favourable ∆GEX (i.e. miscibility of PEO/water
solutions). The favourable excess enthalpy and unfavourable excess entropy have
been known to be a results of formation of ether-water hydrogen bonds and the
structuring of the water comprising the ﬁrst hydration shell of the ether [70]. From
their calculations [69], the T∆SEX term became more favourable with increasing
temperature for both dilute and concentrated solutions of PEO, indicating that
unfavourable entropic eﬀects are not responsible for phase-separation of PEO/water
solutions at higher temperatures. The enthalpy of solvation of DME, especially in
dilute solution, became dramatically less favourable with increasing temperature,
consistent with a dramatic decrease in ether-water hydrogen bonding [68]. These
thermodynamic properties are in agreement with predictions from the theoretical
models of Karlstrom [48] and Dormidontova [52], leading to the conclusion that the
LCST in PEO/water solutions is enthalpy-driven.
1.4.2 Poly(ethylene oxide) at a water-air interface
1.4.2.1 Experimental studies
PEO has a surface tension of 42.5 mN/m (24 °C) [71], much lower than that of pure
water, which is 72.8 mN/m [72]. As a result, although PEO is water soluble, it has
also been shown that PEO can form stable spread ﬁlms at the water-air interface
under certain circumstances [7375]. The -CH2 -O-CH2 - component is suﬃciently
hydrophobic to escape from the water subphase and to form an adsorbed layer at
a surface. This structure is energetically preferable and this disturbs the hydrogen
bonded network of water at the surface and as a result, the surface tension of the
system drops in the presence of this surfactant [7578].
The PEO layer is found to be rather ﬂat and can be classiﬁed as a pancake
organization rather than a brush-like layer [74, 75]. The surface excess for PEO is
found to be around 0.5-0.7 mg m−2. At a concentration above this point, the mono-
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of the tail, loop and train conformation of an absorbed
polymer.
layer collapsed with PEO chains starting to penetrate through the liquid substrate
probably as loop and tail conformations (ﬁgure 1.7) [74,79].
Modiﬁcation of PEO by attaching a hydrophobic group to one or both ends dra-
matically changes the adsorption behavior of the polymer and, therefore, surface
properties of solutions. The highest surface activity at the critical micelle concen-
tration (at 25 °C) has been measured for PEO incorporating either ﬂuorinated (19
mN/m) [80] or silioxane (20 mN/m) [81] terminal groups. Since functional groups
incorporating ﬂuorocarbons are among the most eﬀective surface active agents, the
perﬂuorocarbon group has always been chosen as the terminal substituent.
Based on analysis of the surface tension and the infrared reﬂectance features,
PEO with perﬂuoroalkyl [82] and perﬂuorodecanoyl [83] end groups were found to
be highly surface active and adsorbed more strongly to the interface than unfunc-
tionalized equivalent PEO. It was also shown that the functionalised polymers are
able to form a brush-like structure at the air-water interface, especially at high
surface coverage [82,83].
Indication for any change of the interfacial structure, e.g. from pancake to brush,
has previously been deduced from the interfacial pressure developed in tethered poly-
mer layers. However, a key parameter to prove the presence of such structures is
the thickness of the layer (or brush height) and its dependence on surface cover-
age [18]. To gain direct access to layer composition and thickness of amphiphilic
polymers at a water/air interface, the neutron reﬂectometry technique has been
introduced [1416,84].
Neutron reﬂectometry measurements on ﬂuorocarbon end-capped PEO by Richards
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et al. [18] revealed that, for a PEO molecular weight of 2000 g mol−1, the layer
thickness is more than twice the radius of gyration of the polymer, conﬁrming the
existence of a brush conﬁguration, which is adsorbed to the interface by the ﬂuoro-
carbon end group. The brush conformation is, however, not supportable for the two
higher molecular weight polymers (MwPEO = 5000 g mol−1 and 10 000 g mol−1),
where the layer thickness is of the same order as its Rg. The rather ﬂat layers, in the
cases of higher molecular weight polymers, also suggest that as well as ﬂuorocarbon
ends being adsorbed, some of the ethylene oxide units are also adsorbed at the air-
water interface. Although the surface excess for these two polymers is considerably
less than that of the 2000 g mol−1 polymer, there is still considerably more polymer
adsorbed than for unmodiﬁed PEO. At high concentrations of polymer in solution,
the surface excess region has a two-layer organization, the lower layer consisting of
micelles at the underside of an upper layer at the air-water interface. As investi-
gated further by small-angle neutron scattering, the micelles of the higher molecular
weight polymers appear to have a more diﬀuse organization than those formed by
the lowest molecular weight polymer.
With the aim of increasing the surface tethering strength, new amphiphilic poly-
mers wherein the PEO chain is functionalized by two (F2) and three (F3) ﬂuoro-
carbon head groups (the structures are showed in ﬁgure 1.8 (b) and (c)) have been
synthesized and studied by Bartram [85]. Although only ∼50 % of PEO was suc-
cessfully functionalized (∼50 % left as unmodiﬁed PEO), the solution of these mixed
components gave surface tensions as low as polymers with 100% of the PEO chains
functionalized by one ﬂuorinated (F1) group [18] (ﬁgure 1.8 (a)). A more detailed
study of the surface organization using neutron reﬂectivity [85] showed that the
tethering strength of F3 materials is signiﬁcantly higher than that of F1 and F2
materials. The F1 and F2 materials do not appear to tether suﬃciently to the water
surface to reach high packing densities, reﬂecting the fact that the surface tethering
strength is primarily induced by the hydrophobicity of the ﬂuorine contained in the
head groups of the molecules. The multiple ﬂuorocarbon head group allows the
tethering of a much higher molecular weight of PEO materials. For example, while
F1 head group has been shown to be eﬀective in strongly tethering PEO chains up
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(a) F1 structure used in ref. [18]
(b) F2 structure used in ref. [85]
(c) F3 structure used in ref. [85]
Figure 1.8: Structures of ﬂuorocarbon end-capped PEO used in previous studies.
to 2000 g mol−1 [18], the F3 materials are shown to be eﬀective up to a molecular
weight of 10 000 g mol−1.
1.4.2.2 Simulation studies
Molecular simulation is becoming a useful tool for the study of polymeric materials
at interfaces [86]. Phase transitions in amphiphilic monolayer have been investigated
using molecular dynamics simulations [87]. Monte Carlo simulation has been used
to calculate conﬁgurational free energies for systems involving amphiphile-oilwater
systems [88]. Coarse-grained simulations have also proved to be a very eﬃcient
means of studying lipid bilayers [89, 90].
There are several simulation studies relevant to the work in this thesis. A sys-
tem consisting of a polynorbornene backbone grafted with poly(ethylene oxide) have
been simulated using Monte Carlo simulation [91]. Here, amphiphilic molecules were
placed at an idealized interface between hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions, which
were represented by external potentials. Transition from pancake to brush confor-
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mation was observed when the surface concentration was increased. The calculated
neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles at low surface concentrations were found to be in good
agreement with experimental results [15, 16]. At high surface concentrations, how-
ever, simulation failed to describe the behaviour of the hydrophilic chains due to
the use of an over-simpliﬁed conﬁnement potential that exaggerated the extension
of the PEO chains into the aqueous subphase.
The promising results obtaining from the simple model mentioned above prompted
the authors to use a more `realistic interface' provided by an explicit water model
[67]. Fully atomistic simulations were performed on the same molecular system
and it was clearly shown that PEO chains undergo a transition from the pancake
regime to a brush structure when surface concentration was increased. Neutron re-
ﬂectivity proﬁles generated from the simulations showed excellent agreement with
experiment, particularly at low surface concentrations. Agreement at higher con-
centrations is signiﬁcantly better than in a previous model which neglected water.
However, simulations at the highest surface concentrations (∼3.0 mg m−2) failed to
produce adequate results due to too crowded starting conﬁgurations, which were
not able to relax over time scales available for simulation [92].
Several coarse-grained surfactant models have been developed to deal with com-
plex phenomena occurring in a wide range of length- and time-scales. This class of
models is eﬃcient enough to permit the study of surfactant systems at concentra-
tions high enough to see, for example, budding and ﬁssion of micelles from surfactant
monolayers at an air-water interface [86].
For example, surfactant model containing PEO segments has been developed by
Klein and co-workers [9395]. The CG surfactants yielded spontaneous self-assembly
in bulk solution as well as at air-water and oil-water interfaces. Experimental results,
e.g. surface/interfacial tension, density and lipid layer thickness, are well reproduced
by the CG simulations. The faster relaxation of the CG model enables observation of
complex phenomena occurring on the mesoscale level, including budding and ﬁssion
of micelles from surfactant monolayers at an air/water interface and a repartitioning
of surfactants at an oil/water interface.
The molecular mechanism for the collapse of a lipid monolayer at the air-water
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interface, that is crucial for maintaining low surface tension at the gas-exchange
interface in the lungs during breathing, has successfully been investigated using
coarse-grained models [96]. The structures of lipid aggregates formed upon collapse
can be characterized experimentally, but the mechanism leading to these structures
is not fully understood. By applying lateral compression, the CG simulation showed
that the collapse begins with buckling of the monolayer, followed by folding of the
buckle into a bilayer in the water phase. After collapse, the bilayer folds have a semi-
elliptical shape, in accord with theoretical predictions. Furthermore, the folds can
transform into ﬂat circular bilayers or vesicles and disconnect from the monolayer.
In the list of the simulation studies described above, it has been shown that
molecular modeling techniques can provide very useful insight into exactly what the
amphiphilic molecules are doing and how they are behaving at a water/air interface.
Previous experiments have only been able to infer molecular changes, e.g. neutron
reﬂectivity, where the layer composition and thickness are obtained from ﬁtting
of structural models to reﬂectivity data. Furthermore, some phenomena that are
diﬃcult to detect experimentally, e.g. budding and ﬁssion of micelles from surfactant
monolayers, are also shown to be observable by using state-of-the-art simulation
techniques.
In order to simulate systems comparable to those used in experiments, e.g. in
neutron reﬂectometry measurements, it is necessary to model a very long PEO
chain with a realistic molecular weight. To accommodate many large chains at the
interface, huge numbers of solvent (water) molecules would also be required. It is
impractical and far too computationally expensive to simulate suﬃcient atoms to
model very large polymer systems (i.e. many 1000s of monomers). In addition,
fully atomistic simulations at high surface concentrations fail to produce adequate
results due to crowded conﬁgurations, which cannot relax within the simulation
times available [67, 92]. For these reasons a coarse-grained simulation technique,
which has successfully been applied to various polymeric and biological systems, will
be used to circumvent these problems.
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1.5 Scope of this thesis
The aim of this project involves simulations of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)/water
system at a fully atomistic level. These simulations will be used to develop a new
coarse-grained (CG) description of PEO in water, which can be used to study the
complex behaviour of this molecule at a water-air interface. The models will further
be used to help explain and predict the behaviour of dendritic ﬂuorocarbon capped
PEO molecules, which have been studied recently by neutron reﬂectivity techniques.
Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to computer simulation, including the molec-
ular dynamics, ideas behind force ﬁelds and the computational methods relevant to
this work. An overview of coarse-grained molecular simulation is also presented,
along with some descriptive details of this technique that are implemented in our
work.
The ﬁrst set of results are reported in chapter 3 for the development of coarse-
grained model of water. CG potentials are derived under the requirements of repro-
ducing true behaviour of water both in bulk and at a water-air interface. Several
models are developed, and comparisons of obtained results to those from experiments
and previous proposed models in the literature are made.
In chapter 4, a coarse-grained model for the PEO/water system is presented. The
resulting model is validated through a series of simulations of single PEO chains with
diﬀerent molecular weight in aqueous solutions. Transferability of the model to a
water-air interface system is also explored, followed by measuring the speed-up of
the CG model compared to the atomistic one.
Coarse-grained models for di-and triﬂuoro dendritic end-capped PEO are pre-
sented in chapter 5. Simulations using these models are then performed in chapter
6, spanning a range of polymer concentrations at a water-air interface. The sim-
ulated neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles and adsorption behaviour obtained from these
simulations are then used to compare and discuss with the experimental results of
the corresponding systems.
Finally, the thesis work is concluded with a summary and outlook in chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Computational methods
A wide variety of simulation techniques and models have been developed for studying
molecular systems at diﬀerent levels of detail. The most detailed ab initio meth-
ods deal explicitly with the electrons in a system, therefore, the calculations are
computationally very expensive. This method usually limits calculations to tens
or hundreds (on large computers) of atoms with only short time scales accessible
(picoseconds). Their main use has been found in modeling catalytic and enzymatic
reactions in chemical and biological systems, and in structural studies in material
chemistry.
Molecular mechanics studies ignore electronic motions and calculate the energy
of a system as a function of nuclear positions only. This technique is thus always
used to perform calculations on systems containing signiﬁcant numbers of atoms.
Many simulations today are atomistic (all atom), meaning that each atom in the
simulated system corresponds to a single atom in the real system. For some compu-
tationally expensive calculations, however, the united atom approximation, where
hydrogens are fused with heavier atoms into single particles, is used. This dra-
matically reduces computational cost, since in many organic systems the hydrogen
atom is the most common. Hence, the term atom in simulation is often used to
denote united atoms (say, a -CH 2 - group represented by a single particle) as well
as traditional atomistic particles.
This simpliﬁcation can be taken further with the so-called coarse-graining (CG)
methodology. A typical example of a coarse-grained simulation could involve the
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structure of the simulated molecule being simpliﬁed to a chain of beads or hard
spheres. Coarse-grained models have increasingly been used in simulations of poly-
meric systems to help overcome the problem of slow relaxations and extend the time
and length scales accessible.
This chapter outlines the essential components of the computer simulations that
are used in this thesis work. The molecular dynamics and relevant computational
methods are presented in section 2.1. The coarse-graining techniques, which are
applied throughout this work, are introduced in section 2.2. Implementation details
and points for consideration in coarse-graining are included in the same section.
Finally, section 2.3 describes the relevant equations that are used to calculate prop-
erties reported in this thesis.
2.1 Molecular dynamics
The molecular dynamics (MD) method is used to calculate the trajectories of all
particles in a simulated system, by evaluating the force acting upon each atom in
the system due to all other atoms, and then adjusting the acceleration, velocity and
position of the particle according to Newton's laws of motion. Newton's 2nd law for
a simple system is given by equation 2.1, where F i is the force acting on atom i, m i
is the mass of i, t is time, E is the potential energy and r i represents the atomic
coordinates of i. Integration of a set of particles, modelled by equation 2.1 allows
one to ﬁnd the trajectory that describes positions, velocities, and accelerations of
particles as a function of time. Knowing the positions and velocities allows one to
predict the state of the system at any time.
mi
∂2ri
∂t2
= F i,
where
F i = −∂E
∂ri
. (2.1)
There are several diﬀerent integration algorithms in use, but the most commonly
used ones are the Leapfrog and Velocity Verlet algorithms.
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2.1.1 Leap-frog algorithm
The leap-frog algorithm [97] uses positions r at time t and velocities v at time
t− 1
2
∆t; it updates positions and velocities using the forces F (t) determined by the
positions at time t:
v
(
t+
1
2
∆t
)
= v
(
t− 1
2
∆t
)
+
∆t
m
F (t) (2.2)
r (t+ ∆t) = r (t) + ∆tv
(
t+
1
2
∆t
)
(2.3)
The leap-frog algorithm's staggering of velocity and position results in a slight in-
convenience when trying to calculate both the potential (position-based) and kinetic
(velocity-based) energies for the same point in time.
2.1.2 Velocity Verlet algorithm
The velocity Verlet algorithm [98] allows the calculation of positions and velocities
at the same time; velocities at the previous half step are not required. Thus it
tends to be more accurate in terms of the trajectory generated than the leap-frog
algorithm.
v
(
t+
1
2
∆t
)
= v (t) +
∆t
2m
F (t) (2.4)
r (t+ ∆t) = r (t) + ∆tv
(
t+
1
2
∆t
)
(2.5)
v (t+ ∆t) = v
(
t+
1
2
∆t
)
+
∆t
2m
F (t+ ∆t) (2.6)
or equivalently:
r (t+ ∆t) = r (t) + ∆tv +
∆t2
2m
F (t) (2.7)
v (t+ ∆t) = v (t) +
∆t
2m
[F (t) + F (t+ ∆t)] (2.8)
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Given a single starting ﬁle with the same starting point x (0) and v(0), leapfrog
and velocity Verlet will not give identical trajectories, as leapfrog will interpret the
velocities as corresponding to t = −1
2
∆t, while velocity Verlet will interpret them
as corresponding to the timepoint t = 0.
2.1.3 Force ﬁelds
Before any simulation can be carried out, a good representation of the interatomic
interactions must be selected. Such a model is known as a force ﬁeld . A force ﬁeld
is an energy function that describes the potential energy of a particular set of inter-
acting particles. The ability of computer simulations to describe the behaviour of a
material depends critically upon the accuracy of inter and intramolecular potential
energy functions. A good force ﬁeld should be able to describe the concentration
and temperature dependency of the conformations as well as macroscopic thermo-
dynamic equilibrium properties.
In molecular simulations, the force ﬁeld is typically written as
Etot = Ebonded + Enonbonded, (2.9)
where Ebonded describes chemical bonds and angles, and Enonbonded describe the non-
bonded interactions that contibuted from electrostatic and van der Waals contribu-
tions.
The bonded term is written as a sum of contributions from bond length and
angle vibration and dihedral potentials, for example, as follows:
Ebonded =
∑
bonds
1
2
kbij
(
rij − r0ij
)2
+
∑
angles
1
2
kθijk
(
θijk − θ0ijk
)2
+
∑
dihedrals
kφijkl cos
(
nijklφijkl − φ0ijkl
)
+
∑
impropers
1
2
kξijkl
(
ξijkl − ξ0ijkl
)2
. (2.10)
The ﬁrst and second terms use harmonic potentials with force constants kbij and
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kθijk to keep bond lengths and angles around their reference values r
0
ij and θ
0
ijk. The
sums run over all pairs ij or triplets ijk of particles connected by bonds. The third
term describes rotation about bonds with kφijkl determining the stiﬀness, nijkl the
multiplicity, and φ0ijkl the reference angle. Diﬀerent functional forms can be used for
more complex cases with multiple minima of unequal depth [99,100]. The last term
describes so-called improper dihedrals that are used to force planarity of certain
groups of particles, as well as preventing changes in the chirality of molecules. The
functional forms in equation 2.10 are not the only possibilities, some force ﬁelds
use diﬀerent functions to achieve more eﬃcient computation of the forces [100] or
additional terms for more accurate description [101].
The non-bonded electrostatic term is the standard Coulombic interaction
Ees =
∑
i,j
qiqj
4piε0rij
, (2.11)
where qi, qj are the partial charges on the atoms separated by distance r ij.
For the van der Waals term, the Lennard- Jones (LJ) interaction is typically used:
EvdW =
∑
i,j
4ij
[(
σij
rij
)12
−
(
σij
rij
)6]
. (2.12)
The second term includes dipoledipole, dipoleinduced dipole, and induced
dipole induced dipole interactions. All these are attractive on average and have
a common r−6 dependence [102]. The ﬁrst term is a computationally eﬃcient im-
plementation of repulsion at short interatomic distances, resulting from electronic
overlap. The parameters ij and σij determine the depth of the attractive minimum
and the distance at which the potential crosses zero, respectively.
2.1.3.1 MD in diﬀerent ensembles
Statistical mechanics provide a link between individual molecular properties and
those of the bulk. When setting up the MD calculation one must decide on an
ensemble to use. The natural ensemble for MD is the micro-canonical, NVE, in
which the number of particles N, volume V and the total energy E are conserved
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[103]. If diﬀerent ensembles are desired, for example the NVT (canonical) or NPT
(isobaric/isothermal), a thermostat or thermo- and barostat respectively, needs to
be applied to keep the temperature T, and the pressure P, constant. Popular choices
for thermostats include the Berendsen [104] and Nosè-Hoover thermostats [105,106].
The Berendsen algorithm mimics weak coupling of the system to an external heat
bath with given temperature T 0. Deviation of the system temperature from T 0 is
corrected according to:
dT
dt
=
T0 − T
τ
(2.13)
where T is the current temperature and τ is a time constant that gives the strength
of the coupling. The Berendsen thermostat is very eﬃcient in reaching the desired
temperature, but it does not produce a well-deﬁned ensemble, as it suppresses ﬂuc-
tuations in the kinetic energy.
Perhaps the most popular approach for obtaining the full canonical ensemble
is to use the Nosè-Hoover thermostat [105, 106], where a thermal reservoir and a
friction term are introduced into the equation of motion:
d2ri
dt2
=
F i
mi
− pξ
Q
dri
dt
. (2.14)
The friction force is proportional to the product of each particle's velocity and
a friction parameter, ξ. This friction parameter (or heat bath variable) is a fully
dynamic quantity with its own momentum (pξ) and equation of motion with the
time derivative calculated from the diﬀerence between the current kinetic energy
and the reference temperature:
dpξ
dt
= (T − T0) . (2.15)
The reference temperature is denoted T 0, while T is the current instantaneous
temperature of the system. The strength of the coupling is determined by the
constant Q (usually called the mass parameter of the reservoir) in combination
with the reference temperature.
Volume and pressure form a set of variables similar to energy and temperature,
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and in many situations, a constant pressure simulation would be more appropriate
than a constant volume one. This can be achieved with barostats, which are formu-
lated in a similar way to thermostats, but control the pressure tensor P instead of the
temperature. Again, a simple box rescaling scheme, the Berendsen barostat [104], is
often used for its simplicity, but it does not produce the correct ﬂuctuations seen in,
for example, the constant-NPT ensemble. An extended ensemble method, similar
to Nosè-Hoover, is called the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [107], and is often used
when the volume ﬂuctuations are important.
2.1.4 Stochastic dynamics
Stochastic or velocity Langevin dynamics [108, 109] adds a friction and a random
force to Newton's equations of motion:
mi
d2ri
dt2
= F i (r)−miξidri
dt
+ F ri (t) (2.16)
where ξi is the friction constant (1/ps) and F ri (t) is a random force that has the
properties
〈F ri (t)〉 = 0, (2.17)
〈
F ri (t)F
r
j
(
t
′
)〉
= 2miξikBTδijδ
(
t− t′
)
. (2.18)
A frictional force added to the conservative force is proportional to the velocity,
and it adjusts the kinetic energy of the particle so that the temperature matches
the set temperature. The random force is randomly determined from a Gaussian
distribution to add kinetic energy to the particle, and its variance is the function of
set temperature and time step. Therefore, the random force is balanced with the
frictional force and maintains the system temperature at the set value. When 1/ξi
is large compared to the time scales present in the system, one could see stochastic
dynamics as molecular dynamics with stochastic temperature-coupling. The advan-
tage compared to MD with Berendsen temperature coupling, is that in case of SD
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Figure 2.1: Schematic outline of time and length scales accessible to current sim-
ulation methods (reproduced from ref. [125]), ranging from highly accurate but
computational very demanding ab initio calculations (quantum) to highly eﬃcient
but very low-detail continuum models and stochastic network methods. In between,
we ﬁnd atomistic molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations followed by
coarse-grained molecular modelling. Hybrid multiscale modelling, where two levels
of resolution are combined, can also be used to move oﬀ-diagonal in the direction
of large length scales. Advanced sampling methods, so-called rare event techniques,
allow for sampling of slow processes on long time scales.
the generated ensemble is known. For simulating a system in vacuum there is the
additional advantage that there is no accumulation of errors for the overall transla-
tional and rotational degrees of freedom. When 1/ξi is small compared to the time
scales present in the system, the dynamics will be completely diﬀerent from MD,
but the sampling of conﬁgurational space is still correct.
2.2 Coarse-graining
The quick growth of computer power as predicted by Moore's law [110], combined
with a highly eﬃcient parallel programs [111114] allow one to keep expanding the
size of the detailed all-atom or united-atom systems that one wish to simulate. The
largest simulation recorded is molecular dynamics simulations of a trillion (1012)
Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles in a simple cubic lattice with the edge length of the
simulated crystal of 2.55 micrometers [115]. Such massive calculations however are
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only successful by using very high performance computers, and still require a couple
of days to reach 10 ps of simulation time. In general, the accessible time scale of MD
simulations on million-atom systems is typically less than 100 ns [116]. Perhaps the
best is yet to come, it is very promising that the adoption of new architectures, such
as graphical processor units (GPU) [117,118], in combination with the innovation of
the underlying techniques, i.e. a massively fast parallel algorithms, will enable one
to model realistic materials with all their inherent complexities in the foreseeable
future.
In many soft matter systems such as synthetic or biological materials, it is well
known that their physical phenomena and properties are governed by interactions
and processes on a wide range of length- and time-scales [119121]. Brute-force
simulations alone will not be suﬃcient to deal with these issues. In order to ac-
cess the mesoscopic time- and length-scales relevant to material properties, meth-
ods that bridge from the atomistic (microscopic) to a coarser (mesoscopic) level
have been developed. Figure 2.1 illustrates the length and time scales accessible
to current simulation methods. Many polymeric materials show a large degree of
universality in their static [122] as well as dynamic [123] behaviours, and these uni-
versal scaling properties as a function of chain length, temperature and composition
can be most eﬃciently studied via, so-called coarse grained (CG) molecular mod-
els [124]. Current coarse-graining approaches have striven to improve computational
eﬃciency in simulations and has attracted a signiﬁcant amount of attention in recent
years [116,125,126].
2.2.1 What is coarse-grained model
The term Coarse-grained is generally used to refer to a simpliﬁed representation
of a more detailed system. It is constructed by systematically reducing the number
of degrees of freedom of the target system and keeping only the important ones so
that the properties of interest still hold. For example, it could used for turning an
all-atom to an united-atom model or an explicit solvent model to an implicit one,
etc. In these cases, a more detailed system refers to the all-atom model. A typical
example of a coarse-grained model is shown in ﬁgure 2.2, where the structure of the
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All-atom model 118 atoms Coarse-grained model 10 sites
Figure 2.2: (a) All-atom and (b) Coarse-grained models.
molecules is simpliﬁed to a chain of beads. Usually, CG models provide much more
speed-up in CPU time compared to AA models for similar systems. This speed-up
arises from three factors, which result from the reduction in the number of degrees of
freedom: (i) reducing the overall computational cost due to reducing the number of
interaction sites (ii) increase in the simulation time step due to less steep interaction
potentials and (iii) quicker movement of the system through conﬁgurational space
due to smaller energy barriers and/or a smoother energy landscape. This makes the
CG models promising choices for tackling the problems of time and length scales
accessible in molecular simulations.
2.2.2 Coarse-graining methods
A wide varieties of coarse-graining methods have been reported in the literature. In
general, they all share a common procedure which starts from a detailed atomistic
model or experimental data; then deﬁnes a coarse-grain model by replacing groups
of atoms/molecules with CG sites (mapping) and ﬁnally constructs an eﬀective
potential to describe the statistical mechanics of these CG sites (usually based on
simple pairwise additive potentials). To derive the interaction potentials, three sorts
of properties are frequently used as targets: (i) thermodynamics (ii) structure and
(iii) force. Of course, one has to know which key properties play the decisive role in
the system of interest, then, choose the right ones to be reproduced.
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2.2.2.1 Thermodynamic-based coarse-graining
In thermodynamic-based coarse-graining, the target properties are mainly selected
from experimental measurements, e.g. critical points [127, 128], interfacial ten-
sion [129], hydration free energy [94], etc. This is classiﬁed as a top-down bridging
approach since microscopic CG representations are derived from a macroscopic prop-
erties [130]. The success of this approach is illustrated in the popular MARTINI
model [89,90] where partitioning free energies between polar and apolar phases were
used to optimize coarse-grain interaction parameters. This approach has proven to
be particularly useful for studying processes such as lipid membrane association.
Since it targeted at reproducing energies, this method does not guarantee the repro-
duction of the structure of the system.
2.2.2.2 Structural-based coarse-graining
Structural-based coarse-graining, which is solely used in this thesis, aims at ﬁnding
CG interactions that reproduce predeﬁned target structures such as RDFs obtained
from more detailed simulations, are classiﬁed as bottom-up coarse-graining ap-
proach. With this approach, it is possible to insert atomistic coordinates back into
a CG structure (backmapping) [120, 131, 132]. Backmapping has been found to be
very useful in some areas of application, for example, in NMR studies, one can per-
form CG simulations over long time and large length scale to obtain well-equilibrated
structures, atomistic details then put back into the CG structures and trajectories,
which can be used to compare directly with experimental data [133, 134]. On the
other hand, structural-based coarse-graining itself does not guarantee reproduction
of thermodynamic properties of the system, unless one applies a post-corrections for
these property of interest [135138]. There are two methods which are frequently
used to derive structural-based CG potentials: (i) inverse Monte Carlo method
(IMC) [139] and (ii) iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI) method [135].
According to the Henderson theorem [140], the solution to the problem of ﬁnding
an isotropic pair potential that exactly reproduces a given pair structure is unique.
The eﬀective potentials generated from both methods, thus, in principle are the
same (within statistical error). Some comparisons between IMC and IBI techniques
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have been made in the work by Ru¨hle and co-workers [141]. IMC usually provides
faster convergence since the potential update is rigorously derived using statistical
mechanics. Another advantage of the IMC is that, in the case of multicomponent
mixtures, it takes into account cross-correlations between diﬀerent particle types
for every potential update. These updates are independent in the IBI method,
which often leads to convergence problems for multicomponent systems. As cross-
correlations have been evaluated, the IMC method, however, requires much longer
sampling to get statistics that are good enough to calculate the potential update
to a similar accuracy as IBI. Another issue of the IMC method is the stability of
the scheme. This can be inﬂuenced by several factors, such as the box size. As
reported in reference [141], a box of size three times the RDF cutoﬀ was not enough
to achieve a converged potential for IMC, while it worked well with system sizes of
the order of 2x RDF cutoﬀ using IBI method.
In this thesis, the IBI method is used throughout coarse-graining studies of water,
PEO/water and amphiphilic/water systems. The basic ideas and implementation
for this technique are described in detail in the section 2.2.3.
2.2.2.3 Force matching method
Another approach to evaluate coarse-grained potentials is the force matching (FM)
method [142,143], which has been successful in developing CG models for many sys-
tems, in particular biomolecular systems [144146]. In contrast to structural-based
CG methods which try to reproduce distributions functions, its aim is to minimise
the diﬀerence between the instantaneous forces deﬁned by the CG force ﬁeld and
the original atomistic force ﬁeld. It is known that, for this method, forces applying
to CG sites are inherited from the many-body multidimensional potential of mean
force of the underlying atomistic system [147]. Thus, it does not necessarily guaran-
tee that the local structural properties such as pair distributions, will be perfectly
reproduced. To improve the reproduction of the underlying atomistic qualities, it
was suggested that the FM method requires the inclusion of explicit higher-order
interactions [141,148].
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2.2.3 Systematic coarse-graining by iterative Boltzmann in-
version
The iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI) procedure has been pioneered by Reith et
al. [135]. This is perhaps the most popular approach. It is conceptually straight-
forward, allows any type and number of distribution function as input, and con-
verges relatively fast. This technique has successfully been applied to polymer
melts [133,149,150], liquid crystals [151], solutions [137,152] as well as to low molec-
ular weight species [138,153,154].
The IBI method essentially consists of three steps: (a) performing an atomistic
simulation to create the particle trajectories from which target function(s) can be
extracted afterward; (b) choosing how to group together atoms from the detailed
level onto the CG level (mapping) and extraction of the coarse-grained topologies
and target functions; (c) performing the actual iteration by repeatedly simulating
the system in its mesoscale representation and evaluating the functions of interest.
After each iteration loop, the potential(s) 1,..., n are corrected according to the
formula
Ui+1 (x) = Ui (x) + αkBT ln
[
Pi (x)
Ptarget (x)
]
, i = 0, 1, 2 . . . , (2.19)
where i denotes the iteration step number, kB is Boltzmann's constant, T is the
temperature, x is the independent variable, and P(x ) represents a probability distri-
bution function such as a RDF, bond length or bond angle probability distributions.
The algorithm involves updating trial eﬀective potentials, U i(x ), by successively
adding correction terms that account for the deviation between the trial probability
distribution function in the CG simulations and the corresponding target distri-
bution function from the atomistic simulations. The α parameter is an arbitrary
number that is chosen to appropriately scale the magnitude of the correction term so
that fast convergence of the eﬀective potentials is attained. An eﬀective CG poten-
tial that reproduces the same structural features from the corresponding atomistic
simulations is obtained when the trial and target distribution functions are equal or
nearly equal within some prescribed tolerance value.
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To generate the initial guesses (i = 0) for the eﬀective CG potentials, the target
RDF, bond length probability distribution, P(l), bond angle probability distribu-
tion, P(θ), and dihedral angle probability distribution, P(Φ), obtained from the
atomistic simulations, are Boltzmann inverted via the following equations, respec-
tively:
U0 (r) = −kBT ln [RDFtarget (r)] , (2.20)
U0 (l) = −kBT ln [Ptarget (l)] , (2.21)
U0 (θ) = −kBT ln
[
Ptarget (θ)
sinθ
]
, (2.22)
U0 (Φ) = −kBT ln [Ptarget (Φ)] . (2.23)
It should be noted that U0 (x) given above is a potential of mean force (PME),
not a potential energy. However, it is usually suﬃcient as an initial guess for an
iterative procedure. In the case that the PME does not work well, one might start the
iteration with some simple type of potentials such as Lennard-Jones for nonbonded
interactions and harmonic bond and angle potentials for bonded interactions.
2.2.3.1 Including thermodynamic properties as targets
According to the Henderson theorem [140], under fairly general conditions, an
isotropic potential derived to reproduce the pair structure of a ﬂuid is unique up
to a constant. However, there usually exist a whole family of potentials that give
RDFs with diﬀerences from the target within a line thickness. Notably, the possibil-
ity of changing the potential without disrupting the local structure can be used to
ﬁt other thermodynamic properties of interest, such as average energy and/or pres-
sure [135138]. It should be noted for coarse-grained models that removing degrees
of freedom will also removes their friction contribution. Thus, leaving out friction
will speed up the dynamics and, in most cases, produce extremely high pressure
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for the system. Therefore, pressure correction is usually preformed alongside the
structural ﬁt.
The correction to the pressure, for example, can be done by introducing a linear
tail function to the previously optimized potential [135]. The correction to the
potential is
∆U (r) = A0
(
1− r
rcutoff
)
. (2.24)
The correction fulﬁlls the following essential conditions: ∆U (r = 0) = A0 and
∆U (rcutoff ) = 0. Depending on whether the pressure in the current iteration is
above or below the target value, A0 value can be adjusted to decrease or increase in
the next iteration. The corrected potentials is then taken as an initial guesses of a
re-optimisation of the potentials against the structure using the IBI method. After
that, the pressure is re-evaluated and the procedure continued until convergence has
occurred.
2.2.4 Notes for coarse-graining
2.2.4.1 State-point dependence and transferability of potentials
Coarse-grained potentials, particularly ones generated by structural or force based
approaches, are averaged out from many atomistic degrees of freedom, whose eﬀect
is diﬀerent depending on the given conditions. For this reason, the coarse-grained
models are highly speciﬁc to the thermodynamic state at which the optimisation is
performed and cannot be assumed to be transferable to a diﬀerent set of conditions,
i.e. temperature or composition. As an examples, Ghosh and Faller [153] studied
the glass transition behaviour of a small organic molecule, ortho-terphenyl, using a
CG model derived by the IBI method. They found that using potentials generated
at 300 K does not produce any glass transition at 250 K or above, in contrast to
the atomistic model which gave a glass transition at 260 K. Villa et al. [155] showed
that the CG model obtained by reproducing the structural properties of pure liquid
benzene is not well-suited to represent benzene in dilute aqueous solution. The model
does not favor benzene aggregation as observed in detailed atomistic simulations.
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Another example, the coarse-grained poly(acrylic acid) model [156] predicts the
wrong temperature dependence of the hydrodynamic radius. It was shown that,
with increasing temperature, the polymer contracts instead of expands.
Whilst the reasons for transferability problems are clearly demonstrated [157,
158], on the other hands, some degree of transferability still exists [159,160]. There
are many reports on successfully using iterative Boltzmann inversion derived force
ﬁelds at speciﬁc thermodynamic states to describe a broader range of them. Using a
low level of coarse-graining (2 CH 2 groups : 1 CG bead), Vettorel and Mayer [161]
showed that the phase transition to an ordered state of short polyethylene chains
is qualitatively described by using the same potential. Full transferability, over
the thermodynamic range of interest, for the CG model of polyamide-6,6 has been
reported by Carbone et al. [150]. It was also shown in this study that the poly-
mer chain length does not aﬀect the transferability of the force ﬁeld. In the same
year, the same research group [162] has reported CG potentials for polystyrene and
ethylbenzene (basic monomer of polystyrene), that are capable of reproducing true
structure and density over a desired range of temperatures, compositions and chain
lengths. For a case study more closely related to the work in this thesis, implicit-
solvent CG potentials for poly(oxyethylene) oligomers have been constructed using
the IBI technique [137]. Comparing CG structures (radius of gyrations and end-to-
end distances) with atomistic simulations and experiments shows that state-speciﬁc
potentials are transferable both to a wide concentration range and to much larger
molecules (up to 150-fold larger PEO chains than in the 10-mer used in the ﬁt).
The experimental scaling law for Rg was reproduced almost quantitatively by the
potentials with explicitly including of dihedral interactions. Having shown possibili-
ties of using state-speciﬁc CG potentials to describe other conditions, the problem of
transferability, nevertheless, has to be tested with very great care. For some systems
that have exhibited behaviours highly dependent on thermodynamics conditions, a
whole optimisation process might be necessary for studying in a new environments.
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2.2.4.2 Mapping schemes
The way of representing a detailed chemical structures by coarse-graining, the so-
called mapping procedure, is so far a free choice. There is no general procedure to
determine how many atoms can be lumped together into one coarse grained particle,
or where the CG bead should be placed (i.e. centre-of-mass-based or centre-of-
geometry). Several studies suggest that using rather small degrees of coarse-graining
leads to better potential transferability to diﬀerent temperatures [150,153,161,163]
or chain lengths [149,156,164]. Nevertheless, it is the responsibility of the developer
to decide this, which very much relies on the best compromise between capturing
the details of the system of interest and computational convenience.
For example, in coarse-graining of water, the most used scheme is the 4-to-1
mapping [89, 165167]. One reason for this is because each water molecule has
approximately 3.5 hydrogen bonds [168]. Hence, it seems reasonable to group 4
molecules into a single CG unit. In the case of polarizable model, the choice of
4 water molecules per 1 CG bead seems to be convenient since the average dipole
moment of these clusters are similar for bulk water, the air/water interface, and
salt solutions [166]. In addition, Hadley and McCabe [165] have showed that a 4-
to-1 mapping model provides the optimal balance between computational eﬃciency
and accurate solvation and structural properties when compared to water models
ranging from one to nine waters per bead.
The choice of positioning a coarse-grained centre sometimes plays a crucial role.
In the study of polystyrene melts by Mu¨ller-Plathe and co-workers, they observed
that, with 1 CG bead representing 1 polystyrene monomer and the CG beads centred
on methylene carbons [150], the model was transferable only over a narrow range of
temperatures, i.e. it fails to reproduce the bulk density when temperature is 80 K
lower than the optimisation temperature. With a diﬀerent mapping scheme, where
the centres of the beads are on the real centre of mass of polystyrene monomer
[162], they successfully obtained CG potentials that are capable of reproducing true
structure and density over a board range of temperature and chain length.
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2.3 Analysis of simulation data
2.3.1 Radial distribution function
The radial distribution function (RDF) or pair correlation function gAB(r) between
particles of type A and B is deﬁned in the following way:
gAB (r) =
〈ρB (r)〉
〈ρB〉local
=
1
〈ρB〉
1
NA
NA∑
i∈A
NB∑
j∈B
δ (rij − r)
4pir2
(2.25)
with 〈ρB (r)〉 the particle density of type B at a distance r around particles A, and
〈ρB〉local the particle density of type B averaged over all spheres around particles A.
2.3.2 Radius of gyration
The radius of gyration (Rg) indicates roughly the compactness of a structure. It is
calculated as
Rg =
(∑
i (ri)
2mi∑
imi
) 1
2
, (2.26)
where m i is the mass of atom i and ri the position of atom i with respect to the
centre of mass of the molecule.
2.3.3 Mean square displacement
The self diﬀusion coeﬃcient (DA) of particles A can be determined from the mean
square displacement (MSD), using the Einstein relation [169]:
MSD = limt→∞
〈
1
N
N∑
i=0
(ri (t)− ri (0))2
〉
= 6DAt (2.27)
where N is the number of particles, t corresponds to time, and ri (t)− ri (0) is the
vector distance traveled by a given particle over the time interval.
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2.3.4 Interfacial tension
For a planar interface perpendicular to the z axis, the liquid-vapour interfacial ten-
sion (γ) was computed from the ensemble average normal P zz and lateral Pxx/Pyy
pressure components [170] according to
γ =
1
2
Lz
(〈
Pzz − Pxx + Pyy
2
〉)
(2.28)
The factor 1
2
accounts for the two interfaces present in the chosen box. Lz is the
box length in the z direction. For a planar interface, the normal component P zz
does not depend on z and is equal to the vapour pressure (p) [171].
2.3.5 Summary
The computational methods described here are employed throughout the following
chapters in this thesis. The IBI technique is used to derived a CG models for wa-
ter, PEO/water and amphiphilic polymers/water systems in chapter 3, 4 and 5,
respectively. Simulations of water in the next chapter are performed using stochas-
tic dynamics, and the study of PEO and amphiphilic polymers in chapter 4-6 is
carried out employing molecular dynamics simulations. Calculation of the radial
distribution function is conducted in almost every chapter, as it is very important
for the coarse-graining process. The radius of gyration is worked out in chapter 4
for structural studying of PEO in aqueous solution. Since we focus our study on
a water/air interface behaviour, surface tension for the simulated system is always
reported alongside.
Chapter 3
Coarse-grained model for water
3.1 Introduction
Due to its role in chemical and biological processes, water is one of the most
studied liquids in both all-atom representations [172178] and coarse-grained mod-
els [89,138,143,165167,179184]. For all-atom representation, many diﬀerent mod-
els have been proposed with varying computational cost and agreement with the
real behaviour of water. In 2004, Dr Philip Anderson [92], a previous member of
the Durham simulation group, carried out extensive simulations and assessments
on these water models as the aim of selecting the most appropriate model to be
used in the simulations of amphiphilic molecules at a water/air interfaces. From his
conclusions it was the TIP4P model [173] that gives the best compromise in terms
of a true representation of water behaviours and computational cost.
Since then TIP4P has been found to provide a qualitatively correct description
of the phase diagram of water. The choice of TIP4P geometry was later used to
develop further models of water such as TIP4P/Ew [177], TIP4P/2005 [178] and
TIP4P/Ice [178]. These new generation models have been speciﬁcally designed to
be used with the Ewald sums technique [185] that includes a proper treatment of
the long-range electrostatic interactions. TIP4P/Ice has been found to reproduce
the experimental melting temperature of water. However, this model signiﬁcantly
overestimates the value of the critical temperature [186,187] and, thus, overestimates
the surface tension [171]. The TIP4P/Ew model has been found to yield a much
44
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better prediction of the vapour-liquid behaviour than other widely used models
such as SPC, TIP3P, and TIP5P [171,186]. Among the three recent TIP4P models,
the TIP4P/2005 model seems to provide the best description of the true water,
from consideration of phase diagrams, vapour-liquid equilibria and critical properties
[171,186].
This chapter focuses on developing coarse-grained models of water that can be
used to study behaviours of amphiphilic molecules at the water/air interface. Section
3.2 reviews some of the CG water models that relate to our work. In section 3.3 we
describe how we develop our own water models. Results and discussion are given
in section 3.4. The choice of the model to be used in the next work is discussed in
section 3.5. Finally, the research work in this chapter is concluded in section 3.6.
3.2 Coarse-grained water models
Several coarse-grained models of water have been developed over the past two
decades to deal with phenomena covering a wide range of length- and time-scales.
Models were proposed using diﬀerent mapping schemes, ranging from one water
molecule per bead [138, 143, 158, 165, 182] to two [143, 165], three [179, 180], four
[89, 165167] or even ﬁve [184]. Most of these models involve a liquid particles
with one pairwise interaction site per bead. The van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions are incorporated into an eﬀective pairwise potential energy, which is
represented by either analytical or numerical functions. As models were developed
for diﬀerent purposes, the represented properties are often diﬀerent. High resolution
coarse graining, e.g. 1-to-1 mapping, can easily reproduce the essential structural
features, such as radial distribution functions, as observed in all-atom simulations.
Coarser-grained models such as 3- or 4-to-1 mapping are usually developed using
thermodynamics properties as a targets. This higher degree of coarse-graining also
provides much more speed-up in simulations, but with the cost of losing some struc-
tural details. Therefore, for a particular application, one might also need to ﬁnd the
best compromise between accuracy and eﬃciency. Some interesting CG models of
water that could potentially be used to study amphiphilic polymers at the water/air
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Figure 3.1: Eﬀective coarse-grained water potentials potentials generated from iter-
ative Boltzmann inversion (WJK model) and reverse Monte Carlo (LMCL model)
methods.
interface are discussed below.
3.2.1 The WJK model
This model has been presented by Wang et al. [138]. WJK refers to the acronym of
the last names of the people who developed this model. Here, one water molecule
is represented by one CG site (1-to-1 mapping). The CG potentials were derived
based on structural coarse-graining, using the iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI)
technique. Their aims are to build the CG water that can preserve the structural
properties of water as well as to match some thermodynamics properties to all-
atom models. The procedure includes constructing of an eﬀective potential that
reproduces the centre of mass (oxygen-oxygen) radial distribution function (RDF)
of atomistic models of the bulk liquid state. The process after obtaining a correct
RDF involves a pressure correction step, which has already described in section
2.2.3.1 of chapter 2.
The pressure-corrected coarse-grained potentials are plotted in ﬁgure 3.1. As
discussed in reference [192], the ﬁrst potential well at the distance of 2.8 Å could
presumably be due to H-bonding between waters, while the second minimum could
be interpreted as an eﬀective dipole-dipole attraction. These characteristic features
can only be represented by the eﬀective potential of the 1-to-1 mapping scheme.
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Table 3.1: Thermodynamic properties of atomistic TIP4P-Ew and 1-to-1 mapping
coarse-grained water models. Simulations were performed at 298 K using an inte-
gration time step of 1 fs and 4 fs for atomistic and CG models, respectively. The
experimental data were taken from references [72, 188191]. ∗The properties pre-
sented in the table are from left to right: bulk density ρ (g/cm3), bulk pressure
P (bar), isothermal compressibility κT (10−10 m2/N), self diﬀusion coeﬃcient D
(10−9 m2/s), liquid-vapour pressure p (bar) and liquid-vapour interfacial tension γ
(mN/m).
Water Model ρ P κT D p γ
TIP4P-Ew 0.995 1.0 4.8 2.4 0.07 65.5
CG WJK cutoﬀ 0.7 nm 0.998 0.5 29.7 15.6 - -
CG LMCL cutoﬀ 1.0 nm 0.990 53.0 25.1 10.2 - -
CG cutoﬀ 1.2 nm 1.081 -344.5 19.9 5.4 16.39 53.0
CG cutoﬀ 1.4 nm 1.087 -378.1 19.6 5.5 15.26 62.1
CG cutoﬀ 1.6 nm 1.091 -558.3 19.1 5.1 14.87 94.6
CG WJK-like cutoﬀ 1.4 nm 1.018 -72.8 28.5 6.2 40.19 59.4
CG LMCL-like cutoﬀ 1.4 nm 1.043 -161.8 26.3 6.0 40.40 42.5
Experiment (298 K) 0.998 - 4.6 2.3 0.03 73.0
∗The density and isothermal compressibility were calculated from 20 ns NPT simulations with the
pressure setting at 1 bar. The pressure and self diﬀusion coeﬃcient were calculated from 20 ns NVT
simulations with the box density of 1.000 g/cm3. The liquid-vapour pressure and liquid-vapour
interfacial tension were calculated from 50 ns NVT simulations. The simulated vapour pressure
reported in the table is actually the normal component of the pressure (Pzz). We assume that, for
a planar interface, (Pzz) does not depend on z and is equal to the vapor pressure, p [171].
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Table 3.1 lists the calculated thermodynamics properties of the WJK and the other 1-
to-1 mapping coarse-grained models that will be mentioned later in this chapter. The
data for atomistic TIP4P-Ew model and experiment were also listed for comparison.
Several properties of water, for example, the pressure and the isothermal com-
pressibility, could not be reproduced correctly by these models at the same time.
This seems to be example of representability problems as reported in the works by
Louis et al. [157, 158]. They have clearly demonstrated that, at a given state point
(i.e., density and temperature), the pair potential that reproduce the RDF is unique
(the Henderson uniqueness theorem [140]), hence, it is not possible to simultane-
ously represent the pair structure and all equilibrium thermodynamic properties of
water using state point dependent isotropic pair potentials. So, users of eﬀective
potentials need to decide the key properties to focus on. Nevertheless, as the in-
ternal degrees of freedom have been removed, four times larger time scale (4 fs vs.
1 fs) can be applied in the CG simulation. And with no electrostatic interaction
calculation, altogether, the 1-to-1 mapping model leads to a speed-up of the order
of 50 in computer time.
3.2.2 The LMCL model
This 1-to-1 mapping model has been proposed by Lyubarsev et al. [182], using a
reverse Monte Carlo coarse-graining scheme [139]. The CG model was derived from
an atomistic RDF of the liquid/gas phase-separated system (low density), where the
total pressure is relatively low. Thus, apart from correction of water structure, a
realistic pressure is also achieved without further correction for the potential.
The eﬀective potential obtained from this technique is also plotted in ﬁgure 3.1.
This potential generated from an atomistic target at the density of 0.25 g/cm3,
which provides practically correct density and pressure as reported in table 3.1.
By comparing with the WJK model in ﬁgure 3.1, despite providing identical liquid
structure, the two potentials are diﬀerent in characteristic. The shape of the po-
tential is likely to depend on the state from which it was derived. As the LMCL
model was originated from a low density state (separation of liquid and gas phases),
it could be the surface tension of the liquid phase that dominates a higher attractive
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Figure 3.2: Coarse-grained potentials for the SSRBK [179], MARTINI [89, 90] and
CSJ [183] water models.
ﬁrst well of the potential. The WJK potential, which was derived from the bulk
liquid state, shows more repulsion at short distance, but has a wider attractive well
at large distances. We believe that it is a compensation between attractive and re-
pulsive forces within each model that makes them provide a similar liquid structure
and the same pressure level.
3.2.3 The SSRBK model
The SSRBK model has been developed by the Klein research group [93, 179] to
help studying phospholipid and self-assembly processes of amphiphilic copolymer
systems. The model with one spherical site representing a group of three water
molecules (3-to-1 mapping) was developed under the requirements of reproducing
the correct thermodynamics of water (e.g. hydrodynamics and density) and at the
same time, be able to maintain a liquid-vapour interface over the desired temperature
range.
The Lennard-Jones 6-4 potential in equation 3.1 was used to describe the inter-
actions between the CG sites.
U (rij) =
15
4
ij
{(
σij
rij
)6
−
(
σij
rij
)4}
(3.1)
Here, r ij is the distance between sites i and j, ij is the well depth at the minimum
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Table 3.2: Thermodynamic properties of the SSRBK, MARTINI and CSJ wa-
ter models. The simulated results were taken form the work by Chiu and co-
workers [183], which performed at 298 K using an integration time step of 10 fs.
The experimental data were taken from references [72, 188, 189, 191]. The proper-
ties presented in the table are from left to right: bulk density ρ (g/cm3), isothermal
compressibility κT (10−10 m2/N), self diﬀusion coeﬃcient D (10−9 m2/s), free energy
of solvation ∆GS (kJ/mol), heat of vaporization ∆H vap (kJ/mol) and liquid-vapour
interfacial tension γ (mN/m).
Water model ρ κT D ∆GS ∆Hvap γ
SSRBK cutoﬀ 1.88 nm 0.993 15 6.6 -19 32.6 71
MARTINI cutoﬀ 1.2 nm 1.005 9 1.6 -18 30.2 32
CSJ cutoﬀ 1.6 nm 0.998 17 4.3 -28 38.4 71
Experiment (298 K) 0.998 4.6 2.3 -26.5 44.0 73
and σij is the distance at which the potentials is zero. This potential is shown in
ﬁgure 3.2.
To prevent freezing of particles within the normal liquid range, the epsilon was
ﬁxed at 212.1 K (1.76 kJ/mol) to allow the melting point to occur around this
temperature (212.1 K). The sigma was set at 4.58 Å to reproduce the water density
at 303.15 K. With a relatively wide potential minimum, liquid-vapour coexistence
could be maintained for a wide range of temperature (0-100 °C). Some key properties
for the SSRBK water together with the potential cutoﬀ used are listed in table 3.2.
3.2.4 The MARTINI model
The popular MARTINI force ﬁeld was ﬁrst developed by Marrink and co-workers
for studying biomolecular systems [89]. For the MARTINI water model, four water
molecules are grouped in to one CG site and interactions between these CG beads
are described by the standard Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential. The accuracy of the
model is maximized by matching the key thermodynamic properties of water such
as density, compressibility and self diﬀusion coeﬃcient (see table 3.2). This results
in the eﬀective minimum distance of approach between two particles, σij at 4.7 Å
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and the depth of the potentials well, ij is 5.0 kJ/mol. The potential for this model
is also plotted in ﬁgure 3.2.
As can be seen in the ﬁgure 3.2, the MARTINI potential is essentially highly
attractive. This might be the reason why the model can maintain liquid-vapour
coexistence phase at room temperature, despite using a shorter potential cutoﬀ
comparing to the SSRBK model. An undesirable consequences of a very attractive
potential is that it freezes above the experimental freezing point of water [90]. This
problem has been solved by adding some amount of antifreeze particles [90]; basically
the same kind of water but with a bigger spherical size (σij = 5.4 Å), in order to
disturb the formation of nucleation sites. Another deﬁciency of this model is that
it has too low a surface tension compared to experiment due to the potential being
truncated at rather short distances, and is therefore missing long-range dispersion
interactions.
3.2.5 The CSJ model
The CSJ water has recently proposed by Chui et al. [183]. The main purpose
for this work is to obtain a model that can properly represent the phase changes
and coexistence of water. The model is a single bead representing a group of four
water molecules similar to the MARTINI model. However, the CG interactions were
represented with a ﬂexible Morse-like potential, rather than using a potential of the
Lennard-Jones form. The Morse potential has the form
U (rij) = ε
[
e
α
(
1− rij
R0
)
− 2e1/2α
(
1− rij
R0
)]
(3.2)
where R0 is the distance of the minimum energy ε and α is a parameter that de-
termines the softness of the potential. This potential form allows a ﬂexibility of
tuning the parameters to ﬁt a variety of experimental data. Here, the adjustable
parameters ε and R0 are parametrized to ﬁt the experimental density and heat
of vaporization. The selection of the value of α is based on the agreement of the
simulated vapour-liquid interfacial tension with the experimental data.
As shown in ﬁgure 3.2, the CSJ potential is softer than the MARTINI model in
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a short-range region. This permits using of a large integration time step, e.g. 40
fs, without producing energy sinks that cause a freezing eﬀect. As summarized in
table 3.2, both the CSJ and SSRBK water models have calculated surface tension
of 71 mN/m at 298 K, in good agreement with the experimental value of 73 mN/m.
However, the CSJ model works with a shorter potential cutoﬀ, thus, promotes faster
calculation than the SSRBK model. Moreover, the heat of vaporization is better
reproduced by the CSJ water compared to the SSRBK model which considerably
underestimates the experimental value. This also reﬂects a rather high vapour pres-
sure found in the simulations of the SSRBK model at room temperature [179]. As
summarized in table 3.2, water properties are reproduced reasonably well by the
CSJ water model. This make the model a good candidate for simulation studies
of processes involving water, especially, ones that occur at the water/air interface
system.
3.3 Deriving a coarse-grained model for water
Due to the important role of H-bonds between water-water and PEO-water on the
solution properties of PEO/water system [47, 50, 52], one aim of this research is to
obtain the coarse-grained model of water that could represent this. Equally impor-
tant, the model should behave correctly in the liquid/vapour coexistence region over
the desired temperature range.
As we have mentioned in the previous section, the 1-to-1 mapping model could
carry H-bond features in its eﬀective potential. The WJK and LMCL models worked
well in term of reproducing structure and some thermodynamics of water. Unfortu-
nately, since they were developed for liquid bulk water, they are unable to imitate
liquid/vapour equilibrium as tested by us. Figure 3.3 shows a failure of both mod-
els to maintain the separate phases at room temperature. Instead, most of water
particles diﬀused (evaporated) to the air and formed a mixing of liquid drops and
gas particles throughout the simulation box.
We hypothesize that the fundamental problem might come from the use of a
rather short potential cutoﬀ, which could not cover the missing long-range attrac-
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Figure 3.3: Starting and ﬁnal snapshots from 50 ns simulations of the WJK and
LMCL models in an attempt to simulate the water/air interface.
tions between particles. The result is that particles could not be held within the
water slab and, eventually, evaporated. The success of the SSRBK and the CSK
models in maintaining a liquid/vapor interface comes from the fact that they have a
wider attractive range to the potential and larger cutoﬀ. Therefore, in order to gain
correction for both structural and liquid/vapour properties, the iterative Boltzmann
inversion method together with a long-range potential cutoﬀ is used below to derive
a new 1-to-1 CG model of water for this work.
In addition, the surface tension can cause stronger interactions between water
molecules at the surface region compared to those in the bulk. This can be one
reason that explains why the potential derived from the RDF of the bulk state did
not work for the water/air interface system. This is symptomatic of a general feature
of isotropic CG potential known as transferability problems (discussed in section
2.2.4.1 of chapter 2), concerning the fact that the CG potential derived in one state
point does not perform well in diﬀerent conditions. Given these reasons, the RDF
of a water/air interface system will be used directly as a target property in our
coarse-graining method.
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3.3.1 Computational details
3.3.1.1 Atomistic simulations
Molecular dynamics simulations are performed using GROMACS version 4.0.7 (sin-
gle precision) [109]. The equations of motion were integrated using the leap-frog
algorithm [97] with a time step of 1 fs. The temperature was kept constant by using
a Nose-Hoover [105, 106] thermostat with a relaxation time of 2.5 ps. A Rahman-
Parrinello barostat [107] with relaxation time of 5.0 ps were employed in the cases of
constant pressure simulations. Electrostatics were treated by employing the smooth
particle mesh Ewald method [185] with a real space cutoﬀ of 1.2 nm. A Fourier
mesh spacing of 0.1 nm, and fourth-order interpolation were adopted. Lennard-
Jones interactions were truncated at 1.2 nm with tail corrections applied for both
energy and pressure. Here, periodic boundary conditions have been applied for all
simulations. We used a Verlet-type neighbor list updated every 10 steps with a list
cutoﬀ radius of 1.2 nm. Bond constraints were solved using the Linear Constraint
Solver (LINCS) algorithm [193] with a linc-order of 4 (number of matrices in the
matrix inversion).
3.3.1.2 Reference simulation of TIP4P-Ew water at a water/air interface
In this work, the TIP4P-Ewald water [177] was used as an atomistic reference simula-
tion. This model was re-parameterized from the standard TIP4P water model [173]
to deal with long-range Coulombic interactions using the Ewald sum technique [185].
The overall properties of the model have been shown to be improved relative to its
predecessor [186]. More importantly, it has been shown that the modiﬁed TraPPE-
UA force ﬁeld for PEO [194] in combination with TIP4P-Ew water provides ex-
cellent conformational and thermodynamics properties for aqueous PEO solutions.
The TIP4P-Ew model has three charge sites per water molecule that are placed on
the two hydrogen centres and an additional site (M-site) along the H-O-H bisector.
The geometry and interaction parameters of this water model are given in ﬁgure
3.4.
To set up a water/air interface, 10000 water molecules were ﬁrst placed in the
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σ = 3.16435 Å
ε = 0.680446 kJ mol−1
q = 1.04844 e−
d = 0.1250 Å
rOH = 0.9572 Å
ΘHOH = 104.52°
Figure 3.4: Depiction of a TIP4P-Ew water molecule. Below are numeric values of
the force ﬁeld parameters.
cubic box of size x = y = z = 8.0 nm. This initial system was subjected to a short
NPT equilibration to allow any high energy gaps or overlaps between water atoms
to relax into more energetically favourable positions and to allow the density of the
system to reach equilibrium. This resulted in the system box size decreasing to 6.74
nm for all dimensions. The ﬁnal conﬁguration from the bulk simulation was then
used as the starting structure for this task. Here, the z dimension of the box was
increased from 6.74 nm to 26.74 nm without changing the coordinations of water
molecules. This setup is expected to stabilize two planar liquid-vapour interfaces
perpendicular to the z axis of the simulation cell. The system was ﬁrst allowed
to equilibrate over a short NVT simulation, allowing two equilibrated water/vapor
interfaces to form. Reported results were evaluated from production runs that lasted
20 ns using the NVT ensemble. Simulation details are summarized in table 3.3.
3.3.1.3 Coarse-grained simulations
Simulations of the coarse-grained systems were also performed using the GROMACS
4.0.7 program (single precision), using numerical potentials for interactions between
CG beads. All simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble employing periodic
boundary conditions. Temperature was kept constant at 298 K by a Langevin
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Table 3.3: Simulation details of atomistic reference and corresponding coarse-grained
system used in the iterative Boltzmann inversion procedure.
System nwater box (nm) T /K simulated time
x×y×z
Atomistic reference 10000 6.74×6.74×26.74 298 20 ns
Coarse-grained ﬁt 10000 6.74×6.74×26.74 298 10 ns per iteration step
thermostat [169] with a friction constant of 5 ps−1. Equations of motions were
integrated applying the leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 4 fs. No electrostatics
were present for the coarse-grained simulations. Cutoﬀ corrections were obsolete,
since all tabulated potentials were designed to shift smoothly to zero at the cutoﬀ
distances.
In this work, each water molecule was replaced by one coarse-grained site that
isotropically interacts with others via a coarse-grained potential. The iterative Boltz-
mann inversion technique was then used to construct an eﬀective potential that re-
produces the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function of the reference TIP4P-Ew
water. We applied three sets of the potential cutoﬀs, 1.2 nm, 1.4 nm and 1.6 nm,
in the IBI ﬁtting process to test which range provided the best results. Simulation
details of the coarse-grained systems are given in table 3.3.
For this work, a long-range attractive interaction was implemented for the CG
potentials by the process described below.
At a distance from 8.0 Å to the cutoﬀ, where there is no structure appearing in
the target RDF, the potential energy was ﬁxed, using the form
U (rij) =
E
r3ij
− Ushift (3.3)
where the constant E was set to be -4.5×10−2 kJ/mol. The term U shift was added
as to ensure that the potential vanished to zero at the cutoﬀ
Ushift =
E
r3cutoff
. (3.4)
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We should mention that we have tried many attractive forms of potentials, rang-
ing from r−2 to a common r−6 dependence. The energy function and parameter in
equation 3.3 are the form and value that gave the best result in our experiments.
This potential range, 8.0 Å  r cutoff , will be ﬁxed during the IBI ﬁtting process to
maintain the long-range attractive force.
3.4 Results and discussion
Figure 3.5 compares the atomistic RDF to those obtained from the ﬁnal IBI iteration
of the diﬀerent potential cutoﬀs. It can be seen from the ﬁgure that the derived CG
models match the all-atom RDF extremely well. It took at least 20 iteration steps
for the CG potentials to converge. We noted that it takes more iteration steps for
ﬁtting of the longer cutoﬀ, e.g. 40 steps for the cutoﬀ of 1.6 nm. The corresponding
CG potentials are plotted in ﬁgure 3.6. From the picture, all three cutoﬀs provide
a similar potential shape. The longer potential cutoﬀ comes with a shallower well
depth, as to balance the interaction so that the RDF is ﬁtted.
As reported in the table 3.1 the calculated bulk density for all CG models is
slightly higher than atomistic and real water, but is still in an acceptable range.
The bulk pressure is the same order as an atomistic model but has a negative value.
This can be a result of the eﬀect of the surface tension passing from the atomistic
to the CG models, which causes a higher pressure and thus higher density inside
the water slab of water/air interface simulations. When the models were tested in
the bulk phase, this eﬀect manifests in lowering (negative value) pressure since the
surface is no longer present. The calculated diﬀusion coeﬃcient of CG particles
is 2-3 times larger than normal water. In case it is needed, the dynamic can be
tuned to match closely to real water by changing the friction term in a Langevin
thermostat [192,195].
Promisingly, with a potential cutoﬀ of 1.4 nm the surface tension can be raised to
62.1 mN m−1, which is very close to the parent atomistic simulation (65.5 mN m−1).
Increasing the potential cutoﬀ to 1.6 nm led to a situation where the calculated
surface tension was far too high. This implies that the surface tension is very
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between the RDF of all-atom TIP4P-Ew water at a wa-
ter/air interface and the ﬁnal Boltzmann iteration ﬁts, using three diﬀerent cutoﬀs.
All four curves are coincident.
Figure 3.6: The ﬁnal coarse-grained potentials generated from a water/air interface
simulations, using the IBI method with the three diﬀerent cutoﬀs.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: (a) Typical picture of a CG simulation at a water/air interface using a
cutoﬀ of 1.4 nm, taken from the end of a 50 ns simulation. (b) The liquid-vapour
density proﬁles along the z direction of TIP4P-Ew water and the CG models deriving
from three diﬀerent cutoﬀs.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: (a) Typical picture of a CG simulation at a water/air interface for the
CSJ model, taken from the end of a 50 ns simulation. (b) The liquid-vapour density
proﬁles along the z direction of TIP4P-Ew, SSRBK, MARTINI and CSJ models.
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sensitive to the long-range attraction that we applied in the model.
Figure 3.7 (a) shows the ﬁnal snapshot from the CG simulation at a water/air
interface with a cutoﬀ of 1.4 nm. It can be seen that the liquid-vapour phase was
maintained reasonably well with only a small numbers of particles (∼5 %) diﬀusing
to the vapour phase (and exchanging with the liquid at equilibrium). These diﬀused
particles contribute a rather high vapour pressure to the system as reported in table
3.1.
The liquid-vapour density proﬁles are compared with the atomistic model in
ﬁgure 3.7 (b). It can be seen that, for all the derived models, density proﬁles are
somewhat diﬀerence from that of the TIP4P-Ew model. The coarse grained density
proﬁles show a higher density of particles in the region of the bulk phase (middle of
the water slab), which results in a higher density compared to that of normal water.
At the interface regions, diﬀusing of CG particles to the air leads to a lower density
compared to the underlying atomistic model.
Figure 3.8 (b) compares the liquid-vapour density proﬁles for the TIP4P-Ew and
the other three CG models (SSRBK, MARTINI and CSJ). As shown in the picture,
all of these models provide almost equal distribution of water particles along the
water slab. As the heat of vaporization for these models is comparable to real
water, only few particles (less than 0.2 %) are found to be diﬀusing to the air, see
ﬁgue 3.8 (a).
3.4.1 Some other attempts to improve the coarse-grained wa-
ter properties
To improve the liquid-vapour density proﬁles and prevent diﬀusion of particles to
the air, several attempts such as varying height/depth of the potentials, applying
more attractive interactions at the long range distances or changing the state point
where the potential was derived were made. Unfortunately, no success was achieved
in our experiments. For example, applying wider attraction at long range distances
helped hold particles together in the water slab. However, when a simulation was
allowed to run longer at the room temperature, it started forming frozen domains of
water particles due to the high attractive interactions that we applied. The water
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Figure 3.9: The coarse-grained potentials generated from a bulk liquid simulations,
using the IBI method with the potential cutoﬀ of 1.4 nm.
slab eventually turned to a crystalline form of water.
Some attempts were made to use a liquid bulk state as a target system. In
these tasks, the CG potential was derived from an atomistic RDF of the bulk liquid
simulation of 10000 water molecules. Since it provided the best results from previous
study, the cutoﬀ of 1.4 nm was chosen for the IBI ﬁtting process. Figure 3.9 shows
two examples of CG potentials generated from this study. The ﬁrst one named as
the WJK-like potential since its potential shape (depth/height) looks similar to
the WJK model. By the same reason, the second one was called the LMCL-like
potential. These two potentials provide essentially identical RDFs that matched
very well to the atomistic model (ﬁgure 3.10). As also listed in table 3.1, these
models provide better bulk density and pressure than those of the previous models
which derived from the water-air interface state. Nevertheless, the right density and
pressure come with the cost of decreasing the surface tension of the model. This
causes increases diﬀusion of the particles at the interface, and the problem with the
unequally distributed density proﬁle still remained, as shown in ﬁgure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the RDF of all-atom TIP4P-Ew water in a bulk
liquid state and the ﬁnal Boltzmann iteration ﬁts using the potential cutoﬀ of 1.4
nm.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: (a) Typical picture of a CG simulation at a water/air interface of
the WJK-like model, taken from the end of a 50 ns simulation. (b) The liquid-
vapour density proﬁles along the z direction of the TIP4P-Ew, CG WJK-like and
CG LMCL-like models.
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3.5 Choosing the coarse-grained water model
Whilst the bulk properties and the surface tension are faithfully reproduced, other
surface properties, e.g. density proﬁle and liquid-vapour pressure are not represented
well by the CGmodels we developed. Again, we have learned that it is not possible to
simultaneously reproduce all the underlying atomistic/experiment properties using a
simple isotropic coarse-graining potential. As in this study, our model, with one CG
bead representing one water molecule, could preserved the water structure (RDF)
but failed at capturing some interface behaviours. On the other hand, the coarser
models, e.g. 3 or 4-to-1 mapping, in which liquid structure has been removed, could
reproduce very well the liquid-vapour properties. To this end, it is inevitable that
properties of key importance have to be decided before choosing which model to use.
As surface properties are crucial to our study, we decided to abandon the coarse-
grained models that we have developed above and look for the others that could
support this. Searching through the literatures, there exists no report attempting
to use the 1-to-1 mapping CG water to study system involving water/air interface.
Therefore, the choice is conﬁned to the coarser models that have already discussed
in section 3.2.
We are aware also of polarizable coarse-grained models that have recently been
developed [166,167,184]. These models explicitly treat the electrostatic interactions
between clusters of water molecules by including dipolar representation (2 or 3 charge
sites) on one CG bead. The main reason for including polarizability in the model
is the expectation that processes involving interactions between charged and polar
groups, such as the lipid membranes, are more realistically described.
To study structural organization of amphiphilic polymers or surfactants, how-
ever, a simple isotropic Lennard-Jones solvent particle seems to be suﬃcient and
more eﬃcient than a polarizable model (one should keep in mind that using polar-
izable water makes the simulations computationally more demanding due to charge
sites added to the model). For example, Klein and co-workers [93, 94, 180] have
been shown that the SSRBK model, which is a simple Lennard-Jones liquid, can
be successfully used with copolymer and surfactant models to study spontaneous
self-assembly behaviours in bulk aqueous solution as well as at the air/water and
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oil/water interface systems. Furthermore, other properties, for instance, the polymer
layer thickness and surface/interfacial tension agrees very well with the experimental
ﬁndings.
According to data compared in table 3.2 and details discussed in section 3.2.5,
the CSJ model by Chui and co-workers [183] is the most suitable one to be used as
a solvent for our system, considering bulk and interfacial properties as well as com-
putational eﬃciency. It should also noted that even the popular atomistic models
themselves, for example, the SPC-E or TIP4P-Ew, all underestimate the experimen-
tal surface tension by about 10 mN/m (see table 3.1). This might also cause a side
eﬀect in simulations of amphiphilic polymer at high surface concentrations because
a water sub-phase can be unstable when accommodating a polymer monolayer. For
all the reasons discussed above, the CSJ model will be used as the coarse-grained
water model for future chapters.
3.6 Conclusions
Coarse-grained models of water have been developed using the iterative Boltzmann
inversion method to construct an eﬀective potential that reproduces the oxygen-
oxygen radial distribution function of the atomistic model. The resulting models
with one bead representing one water molecule has been found to carry some H-
bonding features in its eﬀective potential, i.e. shallow well at short separations.
These models could potentially support studying the PEO/water system in which
H-bonds between water-water and PEO-water play an important role.
Beside the bulk liquid properties, the model is also required to reproduce the
true behaviours of water at a liquid/vapour interface. By applying a long-range
attraction to the potentials, the models have found to provide correct surface ten-
sion and liquid/vapour equilibrium was maintained reasonably well. However, there
exists some properties that we could not get right by any kind of potential. The ﬁrst
deﬁciency is the unequal distribution of the liquid/vapour density proﬁle, in which
we found that it showed a higher density of particles in the bulk phase than at the
surface region of the water slab. A second problem involved a signiﬁcant amount of
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water particles diﬀusing from the water surface at room temperature, resulting in a
rather high vapour pressure compared to the atomistic model or the experimental
value. We, therefore concluded from this study that it is not possible to simulta-
neously reproduce all the underlying atomistic/experiment properties using simple
isotropic potentials.
The coarser models with 3-to-1 or 4-to-1 mappings ignore structural features of
water, but provide practically correct thermodynamic properties both in bulk and at
interface conditions. Considering both the best representation of physical properties
and computational eﬃciency, we decide to leave the models that we have developed
and use the CSJ model by Chui and co-workers [183] for studying the system of
PEO/water and amphiphilic polymer at a water/air interface in next chapters of
this thesis.
Chapter 4
A coarse-grained model for
poly(ethylene oxide)/water system
4.1 Introduction
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is among one of the most studied polymers. This in-
terest arises from the fascinating behaviour of this polymer in aqueous solutions,
as well as from its adsorption behaviour at diﬀerent kinds of surfaces, which leads
to a wide variety of applications. Alongside experimental studies, it is desirable
to obtain a molecular understanding of the solubility and adsorption of PEO using
computational models. Reviews of previous experimental and computational studies
for PEO in aqueous solutions and at a water-air interfaces have already been given
in chapter 1.
The work in this chapter focuses on developing a coarse-grained model for the
PEO/water system. The model is also designed to be used with ﬂuorocarbon end-
capped PEO model in the next chapter, to help study the adsorption behaviour of
this amphiphilic polymer at a water-air interface.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 brieﬂy reviews atomistic and
coarse-grained models of PEO relevant to this work. Section 4.3 provides computa-
tional details of the methods used in deriving and testing a coarse-grained model.
The results and discussion consist of ﬁve subsections. Section 4.4.1 presents general
results obtained from the coarse-graining process. Sections 4.4.2 compares molec-
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ular weight dependence of chain dimensions from CG simulations of a single chain
PEO in aqueous solutions. Section 4.4.2.1 considers the concentration dependence
of radius of gyration for the CG model. The transferability of the model to a water-
air interface system is also explored in section 4.4.3. Here, adsorption behaviour,
density proﬁle and surface energy are discussed. The approximate speed-up of the
CG model compared to the atomistic one is investigated in section 4.4.4, using a
water-air interface system as a benchmark. Finally, the work is summarised with
conclusions in section 4.5.
4.2 Poly(ethylene oxide)/water models
4.2.1 Atomistic models
There are a vast number of atomistic force ﬁelds available for simulating PEO/water
systems, each with its own strengths and weakness for particular applications. This
section brieﬂy reviews some of models that connect to our work.
Atomistic models for PEO have been introduced over the last two decades, using
force ﬁelds modiﬁed from quantum mechanics calculations of 1,2-dimethoxyethane
(DME), the basic constituent of PEO with the structure of H3C-O-CH2-CH2-O-
CH3. In terms of quantity, we should refer to Smith and co-workers who have done
a great deal of work in the ﬁeld. In 1993, they performed ab initio calculations [196]
on the DME conformations listed in ﬁgure 1.6 of chapter 1. The relative energies
of these conformations were later used to developed a new atomistic force ﬁelds
for DME and PEO [197]. Using their force ﬁeld in molecular dynamics study of
DME in gas phase [198] revealed that the tgg' and ttt conformations are more
populated, and tgt is less populated than in the liquid phase, in agreement with the
IR spectroscopic study [199]. In 1998, further ab initio calculations were performed
in order to develop force ﬁeld parameters especially for DME/PEO that interact
with water [66]. Testing the model in simulations of aqueous DME [65] showed
good agreement of conformational behaviour with Raman spectroscopic study [59]
as the DME concentration was varied.
Smith's force ﬁelds, however, failed to accurately reproduce the conformational
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Table 4.1: Summary of TraPPE-UA modiﬁed force ﬁeld parameters for non-bonded,
bonds and angle bending interactions. All parameters for harmonic bonds and
angle bending interactions indicated are used as U bond (r) = 12k
AB
(
r − rAB0
)2 and
U bend (φ) =
1
2k
ABC
(
φ− φABC0
)2
.
xxx
site  (kJ/mol) σ (Å) q (e)
C(H3) 0.81482 3.75 +0.25
C(H2) 0.38247 3.95 +0.25
O 0.45730 2.80 -0.50
bonds r0
(
Å
)
k ij
[
kJ/
(
molÅ2
)]
C-C 1.54 2177
C-O 1.41 2679
xxx
bends φ0 (deg) k ij
[
kJ/
(
mol rad2
)]
C-C-O 112 418.2
C-O-C 112 519.6
populations of DME in the liquid-phase as compared to the experimental work of
Goutev et al. [59], especially for the tgt and tgg' conformations which were found
to be respectively over- and underpopulated in the simulations. Ten year later, as
a powerful computers became more widely available, this problem was investigated
again by Anderson and Wilson [200], using more accurate basis sets for structure
optimisations and energy evaluations. Calculated conformational energy were used
to ﬁt new O-C-C-O and C-O-C-C torsional interaction parameters for the OPLS-AA
force ﬁeld [201]. The resulting DMEFF force ﬁeld shows improvement in conforma-
tional populations compared to the optimized potentials for OPLS-AA and Smith
force ﬁelds. In addition, artiﬁcially decreasing the energy of the underpopulated tgt'
conformation ( engineered force ﬁeld) provided results with much better agreement
between simulation and experiment in the liquid phase. Using their force ﬁelds for
simulations of PEO in TIP4P water [67] provided conformational results in agree-
ment with Raman spectroscopic observations [59] for almost all conformations of
PEO /water solutions.
A new force ﬁeld for PEO in aqueous solution has recently proposed by Sad-
owski and co-workers [194]. In order to improve the performance of former force
ﬁelds, the dihedral potentials of the TraPPE-united atom force ﬁeld by Siepmann
et al. [202] were reparameterised to match ab initio data by Anderson and Wil-
son. The engineered force ﬁeld by Anderson and Wilson showed best performance
in describing the equilibrium conformations, but at the cost of extremely high in-
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Table 4.2: Summary of TraPPE-UA modiﬁed force ﬁeld parameters
for torsions. All parameters are used according to Udih
(
φABCD
)
=∑n
i=0 ki
[
1 + cos
(
niφ
ABCD − φABCD0,i
)]
.
xxx
Dihedrals ni k i (kJ/mol) φ0,i (deg)
0 -7.75967 0
1 7.58526 0
2 6.70523 0
O-C-C-O 3 8.40071 0
4 0.63221 0
5 0.11063 0
6 0.35962 0
7 0.01683 0
0 -0.25390 0
1 -5.15997 0
2 -0.67911 0
C-O-C-C 3 5.35013 0
4 0.80312 0
5 0.28307 0
6 0.09526 0
7 -0.05797 0
terconformational barriers, which reduce its applicability in dynamical simulations.
The TraPPE-UA by Siepmann et al., was found to perform best in reproducing
thermodynamic properties, but it showed some deﬁciency in describing the con-
former equilibria. Modiﬁcation of the TraPPE-UA force ﬁeld was done by reﬁtting
dihedral interactions while all other parameters were kept unchange. The dihedral
parameters obtained from the ﬁt, together with stretching, bending and nonbonded
parameters are given in table 4.1 and 4.2. Many thermodynamic as well as structural
properties of aqueous solutions of PEO oligomers were reproduced very well using
their modiﬁed TraPPE-UA force ﬁeld together with TIP4P-Ew water [177]. More-
over, this force ﬁeld also represents both concentration- and temperature-dependent
conformer populations better than the original TraPPE-UA force ﬁeld, the OPLS-
DMEFF force ﬁeld, and the Smith et al. force ﬁelds. The authors have concluded
that this force ﬁeld in combination with the TIP4P-Ew water model is very suitable
for simulations of PEO oligomers in aqueous solution.
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4.2.2 Coarse-grained models
Although recent development of computer power allows one to simulate many con-
densed systems with full atomistic details, it is still impractical to use this technique
to study large and slowly relaxing systems, especially in the area of macromolecules
such as long chain polymers or large proteins. To overcome limitations of accessible
time and length scales, various coarse-grained models for PEO and copolymers with
PEO as a component have recently been developed.
This work started in 2004 when Klein et al. [93] used a CG model of poly(ethylene
oxide)-polyethylethylene (PEO-PEE) diblock copolymer to study self-assembly of
this amphiphilic molecule in membrane bilayers. The model was developed by ﬁt-
ting structural properties, e.g. bond and angle distributions and radial distribution
functions, to the targets taken from all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. Bulk
density and surface tension were also required to match to experimental data. With
an explicit solvent, the model was shown to be able to self-assemble into a bilayer,
and spherical micelles were also observed when adding more of the hydrophobic
PEE fraction. The hydrophobic thickness of the bilayer, which was not used in
the parametrization process was found to be in good agreement with experimental
ﬁndings.
A more elaborate surfactant model containing PEO segments was proposed in
2008 [94] by the same research group. Here the model is designed to reproduce
several key properties, including interfacial tension, bulk density, hydration/transfer
free energy as well as distribution functions obtained by atomistic simulations. The
CG surfactants exhibit spontaneous self-assembly in bulk solution as well as at
airwater and oilwater interfaces. The faster relaxation of the CG model enables
them to observe complex phenomena occurring on the mesoscale level. For instance,
budding and ﬁssion of micelles from surfactant monolayers at an air/water interface
and a repartitioning of surfactants at an oil/water interface, which are diﬃcult to
detect even by experiment.
In 2006, Bedrov et al. [203] presented an implicit solvent model of poly(ethylene
oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO) triblock copoly-
mer for the purpose of investigating the formation of micelles in aqueous solution.
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The model was parameterised using a structural-based coarse-graining approach.
An implicit solvent model for PEO solution has also been proposed by Fisher
and co-workers in 2008 [137]. The intra- and intermolecular potentials were de-
rived using an iterative Boltzmann inversion technique, where the target properties
were taken from atomistic reference simulations. By comparing structural properties
(radius of gyration and end-to-end distances) to atomistic simulations and experi-
ment, the state-speciﬁc potential (with explicit dihedral interactions) was found to
be transferable both to a wide concentration range and to a large array of chain
lengths.
In 2009, Lee et al. published their work on developing of a CG PEO model in
aqueous solutions [204]. The model was developed within the MARTINI force ﬁeld
(FF) frame work, incorporating the MARTINI single site waters as a solvent model.
Interactions between polymer units were optimized on the basis of comparison of
densities of low molecular weight PEO to experimental values, whilst interactions
between PEO and water were tuned so that chain dimensions of a single PEO chain
in water matched atomistic simulation results. Parameters for bonded interactions
were obtained by comparing distributions from atomistic simulations. Evaluating
the model through simulation of a series of single PEO chains with molecular weight
varying from 400 to 7000 in water yields excellent agreement with experimental ob-
servations [55,205] and theoretical predictions [123] for the coeﬃcient v in the scaling
relation Rg ∝ M vW . The hydrodynamic radia of low to medium MW chains were
also comparable to those measured by experiment [206]. Testing the model by graft-
ing PEO to a hydrophobic surface shows a transition from a mushroom to brush
conformation, which is in good agreement with theoretical predictions. This model
was recently used to help study induction eﬀects of PEGylated-lipids (PEG conju-
gated to lipid) on the phase behaviors of liposomes, bicelles, and micelles in aqueous
solution [207], with a view towards development of drug carriers in pharmaceutical
applications.
From the above reviews of coarse-grained PEO models and copolymers with
PEO as a component, it is possible to study these molecules using a cheap implicit
solvent models. To study these polymers at a water-air interface, nevertheless re-
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quires an explicit solvent model [94]. Anderson and Wilson [67] have shown that
using explicit solvent with amphiphilic molecule at water-air interface yields far
better agreement between neutron reﬂectivity data from simulation and experiment
compared to a model which neglected water [17]. The models developed by Klein
research group [93, 94] performed well in terms imitating self-assembly. However,
their CG parameters were optimised under the framework of copolymers or lipid
molecules in water, in which the PEO part was not considered separately. The
MARTINI CG force ﬁeld for PEO with explicit solvent model [204] is the one that
shows most relevance to our work. Unfortunately, this water model does not support
well a water/air interface systems, due to its low surface tension (30 mN/m [90,183])
compared to the experiment value (73 mN/m [208]). As discussed in the previous
chapter, the CSJ water [183] provides a better quality model for both bulk water
and the water/vapour interface in comparison to the SSRBK [93,179] and MARTINI
models [89, 90]. We, therefore, decided to develop a new PEO/water model using
CSJ water as a solvent.
4.3 Computations
4.3.1 Atomistic simulations
4.3.1.1 Reference simulation for deriving a coarse-grained potentials
Molecular dynamics simulation of atomistic systems were performed using GRO-
MACS 4.0.7 package [109]. The modiﬁed TraPPE-UA force ﬁeld [194] and TIP4P-
Ew water [177] were used with the same MD setting options as described in section
3.3.1.1 of chapter 3. The reference system used in the coarse-grainning process was
constructed as follows. A chain, of structure CH3-(O-CH2-CH2)9 -O-CH3 (PEO10)
was constructed and subjected to stochastic dynamics simulation in order to allow
an initially linear chain to collapse into a more realistic random coil arrangement.
The aqueous simulation was set by placing 16 relaxed PEO10 chains into the 50.0
Å/side box of 1,600 water molecules. This initial system was subjected to a short
NPT equilibration run to allow any high energy gaps or overlaps between water
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and PEO atoms to relax into more energetically favourable positions and to allow
the density of the system to reach equilibrium. This results in the system box size
decreasing to 38.9 Å for all dimensions. Reported results were then evaluated from
production runs that lasted 50 ns under the NVT ensemble.
4.3.1.2 Aqueous solutions of PEO10 to PEO77
A single PEO chain with a chain length of n = 10 to 77 (n represents the number
of repeat units in the chain) was ﬁrst simulated by stochastic dynamics simulation
in order to obtain a chain with random coil arrangement. Then, systems with 10,
19, and 28-mers were solvated by 2,940 water molecules in a periodic box of size
44.8 Å/side; systems with 37 and 45-mers were solvated by 10,000 water molecules
in a box of dimension 67.2 Å/side; and systems with 68 and 77-mers were solvated
with 13,600 water molecules in a box of dimension 74.5 Å/side. Simulations were
performed under NVT ensemble conditions for 30 ns, with the ﬁnal 25 ns used for
analysis.
4.3.2 Coarse-grained simulations
In this work, the repeat unit -CH2-O-CH2- was grouped into one coarse-grained site,
an EO site, to preserve structural symmetry with a coarse-graining level compat-
ible to the CSJ water model. As reported from previous works [137, 203, 204] this
mapping scheme yields good results for both structural and dynamic properties of
PEO in aqueous solution. Simulations of a coarse-grained system were also per-
formed using the GROMACS 4.0.7 program, employing numerical potentials for all
types of inter-and intramolecular interactions. Temperature was kept constant at
298 K using a Nose-Hoover thermostat with a relaxation time of 0.2 ps. Equations
of motions are integrated applying the Leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 10
fs. The CSJ water developed by Chiu et al. [183] was used for all CG simulations
in this study. A potential cutoﬀ of 16.0 Å was used for nonbonded interactions. No
electrostatics were present for CG simulations.
The CG system used in the iterative Boltzmann inversion process was chosen to
mimick the atomistic reference, using 16 chains of PEO10 (10 EO sites per chain)
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in a box of 38.9 Å/side and 400 water beads (equivalent to 1,600 water molecules).
Simulations were run under const-NVT conditions for at least 10 ns for each IBI
iteration.
4.3.2.1 Deriving coarse-grained potentials
The PEO chain was modelled via four types of interactions, including nonbonded,
bonds, bends and dihedrals. Nonbonded interactions were also applied for CG beads
separated by more than two bonds. It was suggested in previous works [137, 204]
that an explicit dihedral interaction would need to be included in the potential set
in order to reproduce gauche-like conformations observed in atomistic simulations.
The bonded potentials were derived on the basis of matching the distribution
functions to those of the atomistic reference. Interactions between EO sites (the
most crucial interaction), was derived from the RDF between the centre of mass of
the C-O-C units from atomistic simulation using the iterative Boltzmann inversion
technique. For EO-W interactions, since each W site in the CSJ model represents
four water molecules, comparison between CG and atomistic RDFs cannot be simply
made because the EO-W atomistic RDF cannot be represented within the 4:1 CG
mapping. To remedy this situation, we chose to match the number integral of the
RDF between CG and atomistic models in order to keep approximately the same
amount of water in the hydration shell of the polymer units. This is a similar
approach to that applied in the coarse-graining of a phospholipid bilayer model by
Klein and co-workers [179].
A set of CG potentials was obtained by successively adjusting the diﬀerent po-
tential contributions in the order of their relative strengths: Ustretch → Ubend →
Unonbonded → Udihedral. Choosing this order seems to be the most eﬃcient way of
obtaining CG potentials with the IBI technique, since it has already been shown
from the previous works that the intramolecular degree of freedoms can be treated
almost independently from intermolecular ones [135].
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4.3.2.2 Aqueous solutions of PEO10 to PEO159
A fully extended PEO chain with a chain length of n = 10 to 159 (n represents
directly the number of EO sites in the chain) was ﬁrst equilibrated using a Langevin
thermostat simulation to obtain a chain with a random coil arrangement. For sys-
tems of n = 10 to 77, the number of water beads and the box size correspond to
those used in atomistic simulations of section 4.3.1.2 (note that one CG water bead
is equivalent to 4 atomistic water molecules). For systems of n = 91 to 159, the
chain was placed into a box of dimension 125.4 Å/side and solvated by 16,400 wa-
ter beads. CG simulations were performed under the NVT ensemble with 100 ns
equilibration and a further 400 ns for data analysis.
4.3.2.3 Concentration dependence of radius of gyration
CG simulations of PEO at three diﬀerent concentrations were established by placing
8, 40 and 72 chains of PEO77 into a box of 134.3, 136.8 and 139.2 Å/side, leading to
the polymer concentration of 18.6, 88.0 and 150.4 mg cm−3, respectively. The Rg of
15.0 Å was used as an initial conﬁguration for PEO77. Each box was then solvated
by ∼20,000 water beads. Simulations were conducted under the NVT ensemble
with 200 ns equilibration period and a further 500 ns production run.
4.3.2.4 PEO77 at a water-air interface
Twelve surface concentrations in polymer were established by placing PEO77 chains
in a box of dimension x = y = 91.0 Å and z = 150.0 Å, followed by solvation
with water beads. The number of PEO77 molecules, water beads and the equiv-
alent surface concentration for each system are given in table 4.3. To set up the
water/air interface, the z axis for each system was increased to 450.0 Å (z is the axis
perpendicular to the surface plane). This creates two interfaces in the simulation
box (due to periodic boundaries) with suﬃcient distance between them to prevent
interactions between them. It should be noted here that PEO chains were placed
into the box at a positions close to only one side of the water slab. This forced all
PEO chains go to the same surface when they reached equilibrium and is convenient
for comparisons of results among the systems. All systems were ﬁrst subjected to a
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Table 4.3: Number of PEO77 molecules, water beads and the equivalent surface
concentration for the twelve CG simulations at a water-air interfaces.
PEO77 molecules Water beads ∗Surface concentration, Γ (mg m−2)
1 5,000 0.07
3 5,000 0.20
5 5,000 0.34
8 5,000 0.54
9 5,000 0.61
10 5,000 0.68
11 9,093 0.75
12 9,093 0.82
13 9,093 0.88
14 9,093 0.95
15 9,093 1.02
16 9,093 1.09
∗It is important to note that the surface concentration is calculated on the assump-
tion that all polymer stays at the interface. Experimental reports use the same
assumption, though this is not true for a concentration higher than saturated mono-
layer.
short equilibration run to allow a equilibrated water/vapour interface to form. Once
the water/air interface was set up, each system was then subjected to another equi-
libration run to make sure that it has reached an equilibrium state (chains remain
steady at the water surface). Then, an additional 500 ns was carried out for data
analysis. All calculations were performed under NVT ensemble at 298 K.
4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Deriving a coarse-grained potentials
Figure 4.1 shows an excellent matches of the bond-, angle- and dihedral angle dis-
tributions, which took only a few steps of iteration to converge. For the nonbonded
interactions, it was diﬃcult to perfectly match both the RDFEO−EO and the number
integral of the RDFEO−W to their targets at the same time. This is because the two
nonbonded potentials can have an eﬀect on the structure of each other. For exam-
ple, changing the EO-W potential imposed dramatically changes in the RDFEO−EO.
The best solution for this task is to allow the RDFEO−EO to deviate slightly from
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the target in order to maintain the good ﬁt for both of them.
Figure 4.2 compares the atomistic and the ﬁnal coarse-grained RDFs for the
EO-EO and EO-W sites. For the RDFEO−EO, the match is very good with only a
small discrepancy at the distance around 8 to 10 Å, which is not really important to
the structure. For the EO-W case, the RDF was distorted from the atomistic one
(EO-Oxygen(H2O)) because the ﬁrst peak cannot be matched to a four site model
(as discussed in section 4.3.2.1). The ﬁrst peak is shifted to distance about 4.3 Å,
which exactly corresponds to the second hydration radius of EO in the atomistic
model. The number integral for EO-W pairs in the atomistic and CG simulation
are also plotted in ﬁgure 4.2. The plot clearly guarantees that we have obtained
approximately the same level of hydration of the EO site in the CG and atomistic
simulation.
We should mention that the structural optimisation discussed above has been
run at constant volume and without long-range correction for the nonbonded inter-
actions. This causes a large deviation between the pressure of the CG simulation
(p ≈ 850 bar) and the underlying atomistic system (p ≈ -180 bar). Fortunately,
with the IBI method, one could correct the pressure of the CG system by introduc-
ing an attractive linear tail function to the previous optimized nonbonded potential
(described in section 2.2.3.1 of chapter 2), and of course, without lowering the qual-
ity of the previous ﬁtted RDFs. In this work, an attractive function was applied
simultaneously for both the EO-EO and EO-W potentials in order to avoid perturb-
ing the ﬁt of one potential by dramatically altering the other potential. Using this
technique, the CG pressure was successfully reduced to ≈ -170 bar. This represents
well the state of the parent atomistic system and also implies transferability of the
CG potentials to constant-pressure simulations. The nonbonded potentials obtained
from the ﬁnal correction are shown in ﬁgure 4.3.
4.4.2 Molecular weight dependence of chain dimension
Chain dimensions in terms of radius of gyration Rg and end-to-end distances<h2>1/2
are listed in table 4.4. Results from the MARTINI model and atomistic simulations
are also included. The overall Rg and <h2>1/2 are in good agreement with the
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Figure 4.1: Probability distributions of bond lengths (top), bond angles (mid-
dle), and dihedral angles (bottom) of PEO10 from atomistic simulation (black) and
coarse-grained simulation at the ﬁnal Boltzmann iteration step (red).
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Figure 4.2: Top: radial distribution functions for the EO-EO sites, atomistic (black)
and CG (red) and the EO-W sites, atomistic (blue) and CG (orange). Bottom:
number integrals of RDFEO−W , atomistic (black) and CG (red).
Figure 4.3: Nonbonded potentials between EO-EO sites (black) and EO-W sites
(red) obtained from the ﬁnal Boltzmann iteration with pressure correction.
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MARTINI and atomistic model except for MW > 3438 where our model yields
slightly higher end-to-end distances than the MARTINI model. The calculated Rg
for PEO77 is 19.3 Å, in excellent agreement with the value of 19.7 Å obtained from
neutron scattering of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) of equivalent molecular weight at
low concentration [209].
The molecular weight dependence of Rg according to a power law relation Rg ∝
M vW has been worked out. Least square ﬁts from the plots of log Rg against log MW
in ﬁgure 4.4 give a slope, v = 0.567 for 1632 <MW < 7007. This result is in excellent
agreement both with the theoretical prediction for a real chain of 0.588 [123] and
a light scattering measurements of high molecular weight PEO by Devanand et al.
(v = 0.583 ± 0.031) [55] and Kawaguchi et al. (v = 0.550) [210]. In addition, the
MARTINI model obtained v = 0.57 ± 0.02 from the ﬁt using the same range of
molecular weight.
4.4.2.1 Concentration dependence of radius of gyration
Decreasing of Rg with increasing polymer concentration has been reported by small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements [209,211]. SANS measurements on
PEG77 (equivalent to PEO77) revealed a drastic decrease in the Rg from 19.7 Å
at 30 mg cm−3 to 8.0 Å at 160 mg cm−3 [209]. Changes in the three-dimensional
structure and repulsive intermolecular interactions (excluded volume eﬀects) at high
concentration are possible explanations for this. However, there is no evidence of a
reduction of Rg at higher concentration as studied by atomistic [137, 204] and the
CG simulations [204].
Figure 4.5 plots the average Rg as a function of simulation time for PEO77 at
three concentrations. From the plots, there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence of time taken
by these systems to relax the structures. For all systems, the Rg reached equilibrium
values within 10 ns, which is very fast compared to the relaxation time of 70 ns for
a single atomistic chain of PEO30 in aqueous solution [137]. The Rg as averaged
over all chains for the concentration of 18.6, 88.0 and 150.4 mg cm−3 is 19.4 ± 0.2,
19.2 ± 0.1 and 19.1 ± 0.2 Å, respectively. Thus, this clearly indicates that Rg is not
dependent on polymer concentration as studied using our model. It is still unclear
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Table 4.4: Radius of gyration Rg and mean-squared end-to-end distance <h2>1/2
for coarse-grained PEO of length n. The results from the CG MARTINI model were
taken from Ref [204].
n (MW ) Rg
(
Å
)
<h2>1/2
(
Å
)
CG CG MARTINI atomistic CG CG MARTINI atomistic
10 (443) 6.0 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 14.5 ± 0.5 15.7 ± 0.1 15.8 ± 0.6
19 (839) 8.8 ± 0.2 9.1 ± 0.1 9.4 ± 0.1 21.4 ± 0.7 22.6 ± 0.3 24.4 ± 0.7
28 (1236) 10.9 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0.1 10.3 ± 0.2 26.8 ± 0.9 27.2 ± 0.6 24.6 ± 1.0
37 (1632) 12.8 ± 0.2 12.7 ± 0.2 12.3 ± 0.2 31.9 ± 1.1 30.9 ± 0.8 29.0 ± 1.1
45 (1984) 14.4 ± 0.3 14.5 ± 0.2 13.2 ± 0.2 36.0 ± 1.3 36.6 ± 0.8 32.9 ± 0.8
68 (2998) 18.2 ± 0.4 17.9 ± 1.6 17.9 ± 0.3 45.2 ± 1.6 43.6 ± 3.3 46.2 ± 1.7
77 (3438) 19.3 ± 0.4 19.1 ± 0.7 19.7 ± 0.2 47.5 ± 1.7 46.1 ± 1.5 48.0 ± 1.2
91 (4011) 21.5 ± 0.4 19.9 ± 0.4 53.7 ± 1.8 46.3 ± 1.5
113 (4980) 24.0 ± 0.5 25.2 ± 0.5 59.2 ± 2.1 56.3 ± 1.1
136 (5993) 26.5 ± 0.5 25.6 ± 0.7 65.4 ± 2.4 54.2 ± 2.4
159 (7007) 29.7 ± 0.6 29.8 ± 0.5 72.5 ± 2.4 61.1 ± 4.5
Figure 4.4: log Rg versus log MW from simulations of PEO10 to PEO159.
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Figure 4.5: Time series of the radius of gyration Rg for PEO77 at concentration of
18.6 mg cm−3 (black), 88.0 mg cm−3 (red) and 150.4 mg cm−3 (blue).
whether there is a disagreement with results obtained from SANS and simulation
studies. As noted by Lee et al. [204], decreasing of Rg at high concentration might
arise from interchain scattering of an entangled polymer. The supporting reason
for this is that SANS spectra are sensitive to an isolated coil, which can provide a
reliable value of Rg only in a very dilute solutions [209,212].
4.4.3 PEO77 at a water-air interfaces
4.4.3.1 General observations
As outlined in section 1.4.2 of chapter 1, one interesting behaviour of PEO is that
it can form stable spread ﬁlms at an air-water interface under certain circum-
stances [7375]. A drop of surface tension when polymer concentration is increased
was observed by many experiments [7578, 213]. It was also found that at higher
surface concentrations polymer segments extend into the water subphase as loops
and tails. This extension increases as a surface concentration increases [74]. From
the simulation point of view, it is worth examining transferability of our coarse-
grained model in terms of capturing adsorption activities discussed above. To study
this, CG simulations of PEO at a water-air interface have been carried out.
Figure 4.6 shows the ﬁnal conﬁguration from the simulation of 12 chains of
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Side view Top view
Figure 4.6: Side view and top view of the ﬁnal stucture obtained from the simulation
of 12 molecules of PEO77 at a water-air interface.
PEO77 (Γ = 0.82 mg m−2) at the water-air interface. This concentration is close
to the saturation of surface excess of high molecular weight PEO at water-air inter-
face, as reported from previous works [73,213,214]. The surface excess at saturation
concentration will be discussed more in the next section. Figure 4.6 clearly shows
that PEO chains can form a layer at the water surface with some polymer segments
penetrating into the water subphase by forming tail and loop conformations. Ob-
serving trajectory movies through the course of the simulation showed that polymer
chains move from the bulk liquid phase to the interface region and started aligning
themselves onto the surface plane. A polymer layer was then formed and persisted
until the end of the simulation.
4.4.3.2 Density proﬁles
Figure 4.7 plots mass density proﬁles of PEO normal to the surface for twelve surface
concentrations. On the basis of the density proﬁles in the plot, several characteristics
can be distinguished as described below.
At low polymer concentrations (0.07-0.34 mg m−2), almost all the polymer seg-
ments locate beneath the liquid surface with only a small fraction of the polymer
penetrating into the vapour phase (see also ﬁgure 4.8 (a)). This ﬁnding is in agree-
ment with recent atomistic simulation of PEO50 at a free water surface (Γ ≈ 0.4
mg m−2) by Darvas et al. [215]. From their work, about 1% of the monomer units
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Figure 4.7: Density proﬁles of PEO from the simulations of twelve systems with
the surface concentration ranging from 0.07 to 1.09 mg m−2. Polymer layer is
formed at the interface region and the left-hand side (-z ) and right-hand side (+z )
approximately represent air- and bulk water phase, respectively.
were found to be penetrated into the vapour phase.
The surface region gets more occupied by PEO segments as the concentration
of polymer is increased. Forming of a PEO layer at the interface is energetically
favorable, resulting in water being excluded from the interface and pushed down
into the subphase region. Figure 4.8 (b) shows the ﬁnal conﬁguration obtained from
simulation of the system of 10 PEO77 molecules (Γ = 0.68 mg m−2). It shows lesser
amount of water have penetrated into the polymer layer compared to the lower
concentration system in ﬁgure 4.8 (a).
Adsorption of PEO at the surface continues to increases with increasing polymer
concentration until a surface concentrations of 0.75 mg m−2. Above 0.75 mg m−2,
the amplitudes of the density proﬁles at the surface are essentially unchanged, but
do show an extension of PEO segments into the subphase. This is due to surface
saturation at these high concentrations, where there is no more space for more
molecules to pack themselves at the surface.
When polymer concentration is increased higher than 0.82 mg m−2, the surface
proﬁle appears to collapse and extend more into the water subphase. This indicates
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(a) 5 chains (0.34 mg m−2)
(b) 10 chains (0.68 mg m−2)
(c) 14 chains (0.95 mg m−2)
Figure 4.8: Density proﬁles and typical pictures obtained from simulations of (a)
5 chains (0.34 mg m−2), (b) 10 chains (0.68 mg m−2) and (c) 14 chains (0.95 mg
m−2) at a water-air interface. The highlight in (a) shows small PEO units penetrate
into the vapour phase and in (c) shows extension of PEO segments in to the water
subphase as loops and tails conformations.
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that the aqueous subphase can no longer accommodate more PEO segments at the
surface and the excess of PEO above the amount required to form a monolayer is
extended into a water subphase. Increasing to further higher concentration results
in even more extension of polymer into liquid subphase.
The collapse and extension of PEO monolayers has been previously proposed
in experiments [74, 79, 214, 216, 217]. From neutron reﬂectometry of high molecular
weight PEO by Henderson et al. [74], the saturation of the monolayer was attained
at surface concentrations of approximately 0.5 mg m−2. Increasing surface concen-
tration above 0.5 mg m−2 did not change the number density of PEO segments in
the topmost layer, but resulted in increasing extension of the lower polymer layer
into the liquid subphase probably as loop and tail conformations. Kuzmenka and
Granick [79, 214, 217] noted that at low surface concentration there was a loss of
entropy due to conﬁnement of the molecules to two dimensions. At higher sur-
face coverages there was a gain in entropy as the monolayer collapsed to a three-
dimensional structure (buckling and looping into the water substrate). Kawaguchig
et al. [218], and Rennie et al. [73] have also mentioned the loops and tails confor-
mations for a high surface concentration regime. Unfortunately, there are no direct
experimental methods to prove occurring of these conformational structures. To in-
vestigate this with our model, ﬁnal snapshot of the system of 14 molecules (Γ = 0.95
mg m−2) in which the density proﬁle has already shown to be collapsed from the
saturation point, was taken and depicted in ﬁgure 4.8 (c). Satisfactorily, extension
of PEO segments in to the water subphase as loops and tails conformations was
captured in our simulations.
The layer thickness of the PEO monolayer is also interesting to consider and
this has been previously reported by experiments. By analyzing neutron reﬂectivity
data, Henderson et al. [74] reported the monolayer thickness of 16 ± 2 Å, 19 ± 2
Å and 22 ± 2 Å for the surface concentration of 0.5 mg m−2, 0.6 mg m−2 and 0.8
mg m−2, respectively, whilst a thickness of 23 ± 2 Å for the concentration of 0.6
± 0.1 mg m−2 was reported by Lu et al. [75]. Both studies found nearly the same
equilibrium surface excess (0.5 mg m−2 for Ref [74] and 0.53 ± 0.05 mg m−2 for
Ref [75]). Based on the density proﬁles in ﬁgure 4.7, the layer thickness of the PEO
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monolayer is estimated to be 18 Å , 19 Å and 24 Å respectively for the concentration
of 0.54 mg m−2, 0.61 mg m−2 and 0.82 mg m−2. Therefore, the thicknesses observed
in simulations are in agreement with results from neutron reﬂectometry for the
same surface concentration range. It should be noted that the equilibrium surface
excess has shown to be around 0.75 mg m−2 in the simulations, which is slightly
higher than those observed in both experiments mentioned above. However, there
are experimental studies that found the saturation of surface excess in the same
range as obtained in our simulations. These experiments are related to the surface
pressure isotherm measurement which will be discussed later in the next section.
4.4.3.3 Surface tension and surface pressure isotherm
As discussed in the previous section, the excess of PEO above the amount required
to form a monolayer is extended into the water subphase. These excess molecules
were supposed to not contribute (or ineﬀectively contribute) to the reduction in the
surface tension of the system [7678]. In other words, the surface pressure of the
system should be constant after saturation of the monolayer. The concentration
where the surface pressure approaches equilibrium is refered to as the saturation
of surface excess.
According to the density proﬁles in ﬁgure 4.7, the PEO monolayer is shown to be
saturated at concentration of approximately 0.75 mg m−2. Theoretically, the surface
pressure should reach an equilibrium value at this concentration. To investigate
this, the surface tension and surface pressure isotherm has been calculated from our
simulations. The conventional surface pressure is deﬁned as
pi = γ0 − γ, (4.1)
where γ is the surface tension of the monolayer system and γ0 is that of pure water;
γ0 = 70.9 mN m−1 is obtained in our simulation of the CSJ model at 298 K. Since
we have put PEO only on one side of the water surface, the other side is assumed to
has a surface tension equal to that of pure CSJ water. This factor has been taken
into account in calculations of the surface pressure reported in this work.
Figure 4.9 plots surface tension together with surface pressure as a function
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Surface tension (a) and surface pressure (b) against the surface concen-
tration of PEO77. Error bars on points in the plots signify 95% conﬁdence intervals.
of surface concentration. From the plot, in the low concentration regime (0.07-
0.34 mg m−2), the surface tension is slightly decreased with increasing polymer
concentration, followed by a nearly linear decreasing of the surface tension in the
concentration range 0.54 mg m−2 < Γ < 0.82 mg m−2. This is the same as surface
activity of PEO that has been observed in experiments [75,77,78,213,219].
The interesting ﬁnding is in the high concentration regime, the surface pressure
reaches a plateau at Γ ≈ 0.82 mg m−2 with a value of approximately 6.5 mN/m.
Then it seems to be steady (within standard error of calculation) for the next three
concentration points. Thus, based on the surface tension calculations, saturation of
the surface excess is observed at about 0.82 mg m−2. This surface excess is close
to that suggested by the density proﬁle result. Therefore, we deduced from the
simulations that the saturation of surface excess is attained between 0.75 and 0.82
mg m−2.
In experimental studies, neutron reﬂection and surface tension measurements by
Henderson et al. [74] and Lu et al. [75] revealed that the surface excess at saturation
concentration was between 0.5 and 0.6 mg m−2. The results of Sauer and Yu [220]
and Rennie et al. [73] showed that at 298 K equilibrium surface pressure is reached
when the surface excess is between 0.65 and 0.7 mg m−2. The further higher surface
excess, Γ≈ 0.8 mg m−2, was reported by Kuzmenka and Granick [79,214] and Gilányi
et al. [213]. The diﬀerent results listed above are outside the experimental error, and
could be attributed to the diﬀerences of molecular weight and polydispersity used
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in their studies, which lead to the diﬀerent of the surface excess at the interface
(noted that all the experimental results mentioned here were measured at room
temperature).
It can be noted from the plot in ﬁgure 4.9 that there is a further decrease of
surface tension when Γ > 1.02 mg m−2 instead of remaining constant. Additional
reduction of surface tension at a concentration above the saturation point has also
been reported by Cao and Kim [7678]. This reduction was found to strongly depend
on PEO molecular weight and occurred at the concentration regime that are much
higher than those observed in our simulations. The further reduction of surface
tension observed here is likely due to a deﬁciency of the model that is not speciﬁcally
optimised for the water/air interface and, of course, surface energy of the system.
4.4.4 Speed-up of the coarse-grained model
The speed-up of the CG model was tested by measuring the time required by the
system to equilibrate polymer structure at a water surface. The starting conﬁgu-
ration for the atomistic model was obtained by randomly placing 10 relaxed chains
of PEO77 into a slab of 20,000 water molecules. The box of dimensions x = y =
86.5 Å and z = 286.5 Å (z is the axis perpendicular to the surface plane) was used.
The CG structure was extracted from the atomistic coordinates to ensure that the
same starting conﬁguration was used. However, the number of waters was reduced
to 5,000 beads to make it correspond to the number of waters in the atomistic sys-
tem. Simulations were performed on the same conditions, e.g. running parallel on
32 calculation nodes.
Figure 4.10 shows the starting and ending conﬁgurations for the atomistic and
CG models. It took more than 50 ns for all atomistic PEO chains to move slowly
from the liquid phase to the interface regions and form a stable layer there. This
phenomenon happened very quickly for the CG system, where all the chains reach
the surface within 5 ns.
Figure 4.11 compares the variation in z -component of the radius of gyrations
(Rg,z) for atomistic and CG systems. At the start of the simulation, PEO chains
in the liquid phase can freely move along the z -dimension toward the interfaces,
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⇓ ⇓
Figure 4.10: Side views for the starting (top) and ending (bottom) conﬁgurations
from atomistic and CG simulations of 10 chains of PEO77 at a water-air interfaces.
Figure 4.11: Time series of radius of gyration in z -direction (Rg,z) for PEO chains
in atomistic (black) and CG (red) simulations at water-air interfaces.
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resulting in a large ﬂuctuation of Rg,z at this point. After the system has reached
equilibrium, the Rg,z value should remain steady since molecules are conﬁned in
two dimensions (x -y) layer at the interfaces. Thus, following the variation in Rg,z
with time seems to be a suitable choice to detect the equilibration time taken by
both systems. As shown in ﬁgure 4.11 the average Rg,z has reached equilibrium at
simulation times of ≈ 55 ns and ≈ 4 ns for atomistic and CG chains, respectively.
Thus, the CG model can relax approximately 14 times faster than the atomistic
model in terms of raw speed. However, it should also be pointed out that we spent
116.71 hour in real time to gain 55 ns in atomistic simulation, whilst it took only
0.122 hour to obtain 4 ns in CG simulation. Therefore, for the medium-size system
in this study, the CG model provides roughly a 1,042x speed-up for equilibration.
It is very promising to use the current model to help study the behaviour of
amphiphilic PEO molecules for high surface concentrations, where is not feasible to
use atomistic models since they cannot relax a highly crowded conﬁguration within
the simulation time available [67]. Furthermore, one can combine CG simulations
with the back-mapping technique (reinsertion of atomistic details into a CG struc-
ture) [120, 133] to obtain a well-equilibrated atomistic structures, which could be
used as a starting point for further production runs.
4.5 Conclusions
A coarse-grained model for polyethylene oxide (PEO)/water system has been devel-
oped using a structural-based coarse-graining technique. Radial distribution func-
tions and distributions of bond, angle, dihedrals are matched excellently to those
from reference atomistic simulations. Simulations of PEO10 to PEO159 (442 < MW
< 6998) in aqueous solution showed successful reproduction of the theoretical and
experimental scaling laws for the radius of gyration Rg. The simulated Rg for PEO77
(Mw ≈ 3400) is in excellent agreement with neutron scattering measurements for
an equal sized PEG. Simulations of multiple PEO77 chains at a concentration rang-
ing from low to high show no concentration dependence of Rg, in agreement with
previous atomistic and coarse-grained simulations, but contradicts experimental ob-
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servations where the measured Rg was found to decrease as concentration increases.
The transferability of the model to a water-air interface system has been explored
through a series of simulations with surface concentration ranging from the low to
high regime. PEO chains are found to form a layer at the water-air interface and
the adsorption increases with increasing surface concentration. At higher surface
concentrations polymer segments extend into the water subphase as loop and tail
conformations and this extension increases as the surface concentration increases.
This is in accordance with an experimental study, concluding that the excess of
PEO above the amount required to form a monolayer is collapsed and extended into
the water subphase. Other properties such as the saturation adsorption and the
thickness of PEO layers obtained from CG simulations are in good agreement with
experimental ﬁndings. Although the CG potential was not particularly optimized
for interface systems and the surface energy itself, a drop of surface tension was
shown to follow the same general trends as observed in experiments.
The present model is noted to provide a very eﬃcient means of speeding up the
path through phase space to equilibrium. We expect that it can be used to help
study surface behaviour of systems composed of long PEO chains functionalized by
strongly hydrophobic head groups, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
A coarse-grained models for
dendritic ﬂuorocarbon end-capped
poly(ethylene oxide) at a water/air
interface
5.1 Introduction
After completing the development of a PEO/water model in the previous chap-
ter, we turn our attention to coarse-graining of dendritic ﬂuorocarbon end-capped
poly(ethylene oxide) polymer. As mentioned in chapter 1, the main aim of this thesis
is to develop a model of this polymer that can be used to help explain and predict
adsorption behaviour at the water-air interface, which has been studied recently by
neutron reﬂectivity techniques [85]. In this chapter, we focus on models of di- and
triﬂuoro dendritic end-capped poly(ethylene oxide) at an air-water interface. The
molecular structures of these molecules are depicted in ﬁgure 5.1 (a) (hereafter re-
ferred to as F2) and ﬁgure 5.1 (b) (hereafter referred to as F3). These polymers are
directly analogous to those synthesized and analysed experimentally by Dr. Simon
Bartram [85], a previous member of the soft matter research group in Durham.
The ﬁrst part of this chapter describes simulation details used in this work. A
brief summary of atomistic force-ﬁelds currently available for simulation of ﬂuorocar-
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(a) Diﬂuoro dendritic end-capped PEO (F2)
(b) Triﬂuoro dendritic end-capped PEO (F3)
Figure 5.1: Structures of dendritic ﬂuorocarbon end-capped poly(ethylene oxide)
used in previous neutron reﬂectometry studies [85].
bon systems are given in section 5.2.1, followed by details of the atomistic reference
simulations used for deriving coarse-grained potentials in section 5.2.2. Afterwards,
we describe in detail how the coarse-grained models were derived in section 5.2.3.
The second part of this chapter presents results obtained from the coarse-graining
process along with discussion of these results. Comparisons of structural probability
distributions and density proﬁles between the coarse-grained models and their atom-
istic counterparts are given in section 5.3.1-5.3.2 and in section 5.3.3, respectively.
Finally, the work of this chapter is concluded in section 6.4.
5.2 Simulation details
5.2.1 Atomistic force-ﬁelds
Fluorocarbon systems have been less studied by simulation in comparison to their
hydrocarbon counterparts. This is mainly because of a lack of accurate force ﬁelds in
the past, which are capable of describing the complex conformational nature of these
systems [221]. Like many other organic systems, the properties of ﬂuorocarbons are
vitally controlled by their chemical structure and intermolecular interactions [222].
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For reliable simulations of these systems it is therefore necessary to have a force ﬁeld
that accurately describes intermolecular interactions as well as the detailed chemical
structure of the molecule.
Currently, there are two reliable ab inito-based force ﬁelds that have been pro-
posed for perﬂuorinated alkane polymers: the Optimized Parameter for Liquid
Simulation-All Atom (OPLS- AA) force ﬁeld of Jorgensen et al. [201, 223, 224] and
the force ﬁeld of Borodin et al. (an exp-6 force ﬁeld) [225,226].
A modiﬁed form of the OPLS-AA force ﬁeld, which includes speciﬁc dihedral
terms for HF blocks [227] and corrections to the HF nonbonded interaction [228],
and a new version of the exp-6 force ﬁeld [229] have been shown to provide good
agreement with the available experimental liquid density and surface tension data for
semiﬂuorinated alkane diblock copolymers [229]. Both force ﬁelds were also found to
be transferable over signiﬁcant temperature ranges and for a variety of chain lengths
and compositions.
Comparisons have been made on simulations of perﬂuorinated alkane systems at
the liquid-vapour interface using OPLS-AA and exp-6 force ﬁelds [221]. Both force
ﬁelds provided similar liquid densities, which are in excellent agreement with existing
experimental data for short chains. The OPLS force ﬁeld was found to oﬀer better
agreement with experimental data for surface tension at lower molecular weights
than the exp-6 force ﬁeld, which overpredicted this by as much as 9%. However,
for longer chains (n > 20, for a molecular formula CnF2n+2) the OPLS force ﬁeld
predicted higher surface tension than the exp-6 force ﬁeld, which therefore predicts
too high a melting temperature.
By considering the structures in ﬁgure 5.1, three sets of force ﬁeld parameters,
including force ﬁeld parameters for the ﬂuorocarbon head group, for the PEO tail
and for water, are required to describe the systems. It is of crucial importance that
these set of force ﬁelds have to be compatible and allow the same conventional use
(i.e. using the same scaling factor for cross-interactions). Since the exp-6 force
ﬁeld of Borodin et al. [225, 226] has been speciﬁcally parameterised for ﬂuorinated
systems, the parameters between this head group and PEO (water) are not known.
The standard OPLS-AA based force ﬁeld, therefore, would be more suitable for our
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work.
The OPLS-AA force ﬁeld has been successfully used to study liquid-liquid inter-
faces of semiﬂuorinated alkane diblock copolymers with SPC/E water [230]. For the
OPLS force ﬁeld of PEO, Anderson and Wilson showed that their modiﬁed OPLS-
AA force ﬁeld for PEO (OPLS-DMEFF) [67] in combination with TIP4P water can
be used to study amphiphilic graft copolymer molecules at a water-air interface. In
their work, neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles calculated from the simulation trajectories
agree well with those acquired experimentally for low density ﬁlms.
Since the models of perﬂuorocarbon and PEO mentioned above were modiﬁed
based on the same OPLS-AA force ﬁeld family, they can be used together via the
OPLS-AA combination rule and scaling factor for 1-4 Coulomb- and Lennard-Jones
potentials. The choice of water model to be used is open. The common water
models such as SPC/E [174], TIP4P [173], TIP4P-Ew [177] are designed to exhibit
properties that are solely controlled by their own interaction parameters. These
models can be integrated easily with the OPLS-AA potential, and has been used
in a number of previous liquid-vapour interface simulations. Since the TIP4P-Ew
model seems to provide better prediction of the vapour-liquid behaviour than the
former two models [231], it will be chosen as the water model for this simulation
work.
5.2.2 Reference atomistic simulations for deriving coarse-grained
potentials
In this work, we use the OPLS- AA force ﬁeld of Watkins and Jorgensen [201, 223,
224] to model the perﬂuorocarbon head groups. Ab initio calculations by Padua [227]
have extended this force ﬁeld for simulation of semiﬂuorinated alkanes by providing
the required torsional potential parameters for rotation around the chemical bond
between the hydrocarbon and ﬂuorocarbon blocks and these results are used here.
The modiﬁed form of OPLS-AA force ﬁeld (OPLS-DMEFF) by Anderson and Wil-
son [200] was adopted for the poly(ethylene oxide) chains. Water was modelled
using TIP4P-Ew force ﬁeld and remaining parts of the structure were modelled us-
ing OPLS-AA based parameters. Molecular dynamics conditions and setting options
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adopted here are the same as those described in section 3.3.1.1 of chapter 3.
Simulations of F2 and F3 reference systems were performed in a similar manner,
and are described as follows. 16 chains of dendritic ﬂuorocarbon end-capped PEO
with 10 EO units (the structures shown in ﬁgure 5.2) were ﬁrst placed in the box
of dimension x = y = z = 60.0 Å, then solvated with 4,330 water molecules for
the F2 system (4,112 water molecules for F3 system). To set up the water/air
interface, the z axis was increased to 155.0 Å (z is the axis perpendicular to the
surface plane). This will promote a suﬃcient distance between the water and air
interface to prevent interactions occurring between them. It should be noted here
that amphiphilic molecules were placed into the box at positions close to only one
side of the water slab (each simulated box has two water/air interfaces due to the
periodic boundary conditions). This will force all molecules go to the same surface
when they reach equilibrium, and will be convenient for analysis and comparison
of results. The system was then subjected to a short equilibration run to allow
equilibrated water/vapour interface to form. Once the water/air interface was set up,
the system was then subjected to another equilibration run to make sure that it had
reached an equilibrium state (the density distribution normal to the water surface
remained steady). Then, an additional 60 ns was carried out for data analysis. The
calculations were performed within the NVT ensemble at 298 K.
5.2.3 Deriving coarse-grained potentials
The ﬁrst step in the coarse-graining procedure is to deﬁne the CG level. Mapping of
the all-atom dendritic ﬂuorocarbon end-capped poly(ethylene oxide) to coarse-grain
units is pictorially shown in ﬁgure 5.2. Since both F2 and F3 molecules are composed
of the same basic constituents, they were coarse-grained in a similar fashion here.
For the ﬂuorocarbon moiety, we group three consecutive backbone atoms along with
their ﬂuorine and hydrogen atoms into a single CG site. All atoms that belong to
the phenyl ring were lumped together into one CG bead. Next to the phenyl ring
towards the PEO tail chain, three consecutive backbone atoms along with their
oxygen and hydrogen atoms were grouped into another CG unit.
In this manner, for the head group we have ﬁve CG particle types; FX (-
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F2 F3
Figure 5.2: Schematic deﬁnition of coarse-grained particles for di- and triﬂuoro den-
dritic end-capped poly(ethylene oxide). Diﬀerent colours represent diﬀerent types
of coarse-grained units.
CF2CF2CF3), FI (-CF2CF2CF2-), FC (-CF2CF2CH2-), CO (-CH2CH2O-), PH (-
C6H3-) and OO (-CO-OCH2-). It should be noted that each CG site is placed on
the centre of mass position of its underlying atomistic units. For the PEO segments
and water, we apply the same mapping schemes as described in section 4.3.2 of
chapter 4.
Apart from coarse-grained potentials of PEO/water, that have already been
derived in chapter 4, the ﬂuorocarbon head group was modelled via three types of
interactions, including bond stretching, angle bending and nonbonded interaction.
A dihedral potential was not included for this case due to a rather ﬂat dihedral
distributions found in atomistic reference systems. These three types of interactions
have been shown to be suﬃcient to represent structural behaviour of perﬂuorocarbon
systems [232]. Both intramolecular and intermolecular potentials were derived on
the basis of matching structural probability distributions to those of the atomistic
references. These processed in a similar way to that already described in section
4.3.2.1 of chapter 4 for the PEO/water coarse-graining case.
The composition of the CG systems used in the iterative Boltzmann inversion
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process is equivalent to their atomistic references. 16 chains of F2 (F3) are in-
cluded in a box of dimension x = y = 60.0 Å and z = 155.0 Å with 1,083 water
beads (equivalent to 4,332 water molecules) for the F2 system and 1028 water beads
(equivalent to 4,112 water molecules) for F3 system. Simulations were performed
under NVT conditions for a short 5 ns run for each IBI iteration. When ﬁttings
of bond and angle distributions and radial distribution functions were satisﬁed, the
resulting potentials were tested again with a longer run of 30 ns to make sure that
structural distributions obtained from the ﬁnal iteration were stable.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Bonded interactions and intramolecular distributions
We constructed two sets of potentials based on target functions from the F2 and
F3 systems. Comparisons between intramolecular distributions from coarse-grained
simulations and their underlying atomistic systems are shown in ﬁgure 5.3 (F2)
and 5.4 (F3). It can be seen that the IBI procedure achieves a very good match
for both bond and angle distributions. In the optimisation procedure, potential
corrections for diﬀerent types of bonds were done simultaneously at each IBI step
until all of them were converged together. Due to bi- and trimodal probability
distributions found in atomistic results, several IBI steps were required to satisfy this
process (starting from initial guess potentials from Boltzmann inversion of atomistic
distribution functions). It is important to note here that a simulation time step of
10 fs (as used before for the coarse-grained PEO/water model) is too large to use
in matching the bond lengths observed in atomistic simulations of the F2 and F3
systems. To solve this problem the time step was reduced to 5 fs, where it provided
almost perfectly matches to bond distributions as shown in the ﬁgures. Matchings
of angle distributions were carried out in a similar way. However, since there are
several types of angles in the F2 and F3 structures and they are all interdependent,
it took many iterations to complete this task.
In overall results, both bond length and angle distributions are rather similar
for the F2 and F3 systems. The only diﬀerence is due to the existence of the third
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of distribution functions from atomistic and CG simulations
of the F2 system: (a) bond distance distributions between two neighboring sites, (b)
angle distributions between three ajoining sites.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of distribution functions from atomistic and CG simulations
of the F3 system: (a) bond distance distributions between two neighboring sites, (b)
angle distributions between three ajoining sites.
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ﬂuorocarbon branch at the middle of the F3 head group, which readily creates
another angle type, labeled as COx-PH-COi in ﬁgure 5.4 (b) (note that COx and
COi refer to CO particle belonging to the left (or right) and the middle ﬂuorocarbon
branch, respectively). Steric hindrance caused by this additional branch has also
made a wider COx-PH-COx angle (ﬁgure 5.4 (b)) compared to the same type of
angle CO-PH-CO (ﬁgure 5.3 (b)) in the F2 system. The resulting potentials for
bond and angle are not shown here. Their shape is essentially not changed from
their initial guess, which are the Boltzmann- inverted potentials of the target bond
and angle distributions.
5.3.2 Radial distribution functions and nonbonded potentials
After completing optimisations of bonded interactions, we turn our attention to
nonbonded ones. Due to various types of CG particles present in the structure,
deriving nonbonded interactions is not a trivial task. In order to obtain a complete
set of interactions among these particles, RDFs of the same pair of particles as well
as those between diﬀerent CG types (cross-terms) are needed to be ﬁtted to their
targets. Furthermore, the number integral of the RDF between each CG type and
water (W site) is also required to match with atomistic simulation to maintain the
same amount of water around the hydration shell of the amphiphile units. It would
be very diﬃcult to perfectly match all the coarse-grained RDFs to their targets even
by using a systematic coarse-graining method like IBI. The problem lies in the fact
that the structure between each pair of particles can be sensitive to any change made
in the potential of other pairs in the system. To make the optimisation achievable,
one has to know the order of potential strength for each pair of particles so that
the strongest interacting ones, i.e. the one that has the least change oﬁn RDF from
changing any other pair potential, will be chosen to be ﬁtted ﬁrst.
It should be noted that in many studies where there are several types of CG parti-
cles present in the system, other approaches, such as a semi-empirical or thermodynamic-
based coarse-graining, have been applied instead [89, 90, 93, 95, 179]. Apart from
bonded interactions, which are normally acquired from a detailed quantum (atom-
istic) calculations, nonbonded energies for these methods are derived from experi-
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F2
system.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F2
system.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F2
system.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F2
system.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F2
system.
mental data. This way of coarse-graining is more convenient than the one we used
(structural based coarse-graining) since nonbonded interaction parameters between
like and unlike particles can be obtained separately. For example, nonbonded pa-
rameters for the same type of particles can be parameterised from properties, e.g.
density of a neat liquid [204], and cross interactions between diﬀerent particle types
can be obtained by tuning interaction parameters to reproduce properties of a mix-
tures such as interfacial tensions [129] or partitioning free energies between polar
and apolar phases [90].
Having suggested other choices of coarse-graining, nonetheless, due to a lack of
experiment data for the system of interest, together with a lack of systematic way of
deriving a model empirically, we therefore decided to carry on with the structural-
based coarse-graining approach. The models developed here, thus, are based solely
on results from the detailed atomistic simulations.
5.3.2.1 Amphiphile-Amphiphile interactions
Figure 5.5-5.9 and 5.10-5.14 show a comparison series of atomistic and coarse-grained
RDFs for diﬀerent pair sites present in the F2 and F3 systems. These results are
considered to be the best ﬁts that can be obtained within the time available for
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F3
system.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F3
system.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F3
system.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F3
system.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained radial distribution func-
tions along with coarse-grained potentials among various amphiphile sites in the F3
system.
doing this work. Since, in each system, there are 27 diﬀerent RDFs and 6 sets of
integration numbers needed to be ﬁtted to their targets, an excellent match of all
cases would not be expected from this ultimate task. Although the matches are
not perfect, we achieved ﬁts with reasonably good quality. This can be seen from a
correspondence between the peak position as well as a comparable amplitude of the
coarse-grained and atomistic RDFs.
We should point out here that discrepancies between RDFs obtained from AA
and CG come about for two main reasons. The ﬁrst reason can be attributed to
the larger size of CG units relative to atoms, that not allow them to pack together
as close as an all-atom model could. This is reﬂected in a slight shift of the ﬁrst
peak of the coarse-grained RDFs to larger separation distances compared to the
atomistic ones, as can especially be seen in the RDFs among FX, FI and FC sites.
The second reason is due to a cross-correlation among various RDFs and potential
energies applied in the system. The structure of each pair depends not only on its
own potential energy but also rely upon other pair potentials in the system. For
example, the structure of A-B pair (A and B represent diﬀerent type of CG particle)
is not solely inherited by the pair potential A-B, but may also be imposed by the
potential A-C, B-C, etc. In the IBI procedure, some RDFs might be ﬁtted perfectly
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained RDFs (left) and their
number integral (middle), along with coarse-grained potential (right) between the
amphiphile sites and water in the F2 system.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained RDFs (left) and their
number integral (middle), along with coarse-grained potential (right) between the
amphiphile sites and water in the F2 system.
at a very ﬁrst iteration. One, therefore, might like to ﬁx these good potentials while
adjusting others whose structures have not been converged. We, however, found
that ﬁtting the rest of the RDFs would never be completed unless we went back and
unﬁxed (reduced or increased) the strength of the previous ﬁxed potentials. Due to
this fact, the ﬁtting quality for some pairs was allowed to reduce slightly, to make
matching of other structures achievable.
Nonbonded interactions obtained for the F2 and F3 models are shown along with
their RDFs in ﬁgure 5.5-5.9 and 5.10-5.14. From the ﬁgures, for overall pair sites,
the maxima and minima of the RDF roughly correspond to minima and maxima
in the potential. We started the optimisation process on the F2 model ﬁrst. The
ﬁnal results from the F2 system were then used as an initial potential for each
corresponding pair of particles in F3 system. This saved a considerable amount of
time in ﬁtting the latter. Comparison of ﬁgures 5.5-5.9 and 5.10-5.14 reveals that
there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerent between the ﬁnal potential obtained for corresponding
pairs of particles in the F2 and F3 systems.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained RDFs (left) and their
number integral (middle), along with coarse-grained potential (right) between the
amphiphile sites and water in the F3 system.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of atomistic and coarse-grained RDFs (left) and their
number integral (middle), along with coarse-grained potential (right) between the
amphiphile sites and water in the F3 system.
5.3.2.2 Amphiphile-Water interactions
The radial distribution functions together with their number integral between each
head group particle and water are shown in ﬁgure 5.15-5.16 and 5.17-5.18 for F2 and
F3 system, respectively. It is obvious from the ﬁgures that correlations (magnitude
of RDFs) between polymer units and water are relatively smaller than those among
the polymer themselves (see ﬁgure 5.5-5.9 and 5.10-5.14). This is simply because of
the hydrophobic nature of the head groups that cause molecules to minimise their
energy by avoiding interacting with water, while preferentially aggregating with
others at the interface. This leads to less correlation between amphiphilic molecules
and liquid water, as shown in the RDFs.
It is evident from both the RDF magnitude and the well depth of the potentials
(also showed in ﬁgure 5.15-5.16 and 5.17-5.18) that interaction strength between
head group units and water in both F2 and F3 systems tends to follow the trend:
OO-W PH-W > CO-W > FC-W > FI-W > FX-W. This result indicates that,
rather than adsorbing along the surface plane, the F2 and F3 head groups prefer
aligning themselves perpendicular to the water surface. This organisation behaviour
has been reported before by experimental studies of semiﬂuorinated alcohol [82] and
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perﬂuorinated dendrimers [233] systems.
When considering the ﬁrst peak of RDFs in ﬁgure 5.15-5.16 and 5.17-5.18, the
closest distance (ﬁrst hydration shell) between water and each CG particle has been
shifted around 1-2 Å from those observed in atomistic systems. This distortion
results from the larger size of the W particle (in this case, representing four water
molecules), preventing it coming as close to the polymer units as a single water
molecule does. Nevertheless, the number integral obtained from the ﬁts matches
very well to that of the atomistic simulations, as shown in the middle of ﬁgure
5.15-5.16 and 5.17-5.18. It is important to keep the right level of hydration for
each CG unit as this implies a reasonable hydrophobic interaction between the head
groups and water, which will, indeed, eﬀect adsorption behaviour of the amphiphilic
molecules at the water surface.
5.3.3 General observations and density proﬁle
The snapshot images obtained from the target atomistic simulations and their CG
counterparts are presented respectively in ﬁgure 5.19 and 5.20 for the F2 and F3
systems. In the atomistic simulations, similar behaviour were observed for both the
F2 and F3 systems. They both show the formation of a stable layer of amphiphilic
polymer at the interface. Observations from MD trajectory movies reveal that am-
phiphile molecules move laterally from bulk water toward the interface with the
ﬂuorinated head group being the ﬁrst part of the molecule that touch the interface.
It was later showed that these head groups move along the surface plane to ﬁnd
other head groups and start clustering together. As evidenced both from the ﬁnal
snapshots and the density proﬁles in ﬁgure 5.19 and 5.20, these ﬂuorinated moieties
are likely to form an insoluble layer at the interface with the majority of them resid-
ing in the air phase. It can also be noted from the side view of the ﬁnal snapshots
that these ﬂuorinated branches tend to align perpendicular to the water surface, in
accordance with results discussed in the previous section. This type of alignment
will promote a close-packing among the head groups, which is an eﬃcient way of
maximising hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions.
The calculated surface tension for the atomistic F2 and F3 references is 55.9
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(a)
Atomistic model Coarse-grained model
Top view
Side view
(b)
Figure 5.19: (a) Final snapshots from MD simulations of the F2 system: atomistic
model (left) and coarse-grained model (right). Color codes are as follows; green:
ﬂuorinated head group, red: PEO tail and cyan: water. (b) mass density proﬁles
for the three components of the F2 system: atomistic model (solid line) and coarse-
grained model (star symbol).
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(a)
Atomistic model Coarse-grained model
Top view
Side view
(b)
Figure 5.20: (a) Final snapshots from MD simulations of the F3 system: atomistic
model (left) and coarse-grained model (right). Color codes are as follows; green:
ﬂuorinated head group, red: PEO tail and cyan: water. (b) mass density proﬁles
for the three components of the F3 system: atomistic model (solid line) and coarse-
grained model (star symbol).
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mN m−1 and 57.5 mN m−1, respectively. Theses values are sensible for the water
surface in a presence of these amphiphiles (note that the surface tension for pure
atomistic TIP4P-Ew water is 65.5 mN m−1). Note that the surface concentration
for the F2 and F3 systems is 1.1 mg m−2 and 1.5 mg m−2, respectively. As already
described in section 4.4.3.3, the fact that all polymer chains are adsorbed at only
one water surface is also taken into account in calculations of the surface tensions
reported here. The surface tension for the coarse-grained F2 and F3 systems is
calculated to be 69.0 mN m−1 and 69.2 mN m−1, only about 2 mN m−1 lower than
that of pure coarse-grained water (71.0 mN m−1). From very strong adsorption of
amphiphilic molecules at the water surface shown in ﬁgure 5.19 and 5.20, one would
expect more reduction of the surface tension in the coarse-grained systems than the
values obtained above. This rather high surface tension could be attributed to the
coarse-grained potentials that were not speciﬁcally optimised for the surface energy
of the system.
Due to the lesser hydrophobicity of PEO compared to ﬂuorocarbon head group,
PEO segments were found to reside slightly beneath the head group layer at the
interface. While some PEO segments appeared to penetrate the water subphase,
the majority of them were shown to be adsorbed at the water surface. Since the
PEO is included only for the purpose of deriving the potential, the PEO chain
length used here is very short compared to those used in experiments. The real
PEO molecular weight, comparable to that used in neutron reﬂectometry will be
simulated and discussed later in the next chapter.
Adsorption behaviour from atomistic simulations mentioned above is mimicked
similarly well by the coarse-grained models, as shown in the right hand side of ﬁg-
ures 5.19 (a) and 5.20 (a). The mass density proﬁles for the three components (head
group, PEO tail and water) of the CG models are compared to their parent atomistic
simulation in ﬁgure 5.19 (b) for F2 and 5.20 (b) for F3 system. The hydrophobic
head group thickness from the CG density proﬁle is in excellent agreement with
the atomistic simulation for both F2 and F3 systems. Close inspection of the den-
sity proﬁles reveals that water penetrates the PEO region to a considerably larger
extent than it does in atomistic system. Since it was more swollen by water, the
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coarse-grained PEO layer became slightly wider than that observed in atomistic sim-
ulations. Nonetheless, the overall density proﬁle appears to be consistent between
the coarse-grained and the underlying atomistic models. We believe that it will be
suﬃcient to allow us to study adsorption behaviour of the system of interest in the
next chapter.
5.4 Conclusions
We have developed coarse-grained models for di- and triﬂuoro dendritic end-capped
poly(ethylene oxide) at an air-water interface. In a similar way to the PEO/water
model in chapter 4, coarse-grained interactions are obtained from ﬁtting of structural
properties to those of detailed atomistic simulations.
The bond length and angle distributions can be matched excellently to their
targets. Matching of the radial distribution functions are not absolutely perfect
due to the interdependence between structures and pair potentials among various
types of CG particles present in the two systems. Nevertheless, while our coarse
graining does leave out considerable atomic level information, the overall structure
of the interface, including molecular organisation and density proﬁle, appears to be
remarkably consistent between the two models.
In the next chapter, the current CG models will be applied to simulate F2 and F3
polymers in a comparable length-scale to those studied by neutron reﬂectometry [85].
We expect that they can provide us with useful insights into adsorption behaviour
of these amphiphilic polymers at a water-air interface.
Chapter 6
Coarse-grained simulations of
amphiphilic polymers at a water/air
interface
6.1 Introduction
Polymer brushes have been studied for a number of years due to their ability to
modify surface properties to prevent colloid aggregation [8] and to enhance lubri-
cation and adhesion [47]. The possibility of using tethering polymers to inhibit
protein adsorption [234] and evaluation of their use as self-regulating ﬂow control
valves [235,236] have also been explored. The brush structure can be controlled by
appropriately selecting the grafting density, polymer molecular weight, solvent and
temperature [237].
A brushlike layer has been observed when functionalizing a low molecular weight
PEO (M w ≈ 3000 g mol−1) with a single hydrophobic ﬂuorocarbon group [18].
However, when PEO molecular weight is increased further, a single ﬂuorocarbon
head group does not appear to tether suﬃciently to the water surface to reach high
packing brushlike conformation. To increase the surface tethering strength, new
amphiphilic polymers, wherein the high molecular weight PEO chain is end-capped
by multiple ﬂuorocarbon head groups, have been synthesized and examined [85] to
see if these types of head group can be more eﬀective in strongly tethering PEO
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chains up to a molecular weight of 10 000 g mol−1. In addition, high molecular
weight brushlike self assembling polymers are particularly useful in the situation
where it is necessary to enhance the surface properties of a polymer without causing
any unfavourable changes to the bulk properties of a material. Typical additives that
consist of low molecular weight small molecules tend to cause adverse eﬀects on the
bulk polymer into which they are dispersed, such as lowering the glass transition
temperature or reducing mechanical strength. Compatible polymers which will self
assemble at an interface and impart the desired properties solely upon the surface
are therefore highly desirable.
A synergistic combination of experiment and simulation has becoming a powerful
means of elucidating the structure of materials at interfaces [67, 238242]. Whilst
experiments are used to explore the physical reality of the system, simulations on
the other hand can provide unprecedented access to all positions of all particles
at all times, leading to a clearer description of the system of interest. Motivated
by the success of earlier works [67, 91], that combine neutron reﬂectometry and a
fully atomistic simulation to provide a molecular-level picture of the organization
of amphiphilic polymers at the water/air interface, this work aims at extending the
accessible time- and length-scales of the simulation using a coarse-grained molecular
model. This class of model has proved to be eﬃcient enough to allow observation
of self-assembly at an air-water interface [9496]. Accordingly, it is encouraging
to determine whether this coarser, but faster model, can be use to explain the
experimental ﬁndings more successfully.
This chapter is concerned with coarse-grained MD simulations of dendritic ﬂu-
orocarbon end-capped poly(ethylene oxide) polymer at a water-air interface, using
the models developed in the previous chapter. In section 6.2.1 a brief introduction
is provided to the optical matrix method, which is used to calculate a neutron re-
ﬂectivity proﬁle for a simulated system. Then we describe how experiments were
modelled and how the simulated systems were constructed in section 6.2. Simulation
results are presented in section 6.3. Here, neutron reﬂectometry and general obser-
vations are discussed in section 6.3.1-6.3.2, followed by interpretations of results
from experiment using the simulation counterparts in section 6.3.3. Comments are
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Figure 6.1: Neutron reﬂection in a simple, three-layer model.
also given for the simulation at high polymer concentrations in section 6.3.4-6.3.5.
This chapter is completed with conclusions in section 6.4.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 The optical matrix method
The optical matrix approach [243,244] involves simulating a reﬂectivity curve based
on a theoretical model where the surface depth proﬁle is described as a series of
stratiﬁed layers of known thickness and number density.
In a simple three-slab system (i.e. air, polymer layer and water, as shown in
ﬁgure 6.1), the reﬂectivity, R, due to the central slab (polymer) can be written as
R =
∣∣∣∣ r01 + r12 exp (2iβ1)1 + r01r12 exp (2iβ1)
∣∣∣∣2 , (6.1)
where rij is a Fresnel coeﬃcient, and β1 is the phase shift of the neutron beam in
the polymer layer.
The Fresnel coeﬃcients characterise the optical properties of an interface between
two consecutive slabs (i and j = i+ 1), in terms of their refractive indices as shown
in equation 6.2,
rij =
ni sin θi − nj sin θj
ni sin θi + nj sin θj
, (6.2)
where ni is the refractive index of layer i, and θi is the angle of incidence of the
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neutron beam at the i/ (i+ 1) boundary (air-polymer or polymer-water), after re-
fraction at any previous interface.
The phase shift of the neutron beam can be calculated from equation 6.3
βi =
2pid
λ
sin θi, (6.3)
where d is the thickness of the polymer layer, and λ is the wavelength of the incident
beam.
Theoretically, this approach can be extended to incorporate numerous layers,
but in reality the computation becomes exponentially complex. A general solution
that overcomes this problem is the characteristic matrix formalism of Born and
Wolf [244], where they represent the reﬂection properties of each stratiﬁed layer that
models the composition distribution within a characteristic matrix. For example the
composition and properties of each layer, i, can be written as a characteristic matrix,
Mi, as shown in equation 6.4
Mi =
 cos βi − iκ sin βi
−iκi sin βi cos βi
 , (6.4)
where κi = nisinθi.
These characteristic matrices are easily multiplied together to give an overall
matrix characterising the reﬂective properties of the entire array of slabs. This
resultant matrix is shown in equation 6.5,
M1M2 . . .Mn = M =
 M11 M12
M21 M22
 , (6.5)
where Mij are the values of the individual elements in the matrix.
The overall reﬂectivity of the system can then be written in terms of the elements
of the matrix, in a fashion analogous to equation 6.1. Equation 6.6 shows the
reﬂectivity in terms of these matrix elements,
R =
∣∣∣∣(M11 +M12κs)κa − (M21 +M22κs)(M11 +M12κs)κa + (M21 +M22κs)
∣∣∣∣ , (6.6)
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where a and s refer to the upper phase (air) and lower phase (bulk water) respec-
tively.
The optical matrix method can be adapted to account for the natural roughness
of the various interfaces involved [243] to represent the system more realistically.
Since number density (and therefore scattering length density) is readily calcu-
lated from computer simulation, and due to the fact that this simulated data can be
simply broken down into slab sequences, the optical matrix method is ideal for gen-
erating reﬂectivity proﬁles from simulation trajectories to compare to experiment.
6.2.2 Data ﬁtting method
Interpretation of neutron reﬂectivity data from experiment is generally achieved
through comparison (ﬁtting) with simulated reﬂectivity from a model system. In the
ﬁtting procedure, values for the number of layers expected in the system, scattering
length densities and the predicted roughness of each layer, as well as information
on experimental setup such as incident beam angle, the background noise etc are
entered into a computer program in order to achieve the best possible ﬁt for each set
of data. Several trial estimates of each individual layer thickness and roughness are
usually needed before a satisfactory ﬁt is achieved. Once satisﬁed that the calculated
ﬁts give an acceptable χ2 value, the output from the program is examined to ensure
that the proﬁles shown are realistic. For example, the surface roughness given by
the program should not exceed a value of thickness of the layer itself. The root
mean-square roughness of water is typically accepted as 3 Å [245] and even at the
reduced surface tensions contributed from polymers this should not exceed a value
of 7 Å. In the experimental study by Bartram [85], any ﬁt to the data with an
apparent surface roughness exceeding 10 Å was rejected immediately as unrealistic.
The output from the ﬁtting program consists of a value for the scattering length
density, thickness and roughness of each layer, which can then be converted to a
scattering length density vs. sample depth proﬁle.
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6.2.3 Modeling experiments
The materials studied by neutron reﬂectometry [85] contain PEO chains with a
molecular weight of around 8100 to 9600 g mol−1. The PEO chain used in simu-
lations therefore designed to contain 200 EO units, corresponding to a molecular
weight of 8812 g mol−1 (hereafter referred to as 10kPEO).
It is important to note that the F2 and F3 materials analysed in neutron reﬂec-
tivity measurements are not completely functionalized. The end-capping reactions
gave 54% and 51% conversion for F2-10kPEO and F3-10kPEO, respectively. This
means that there are around 46% and 49% of unfunctionalized PEO chains (without
head group) present in the solutions of F2 and F3 systems. To reproduce the exper-
imental conditions as closely as possible, each simulated system was designed such
that it is a mixture of 50% functionalized and 50% unfunctionalized PEO chains
(containing equal numbers of modiﬁed-and unmodiﬁed PEO chains).
It is also important to note that in the experimental study, various polymer
concentrations were measured by neutron reﬂectometry. Each concentration was
prepared by diluting down an aqueous stock solution with null reﬂecting water and
concentration was reported in a bulk unit (% w/v). This causes diﬃculty in simu-
lation setup procedure as it is infeasible to establish such a system in a bulk con-
centration to match with those from experiment. Even at the lowest concentration,
an extremely large simulation box and huge numbers of water are still required. In
many neutron reﬂectometry studies, a polymer ﬁlm is spread on the water surface,
in which the concentration is reported in surface concentration unit (e.g. mg m−2).
This allows a direct comparison between experimental and simulation results since
such a surface concentration can be modelled easily (considering that a huge volume
of water at the bottom of the reservoir (a region far from the surface) can be as-
sumed to not be involved in the phenomena occurring at the surface/interface, and
therefore, can be ignored and not be included in the simulation box).
Despite the problem mentioned above, some useful comparisons of neutron reﬂec-
tivity data can still be made. Considering the behaviour of an amphiphilic polymer
at a water-air interface and the hydrophobic nature of ﬂuorocarbon head group as
well as an ability of PEO to adsorb at the water surface would drive molecule itself
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toward the interface. At a low polymer concentration where there is suﬃcient sur-
face area available, all molecules should be able to access the surface/interface region
and form a single adsorbed layer without leaving any residue in the bulk-phase water
(no second layer or micelle formation). If polymer concentration of the simulated
and experimental systems is low enough to promote only a single adsorbed layer
at their interfaces, diﬀerent concentration units could be ignored as both systems
can be treated similarly as a two-dimensional adsorbed layer. Since we are studying
the same neutron scattering species, any match of reﬂectivity proﬁle found between
experiment and simulation at this low concentration range would therefore indicate
an identical interfacial organisations between them.
6.2.4 Coarse-grained simulations
Molecular dynamics simulations of the water-air interface were performed using
the GROMACS 4.5.5 simulation package (single precision), employing numerical
potentials for all types of inter-and intramolecular interactions. We employ three-
dimensional periodic boundary conditions for all systems. During MD simulations,
we use the the Nose-Hoover algorithm to control the temperature with a temper-
ature coupling constant of 0.5 ps. Equations of motions are integrated applying
the Leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 5 fs. A potential cutoﬀ of 1.6 nm was
used for nonbonded interactions. Cutoﬀ corrections were obsolete, since all tabu-
lated potentials were designed to shift smoothly to zero at the cutoﬀ distances. No
electrostatics were present for the coarse-grained simulations. All calculations were
carried out in a canonical ensemble (NVT ) at 298 K.
6.2.5 Preparation of a single chain of F2-10kPEO and F3-
10kPEO
The initial step of setting up the simulated system is to prepare a single relaxed
chain of F2-10kPEO and F3-10kPEO that can be replicated to produce a multiple-
chain target system. Note that the terms F2-10kPEO and F3-10kPEO represent
the system of di-and triﬂuoro dendritic end-capped PEO (with M w PEO = 8812 g
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(a) F2-10kPEO (b) F3-10kPEO
Figure 6.2: Snapshots showing the single relaxed chains of di-and triﬂuoro dendritic
end-capped PEO used in this study. The red colour represents the ethylene oxide
unit and the green colour represents the ﬂuorocarbon head group.
(a) F2mix44 (b) F3mix44
Figure 6.3: Slabs of mixed functionalized- and unfunctionalized PEO polymer used
to replicate as starting structures for the target systems.
mol−1), respectively.
To obtain this original single chain, we ﬁrst built a chain of F2-10kPEO (F3-
10kPEO) using bond parameters at their energy minimum. The chain was then
subjected to a gas-phase simulation to allow it to adopt a random coil arrangement.
The ones chosen as single chain models are showed in ﬁgure 6.2 (a) for F2-10kPEO
and 6.2 (b) for F3-10kPEO. Note that both polymers have roughly the same size:
approximately 100.0 Å, 50.0 Å and 30.0 Å, respectively, in x, y and z dimensions.
6.2.6 Preparation of a slab of mixed F2-10kPEO/10kPEO
and mixed F3-10kPEO/10kPEO
Before setting up a water-air interface, slabs containing the desired number of poly-
mer chains were prepared. The single chain from the previous section was ﬁrst repli-
cated by 2 and 4 times along the x and y dimensions, respectively. This results in 8
polymer chains in a box size of 200.0 Å by 200.0 Å by 30.0 Å (with the z dimension
being the smallest). The mixture of F2-10kPEO/10kPEO (F3-10kPEO/10kPEO)
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(a) F2mix88 (b) F2mix3636
Figure 6.4: Examples of starting conﬁgurations used in simulation of amphiphilic
polymers at a water-air interface. (a) low concentration (all chains were shifted to
be close to one end of the water slab) and (b) high concentration (chains were placed
throughout the water slab).
was then obtained by simply removing the head group of every alternate molecule,
leaving only half of them remaining functionalized. Therefore, each system contains
4 functionalized- and 4 unfunctionalized PEO chains, as depicted in ﬁgure 6.3 (a)
and (b).
To simplify notation, hereafter we refer to each system as Fxmixnm, where x
represents the number of ﬂuorocarbon branches of the head group, which could be 2
or 3 in this study. n and m are usually equal, representing respectively the number
of functionalized- and unfunctionalized PEO chains in the system. For example, the
system containing 4 molecules of F2-10kPEO and 4 molecules of 10kPEO, will be
referred to as F2mix44.
For preparations of systems that require more polymer chains, the F2mix44 slab
can be replicated along the z dimension as needed until the number of polymer
chains match the requirement. For example, the F2mix88 system can be obtained
from replicating of the F2mix44 system by 2 times along the z direction.
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6.2.7 Setting up a water-air interface
Many water-air interface systems with polymer concentration ranging from low to
high, have been created in this study. They are all constructed in a similar way,
which is described as follows.
For each system, it is necessarily to have a water slab thick enough to represent
a bulk water phase as well as to accommodate the polymer chains in their fully
extended conformation. Therefore, before solvating with water, the z length of
polymer slab prepared from the previous section was increased by about 2.5 times
of the current z length. Since there are two interfaces in the simulation box (due to
periodic boundaries), all the polymer chains were shifted to be close to one end of
the slab (as shown in ﬁgure 6.4 (a)) to encourage all chains to diﬀuse to the same
surface when they reach equilibrium. This will be convenient for comparisons of
results among simulated systems. However, for high concentration systems where a
large slab of many polymer chains was created, all chains can not be located close
to only one side of the water surface. They have to be placed throughout the water
slab, as shown in ﬁgure 6.4 (b).
It should be noted that, apart from the z dimension that can be extended as
appropriate, we kept the x and y lengths the same for each system at 200.0 Å
(surface area = 200 × 200 Å2). For a PEO chain with M w = 8812 g mol−1, the
radius of gyration and the root mean-squared end-to-end distance are estimated to
be 39.2 Å and 96.3 Å, respectively [210], therefore, the box size used here is certainly
large enough to accommodate the polymer chains in their fully extension in both x
and y directions.
After solvating with water, the z dimension was further increased by a factor of
approximately three times of the current length. This created a water/air interface
in the simulation box with suﬃcient distance between the two interfaces to prevent
their interaction. Each system was ﬁrst subjected to energy minimisation, followed
by a short equilibration run to allow an equilibrated water/vapour interface to form.
Once the water/air interface was set up, a production run was conducted for data
analysis.
In this study, a series of air-water interface systems have been constructed and
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Table 6.1: Detailed information for simulated systems. The z -length in brackets is
the size before solvating with water. Note that one water bead is equivalent to four
real water molecules.
System nF2−10kPEO nF3−10kPEO n10kPEO nWater z length simulated time
F2mix22 2 - 2 29,579 300 (100) Å 100 ns
F2mix33 3 - 3 29,495 300 (100) Å 100 ns
F2mix44 4 - 4 51,752 450 (150) Å 100 ns
F2mix55 5 - 5 51,353 450 (150) Å 100 ns
F2mix66 6 - 6 50,950 450 (150) Å 120 ns
F2mix77 7 - 7 54,009 540 (180) Å 120 ns
F2mix88 8 - 8 53,896 540 (180) Å 120 ns
F2mix1212 12 - 12 59,366 600 (200) Å 150 ns
F2mix2424 24 - 24 84,852 900 (300) Å 200 ns
F2mix3636 36 - 36 113,633 1200 (400) Å 300 ns
72F2-10kPEO 72 - - 112,558 1200 (400) Å 300 ns
F3mix22 - 2 2 29,567 300 (100) Å 100 ns
F3mix33 - 3 3 29,503 300 (100) Å 100 ns
F3mix44 - 4 4 51,826 450 (150) Å 100 ns
F3mix55 - 5 5 51,231 450 (150) Å 100 ns
F3mix66 - 6 6 50,829 450 (150) Å 120 ns
F3mix77 - 7 7 53,993 540 (180) Å 120 ns
F3mix88 - 8 8 53,724 540 (180) Å 120 ns
F3mix1212 - 12 12 58,619 600 (200) Å 150 ns
F3mix2424 - 24 24 84,712 900 (300) Å 200 ns
F3mix3636 - 36 36 113,485 1200 (400) Å 300 ns
72F3-10kPEO - 72 - 112,121 1200 (400) Å 300 ns
simulated. Detailed information for each simulation, including number of polymer
chains and water beads, box size before and after solvating with water, and simula-
tion time, are summarised in table 6.1.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Neutron reﬂectometry and general observations
Using the simulation trajectory dump ﬁle, it is possible to produce a number density
proﬁle which show the number per unit volume of ﬂuorocarbon head group, EO units
and water varying across the simulation box. As examples, the proﬁles in ﬁgure 6.5
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(a) F2mix44 (b) F3mix44
Figure 6.5: Examples of number density proﬁles from simulations of di-and triﬂuoro
dendritic end-capped PEO at a water-air interface.
(a) and (b) show the change in number density along the z -axis (perpendicular to the
water surfaces) for F2mix44 and F3mix44 systems, respectively. The number density
proﬁle is in turn converted to a scattering length density (SLD) proﬁle using equation
1.3 and scattering length data in table 1.1 of chapter 1. According to the previous
experimental study [85], neutron reﬂectivity was measured in null reﬂecting water
and all the PEO segments were fully deuterated while the ﬂuorocarbon head group
was left fully hydrogenous. These factors were taken into account in calculation
of the SLD from simulation data. The SLD proﬁles were then used to calculate a
neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles employing the optical matrix method described earlier
in section 6.2.1. To generate a neutron reﬂectivity proﬁle, the SLD for each system
was divided into many small layers with a thickness of approximately 5 Å each. A
surface roughness of 3 Å was used for each layer. This value is about the same
order as a typically accepted roughness of a water surface [245]. The experimental
systems have had the background reﬂectivity subtracted, so in all plots of reﬂectivity
(simulated and experimental), a constant background of about 3.7 × 10−6 was added
to the reﬂectivity values in this study. This will allow more objective comparisons
to be made between the various systems.
6.3.1.1 F2 system
The scattering length density as a function of position in a direction perpendicular to
the water surface for F2mix22 to F2mix88 systems are plotted together in ﬁgure 6.6
(a). It is immediately apparent from the proﬁles that there is an excess of polymer
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.6: Scattering length density proﬁles calculated from simulations of F2 (a)
and F3 (b) systems in null reﬂecting water. Polymer layer is formed at the interface
region and the left-hand side (-z ) and right-hand side (+z ) represent air- and bulk
water phase, respectively.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.7: Scattering length density proﬁles for varying weight percentages of F2
(a) and F3 (b) in null reﬂecting water. Theses data are provided by Bartram [85],
which were obtained from ﬁts using a single to triple layer model.
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Figure 6.8: Simulated neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles (solid line) in comparison to the
experimental results (circle) for the F2 system in null reﬂecting water.
formed at the water-air interface. As can be seen from the density peaks, this excess
is increased at the interface as the concentration of polymer is increased.
Observation of changes through the course of the simulation shows that, for
the F2mix22-F2mix88 simulations, both functionalized- and unfunctionalized PEO
chains have moved readily out of the bulk water toward the interface. There is
no evidence indicating that modiﬁed chains have reached the interface before the
unmodiﬁed ones. Chains that are initially placed closer to the interface were likely
to reach the interface ﬁrst. After approaching the interface region, polymers then
spread along the surface plane and form a thin adsorbed layer there with just a
few PEO chains occasionally extended into the bulk water. In every simulation, it
took less than 30 ns for all the polymer segments to diﬀuse from the bulk water
to the interface and form a stable layer there. This behaviour then persisted until
the end of the simulation, indicating that the system has reached equilibrium. We
point out here that the density proﬁles and other results reported in this chapter
are calculated after each system has reached its equilibrium state.
The neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles generated from SLD proﬁles of F2 simulations
are plotted together with the reﬂectivity data from experiment in ﬁgure 6.8. As
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pointed out before in section 6.2.3, the proﬁles generated from simulation and ex-
periment can not be compared directly due to diﬀerent concentration units. We
only show here ﬁrst the overall trend of the proﬁles observed within the two studies.
From the results showed in ﬁgure 6.8, it is encouraging to see that the trends of in-
creasing reﬂectivity with polymer concentration seen experimentally are reproduced
by the simulations. This trend is only to be expected, since the concentration of
deuterium atoms (the only signiﬁcantly reﬂecting species in the system) increases
with surface concentration. The features such as slope and shape of the proﬁles are
fairly similar for both studies, especially at low concentration region.
In the experimental study of the F2 system by Bartram [85], ﬁtting of neutron
reﬂectivity proﬁles using a two to three layers model yielded scattering length den-
sity proﬁles as showed in ﬁgure 6.7 (a). From the surface excess and the SLD shape,
the author suggested that a single surface layer can only be supported for concentra-
tions below 0.00137 %w/v. A critical concentration at which the material become
saturated at the surface was suggested to occur at around 0.00137 %w/v. Above
this concentration, the SLD proﬁles show the presence of considerable amounts of
polymeric material in the bulk subphase, leaving open the possibility that this could
be due to stretching of PEO tails, the presence of a second layer beneath the ﬁrst,
micelle formation, or a combination of these. As mentioned earlier in section 6.2.3,
a useful comparisons of neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles can be made between experi-
mental and simulation studies at low concentration, where both systems show only
a single adsorbed polymer layer. Therefore we focus on comparing of simulated
reﬂectivity proﬁles with those measured experimentally at a concentration below
0.00137 %w/v. If the simulated and experimental proﬁles are to represent identical
interfacial organisations, the proﬁle must follow similar trajectories of comparable
magnitude and produce features such as the slope and shape of the proﬁle.
In this study, the reﬂectivity proﬁle generated from the F2mix44 simulation
was found to match very well with experiment data at the lowest concentration
(0.0000169 %w/v), as plotted separately in ﬁgure 6.9. Moreover, the proﬁle gener-
ated from the F2mix66 system also shows good agreement with the experimental
0.000152 %w/v (see ﬁgure 6.11). The thickness of polymer layer as obtained from
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Figure 6.9: The match between reﬂectivity proﬁles from the experimental 0.0000169
%w/v and the F2mix44 simulation.
Side view Top view
Figure 6.10: Final snapshots from 100 ns MD simulation of F2mix44 system.
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Figure 6.11: The match between reﬂectivity proﬁles from the experimental 0.000152
%w/v and the F2mix66 simulation.
Side view Top view
Figure 6.12: Final snapshots from 100 ns MD simulation of F2mix66 system.
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ﬁtting of the experimental reﬂectivity using a double layer model is around 30 Å for
both 0.0000169 %w/v and 0.000152 %w/v systems (see the SLD proﬁles in ﬁgure
6.7 (a)). The corresponding F2mix44 and F2mix66 simulations yield thicknesses of
approximately 25 Å and 30 Å (see the SLD proﬁles in ﬁgure 6.6 (a)), in accordance
with experimental ﬁtting models.
The ﬁnal conﬁgurations of the F2mix44 and F2mix66 simulations are depicted in
ﬁgure 6.10 and ﬁgure 6.12. It is obvious from these simulations that the ﬂuorocarbon
end as well as ethylene oxide segments are able to adsorb at the interface. Both
simulations show the formation of a ﬂat layer of polymer at the interface with only
small PEO segments looping into the bulk water. The top view of both simulations
reveals that there are some assemblies of the head groups at the interface. This
is expected behaviour since the head groups would prefer aggregation with each
other to maximise their hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions. As implied by the
agreement of neutron reﬂectivity proﬁle and the polymer layer thickness, molecular
organisation in the two experimental studies (0.0000169 %w/v and 0.000152 %w/v)
or at least in the lowest concentration one (0.0000169 %w/v), should be expected
to be similar to that observed in their corresponding simulation systems.
6.3.1.2 F3 system
The scattering length density proﬁles for F3mix22-F3mix88 systems are plotted
together in ﬁgure 6.6 (b). As was seen in the previous results for the F2 polymer, it
is again apparent from the proﬁles that there is an excess of F3 formed at the water-
air interface with this excess increasing as the polymer concentration is increased.
It can be seen that the proﬁle shape and thickness for each F3 system are very
similar to those of F2 simulation at equivalent number of chains. However, due to
the greater amount of reﬂecting species (ﬂuorine atoms) in the F3 head group, each
F3 system provides slightly higher SLD magnitude than the corresponding F2 one.
The SLD proﬁles were converted to neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles and are shown
together with those measured experimentally in ﬁgure 6.13. Again, the simulated
proﬁles, particularly at low concentrations, follow similar slopes and shapes as
those from experiment. The reﬂectivity proﬁle generated from the F3mix33 simula-
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Figure 6.13: Simulated neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles (solid line) in comparison to the
experimental results (circle) for F3 system in null reﬂecting water.
tion is almost perfectly matched to that of experiment at the lowest concentration
(0.0000169 %w/v), as plotted in ﬁgure 6.14. The F3mix33 simulation yields a poly-
mer layer thickness of approximately 23 Å, which is only about 2 Å thinner than the
result from experiment. The predicted reﬂectivity proﬁle from F3mix55 also follows
the same line with those of the 0.00137 %w/v and 0.00424 %w/v experiments, as
shown in ﬁgure 6.16. However, the polymer layer thickness as obtained from ﬁtting
of neutron reﬂectivity data for both experiments is about 40 Å, which considerably
greater than that yielded by the F3mix55 simulation (∼25 Å).
The ﬁnal snapshots from the simulations of the F3mix33 and F3mix55 are shown
in ﬁgure 6.15 and 6.17. A molecular structure obtained from these two simulations
is essentially similar to that described previously for the F2mix44 and F2mix66 sys-
tems, showing that polymer adsorb to the interface by a combination of ﬂuorocarbon
head group and PEO segments. Spreading of polymer chains along the surface plane
with the formation of the head groups assemblies are also observed in the snapshot
top views of both F3 systems.
Once again, the excellent agreement of the neutron reﬂectivity and polymer
layer thickness of the F3mix33 simulation and the lowest experimental concentra-
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Figure 6.14: The match between reﬂectivity proﬁles from the experimental 0.0000169
%w/v and the F3mix33 simulation.
Side view Top view
Figure 6.15: Final snapshots from 100 ns MD simulation of F3mix33 system.
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Figure 6.16: The match between reﬂectivity proﬁles from the experimental 0.000137-
0.00424 %w/v and the F3mix55 simulation.
Side view Top view
Figure 6.17: Final snapshots from 100 ns MD simulation of F3mix55 system.
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tion (0.0000169 %w/v) indicates a similar interfacial organisation in simulation and
experiment. According to the SLD proﬁles obtained from ﬁtting of experimental
data (shown in ﬁgure 6.7 (b)), the surface becomes saturated with polymer at con-
centrations around 0.00137-0.00424 %w/v. These two experimental concentrations
should thus be considered as high concentration ones, and polymer adsorption will
be more complicated than just a single adsorbed layer. For this reason, although
the F3mix55 simulation has provided a good match of reﬂectivity proﬁle to those
of the two experiments, this might not necessarily means that both experiment and
simulation have adopted similar interfacial structure.
Having discussed the neutron reﬂectivity results for both F2 and F3 systems, it
appears that the coarse-grained simulations provide a more detailed description of
interfacial organisation in comparison to the models typically adopted in neutron
reﬂectometry studies. The former technique is able to resolve the polymer layer
proﬁle on the sub-Angstroms scale, and more importantly, a clear picture of the
microstructure of the amphiphilic polymer at the interface can be obtained using
this simulation technique.
6.3.2 Simulations at high polymer concentration
Since experiment and simulation were studied in diﬀerent concentration units, a
molecular picture at a high concentration region can not be drawn directly by com-
parison of the neutron reﬂectivity proﬁle. Nevertheless, as shown in the previous
section, the characteristics identiﬁed in the simulated proﬁles at low concentrations
can be related to the experimental data reasonably well. Accordingly, it is encour-
aging to use the current models to simulate at higher polymer concentration to see
what would be observed if we increase polymer concentration until the system reach
its critical surface concentration and beyond. Information acquired from these sim-
ulations will be used to compare and discuss with the experimental results in section
6.3.3.
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t = 0 ns t = 150 ns (side view) t = 150 ns (top view)
Figure 6.18: Starting (t = 0 ns) and ﬁnal (t = 150 ns) conﬁgurations from the
water-air interface simulation of F2mix1212 system. The plot shows mass density
proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head group (green line), PEO (red line) and water (black
line) along the normal to the airwater interface.
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t = 0 ns t = 10 ns t = 20 ns
t = 70 ns t = 150 ns t = 200 ns
t = 200 ns (top view)
Figure 6.19: Snapshots from the water-air interface simulation of F2mix2424 system.
The bottom plot shows mass density proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head group (green
line), PEO (red line) and water (black line) along the normal to the airwater
interface.
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t = 50 ns t = 150 ns t = 300 ns
x
t = 300 ns (top view)
Figure 6.20: Snapshots from the water-air interface simulation of F2mix3636 system.
The bottom plot shows mass density proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head group (green
line), PEO (red line) and water (black line) along the normal to the airwater
interface.
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6.3.2.1 F2 system
Upon increasing number of polymer chains in simulation study, we found that sur-
face saturation likely to occur at high surface concentrations for the F2mix1111 or
F2mix1212 system. This is evidenced form the simulation of the F2mix1212 that
showed 3 chains (2 chains of modiﬁed PEO and 1 chain of unmodiﬁed PEO) at the
other interface of the simulation box, as shown in the ﬁnal snapshot of this system in
ﬁgure 6.18. This is possibly because there is no more room for these chains to pack
at the nearest surface which is already crowded by other chains. As a result, with
long enough simulation, these chains diﬀused through the water slab to ﬁnd another
interface at the far side. The density proﬁle for the three components (head group,
PEO and water) for this system is also plotted alongside the ﬁnal conﬁguration in
ﬁgure 6.18.
Having estimated the surface saturation point, it is very interesting to see what
would happen if we increase the polymer concentration further than this. In order
to do so, the two higher concentrations; F2mix2424 and F2mix3636, have been con-
structed and simulated. A series of snapshots that capture interesting phenomena
occurring during the simulation are showed in ﬁgure 6.19 (F2mix2424) and 6.20
(F2mix3636). Exploration of simulation trajectories from both systems shows that,
once the simulation was started, end-capped PEO chains readily formed micelle-like
structures in the bulk water to lower unfavourable head group-solvent interactions.
These micelles then moved laterally out of the bulk water and eventually ﬁlled up
at available space at the surface. While adsorption of micelles at the surface occurs,
at the same time, unmodiﬁed PEO chains are also shown to diﬀuse from the bulk
phase and be able to adsorb to the surface as well.
One interesting behaviour that we observed from these simulations is that, after
reaching the interface, the head groups of micelles disaggregated from each other
and distributed randomly along the surface plane, as shown in the top views of the
ﬁnal conﬁgurations in ﬁgure 6.19 and 6.20. For a clearer picture of this phenomenon,
snapshots showing disaggregation of the head groups of micelles after reaching the
surface are given in ﬁgure 6.21. The most likely explanation for this phenomenon
is that, once micelles are adsorbed at the surface, the local increase in surface cov-
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Figure 6.21: Snapshots showing breaking up of the head groups of micelle after
approaching the surface. These snapshots are taken from the F3mix2424 simulation
(only behaviour at one surface is showed here).
erage will lower the local surface tension, and creating surface tension gradients
(Marangoni forces) on the surface. These pulling forces can overcome the micelle's
binding force, which eventually, tear the aggregate apart. This explanation was pro-
posed by Colegate and Bain in their study of the adsorption kinetics of surfactants
at the air-water interface [246]. They suggested that, in one sense, the surface is
acting as an catalyst for micellar disintegration.
Since there are two interfaces (due to periodic boundaries) available for the
polymer to occupy, almost all polymer chains in the F2mix2424 system are able to
ﬁnd space at the surface and form a stable layer there. In this system, there were only
3 unmodiﬁed PEO chains remaining in the bulk water, which could not join with
others as both interfaces had already saturated. For the F2mix3636 system, there is
a considerable amount of polymer left in the bulk phase after the two surfaces have
already saturated. This includes both unmodiﬁed PEO chains and a micelles formed
by the modiﬁed ones. Examination of the ﬁnal snapshot in ﬁgure 6.20 reveals that
there are 11 functionalized- and 19 unfunctionalized PEO chains left in the bulk
solution. This result, as well as the 3 unmodiﬁed PEO chains found in the bulk
water of the F2mix2424 system, implies that the hydrophobic head group of the
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PEO chain has enhanced the adsorption ability of the chain.
Observations of a simulation trajectories of the F2mix3636 system shows that,
after the surfaces have saturated, there is no further contact between polymers in the
adsorbed layer and free materials in the bulk phase water. These excess polymers
(unabsorbed polymers and micelles) seem to remain steady in the bulk phase water.
In the real experiment one would expect these excess materials to move as close
as possible to the interface, i.e. reside right beneath the ﬁrst adsorbed layer, to
favour polymer interactions between the upper and lower layers as well as to avoid
interacting with water in the bulk phase. A slow diﬀusion could be one reason that
explains why these excess materials did not approach the surface. As can be seen
in the ﬁnal conﬁguration of the F2mix3636 system, the excess materials tend to
form large and dense clusters (including micelles) together in the bulk water. This
could lead to a decrease in diﬀusivity of the cluster due to its higher mass and larger
dimension. Figure 6.22 shows the variation of the mean square displacement (MSD)
in the z-direction (the direction toward the surface) of one of the end-capped chains
that remain in the bulk water. It clearly shows from the plot that the diﬀusion of
this chain is decreased drastically after it has accumulated into the big micelle in
the bulk solution at the simulation time of ∼170 ns. This supports the assumption
that the micelle remaining in the bulk solution diﬀuse with a very slow rate. Longer
simulation times might be required for this cluster to diﬀuse to the surface (this will
be discussed further in section 6.3.4).
One important result that can be extracted out from simulation is the polymer
layer thickness. According to the density proﬁles plotted in ﬁgure 6.19 (F2mix2424)
and ﬁgure 6.20 (F2mix3636), the polymer layer thickness at the interface for both
systems is estimated to be 25-30 Å, which is not signiﬁcantly increased from those
observed in the low and medium concentrations. The thickness and magnitude of
the density proﬁles for F2mix1212, F2mix2424 and F3mix3636 systems are roughly
in the same order, indicating that no further polymer can be adsorbed at the surface
after surface saturation. Close inspection oﬀ the ﬁnal snapshots and the density pro-
ﬁles of the adsorbed layers reveal that as well as ﬂuorocarbon ends being adsorbed,
a considerable amount of PEO units are also adsorbed at the air-water interface,
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Figure 6.22: Variation of mean square displacement with time for one of the end-
capped PEO chains that remain in the bulk solution of the F2mix3636 system.
promoting a rather ﬂat adsorbing structure. No evidence of a stretched PEO con-
formation is observed for all the F2 simulations.
6.3.2.2 F3 system
The surface saturation for F3 is also found to occur for the 12:12 mixture (F3mix1212),
as evidenced from snapshots from this simulation (ﬁgure 6.23) that show a fully oc-
cupied interface with 20 chains (8 chains of modiﬁed PEO + 12 chains of unmodiﬁed
PEO) and the remaining 4 chains of modiﬁed PEO diﬀused through the water slab
to another interface.
Following the previous simulations performed for the F2 system, the F3mix2424
and F3mix3636 were constructed and simulated for comparison. Figure 6.24 and 6.25
show the starting and ﬁnal conﬁgurations for F3mix2424 and F3mix3636 systems,
and also show interesting behaviour captured during the the course of equilibration.
For both systems, the adsorption behaviour follows a similar trend as those observed
in the F2 simulations. This includes initial adsorptions by near-surface polymers
(both micelles and unmodiﬁed PEO chains). As before, where there is surface space
available at the interfaces, unmodiﬁed PEO chains (as well as micelles) in the bulk
then moved to adsorb there. After reaching the interface, micelles then breakup,
merging into the surface.
For the F3mix2424 system, there is only 1 unfunctionalized chain remianing
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Figure 6.23: Starting (t = 0 ns) and ﬁnal (t = 150 ns) conﬁgurations from the
water-air interface simulation of F3mix1212 system. The plot shows mass density
proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head group (green line), PEO (red line) and water (black
line) along the normal to the airwater interface.
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t = 200 ns (top view)
Figure 6.24: Snapshots from the water-air interface simulation of F3mix2424 system.
The bottom plot shows mass density proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head group (green
line), PEO (red line) and water (black line) along the normal to the airwater
interface.
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t = 0 ns t = 10 ns t = 40 ns
t = 60 ns t = 100 ns t = 300 ns
xxx
t = 300 ns (top view)
Figure 6.25: Snapshots from the water-air interface simulation of F3mix3636 system.
The bottom plot shows mass density proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head group (green
line), PEO (red line) and water (black line) along the normal to the airwater
interface.
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Figure 6.26: Snapshots showing behaviour of the end-capped chain (green chain)
and the unmodiﬁed chain (blue chain) at the beginning (0 ns) and end (300 ns)
of the F2mix3636 simulation. The plot in the right-hand side shows variational of
MSD with time of these two chains.
F2mix3636 (5 ns) F3mix3636 (5 ns)
Figure 6.27: Snapshots at the very beginning (5 ns) of simulations of the F2mix3636
and F3mix3636 systems. The highlights show head groups of micelles forming in
each system (note that any aggregation by two or more end-capped chains is counted
as one micelle).
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in the bulk water after both surfaces have reached their saturation point. The
F3mix3636 system has both micelles and pure PEO chains left in the bulk phase.
Further investigation reveals that among the polymer chains that remained in the
bulk water, there are 17 and 14 chains of functionalized-and unfunctionalized PEO
polymer respectively. This means that there are more unmodiﬁed PEO chains ad-
sorbed at the surface than the end-capped ones, which is not an expected result
since the chains with ﬂuorocarbon head group should have a greater propensity for
surface adsorption than the unmodiﬁed ones (as in the F2mix3636 case where there
are 25 modiﬁed- and 16 unmodiﬁed PEO chains found in the adsorbed layers). The
likely explanation for this result is as follows. As mentioned before for simulations
at high polymer concentration, end-capped chains tend to form micelles in the bulk
water before moving to the surface. A larger dimension and higher mass of these
micelles (compared to bare PEO chain) makes it move more slowly to the surface.
As a result, when the surface is nearly saturated, bare PEO chains which can dif-
fuse faster, take the available surface space instead. Figure 6.26 compares between
the MSD in the z-direction of one of the unmodiﬁed PEO chains that can diﬀuse
to adsorb at the surface and an end-capped one that formed a micelle with others
in the bulk solution and did not reach the surface. Note that both modiﬁed and
unmodiﬁed chains were started at the same position of the F3mix3636 box, as also
depicted in ﬁgure 6.26. From the MSD plot, the end-capped chains shown to diﬀuse
quickly toward the surface at the beginning of the simulation. However, after form-
ing a micelle with other end-capped chains (at simulation time of ∼3 ns, marked as
a in the plot), the chain diﬀusion is retarded, and after a simulation time of about
30 ns the MSD is shown to be increasing at a constant (but slow) rate, indicating
that the end-capped chain is trapped in the bulk solution in the form of a micelle.
In contrast, the free PEO chain is shown to diﬀuse continuously to the surface and
shows a greater MSD than the end-capped chain after a simulation time of about 17
ns. The MSD of this unmodiﬁed chain is then constant after the simulation time of
∼25 ns (marked as b in the plot), corresponding to the time that the chain reach
the surface. The more ﬂuorocarbon branches in the F3 head group (compared to
the F2 one) could induce higher aﬃnity between them, which in turn, could lead to
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further formation of micelles at the beginning of the simulation as shown in ﬁgure
6.27. Since there are more of micelles formed in the bulk phase of F3 system, it
is reasonable to have more micelles left in this system due to their slow diﬀusion
toward the surface.
The polymer thickness as averaged from the two surface layers of the F3mix3636
system is about 25-30 Å. This thickness value is in the same order as those of
the F3mix1212 and F3mix2424 simulations and does not diﬀer from that produced
from the F2 simulation at equivalent concentration. As can be seen in the ﬁnal
structures in ﬁgure 6.23-6.25 and the density proﬁles provided alongside, the air-
water interface region is occupied by a combination of F3 head group and ethylene
oxide units. Again, PEO segments prefer lying ﬂat along the surface plane rather
than stretching down into the water subphase.
6.3.3 Interpretation of experimental results
Information obtained from coarse-grained simulations from the previous two sections
are now used to compare and interpret the experimental results from the studies of
F2 and F3 materials by Bartram [85] and partially from the study of the F1 material
by Richards et al. [18]. Note again that the F2 and F3 materials consist of around
50% unfunctionalized PEO chains while all of the PEO chains in F1 contain the
ﬂuorinated functionality. The molecular structure for these materials have already
been shown in ﬁgure 1.8 of chapter 1.
Let us ﬁrst consider the adsorption behaviour in the low polymer concentration.
Previous experiments carried out on F2-10kPEO and F3-10kPEO materials at low
polymer concentration region (less than 0.00137 %w/v) showed a low surface excess
of around 20-25 Å, a similar value to that shown for the top layer of F1-10kPEO
material studied previously. This thickness is only indicative of a pancake-like layer
where the water surface was suggested to be adsorbed by both ﬂuorocarbon ends and
ethylene oxide segments of the polymer molecule [18, 85]. Our simulations yielded
the same thickness value as those of the experiments, and more importantly, the
simulated neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles agree well with those acquired experimentally
at this concentration regime. Simulation pictures also aﬃrm that the surface is
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occupied by both ﬂuorocarbon ends and ethylene oxide segments.
Upon increasing polymer concentration beyond the saturation point, experiments
found two-layer organization, consisting of a second layer (micelles) at the underside
of an upper layer at the air-water interface. The upper layer dimensions for the F2
and F3 were found to be about 40-60 Å and at certain concentrations the F1 material
showed a very similar result. However, because the layer thickness is at most only 1-
1.5 times the radius of gyration of the free chain (∼40 Å), a stretched brushlike layer
is not supportable as a description of the organization [18]. The results from our
simulations coincide quite well with these experimental ﬁndings. We have shown in
the simulations that after the surface is fully saturated with an adsorbed material,
some micelles as well as free PEO chains were left in the bulk phase water. No
stretched brush conformation is observed for the upper layer of both F2-10kPEO and
F3-10kPEO simulations. As well as ﬂuorocarbon ends being adsorbed, a signiﬁcant
number of ethylene oxide units are also adsorbed at the air-water interface, leading
to a ﬂat layer structure. This absorption behaviour is also suggested by experimental
studies of F1-10kPEO system at high polymer concentration [18].
In the experimental study of the F3 material, the author suggested that the
tethering strength of this polymer is signiﬁcantly higher than that of the F2 and
F1 materials as they can be observed at a much greater depth into the bulk water
(compare the SLD proﬁles of the highest concentration for F2 (1.0 %w/v) and F3
(0.066 %w/v) in ﬁgure 6.7 (a) and (b)). The author concluded that the high surface
excess found in F3 must be as a direct result of either very large amounts of chain
stretching or the formation of multiple PEO layers, both indicate a strongly sur-
face active species, but while chain stretching indicates surface tethering, multilayer
adsorption also indicates bulk aggregation (micelle formation). Our simulations,
however, showed no signiﬁcant enhancement for adsorption of PEO chains when
changing from the F2 to F3 head group. Both systems yielded almost the same sur-
face excess and no evidence of a stretched PEO conformation is seen. It might be
argued that it is because a mixed adsorption by both modiﬁed and unmodiﬁed PEO
chains occurs at the surface that leads to a rather ﬂat structure found in simulations,
while in reality the unmodiﬁed PEO chains at the surface might be all replaced by
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the functionalized ones, and could possibly lead to a diﬀerent interfacial structure
such as a brushlike conformation.
To clarify this point, we have carried out the additional simulation where ev-
ery PEO chains is end-capped with a F3 head group (100% functionalized). This
simulated system contains 72 chains of F3-10kPEO (named as 72F3-10kPEO), and
has an equivalent number of PEO chains to the F3mix3636 simulation performed
previously. A fully functionalized F2 system (72F2-10kPEO) was also performed
for comparison. As clearly shown in the ﬁnal conﬁgurations and the density pro-
ﬁles of these simulations in ﬁgure 6.28 and 6.29, no such stretched brush structure
is observed even when the surface is fully occupied by the end-capped polymers.
The polymer layer thickness for 72F3-10kPEO is about 30 Å, which is not diﬀerent
from the results of the 72F2-10kPEO simulation. Further examination of the ﬁnal
snapshots revealed that there are 23 and 18 polymer chains left in the bulk water of
the 72F3-10kPEO and 72F2-10kPEO respectively. These remaining chains formed
a micelle together in the bulk as expected. Since there are more chains left in the
bulk phase of F3 simulation, the micelle of this system has a larger size than that of
the F2 one. The results obtained here suggest that the F3 head group does not lead
to a signiﬁcantly higher surface tethering strength (chain stretching), but induces
more bulk aggregation (larger micelle formation) compared to the F2 material. The
high polymer density found in a greater depth in the experimental study of F3 is
therefore likely to come from larger/more micelles formed underside the adsorbed
upper layer.
It should also be noted that the SLD of the 0.066 %w/v F3 system is obtained
from the ﬁt that used only a triple layer model with a relative large value for the
layer thickness and surface roughness for each polymer slab. It could possibly be
an overestimation of these layer thickness (and the surface roughness in the ﬁt)
that imitate too high a polymer density at the mixing (overlapping) region between
PEO tails from the upper layer and those of the micelles in the bulk phase, which
eventually made it look like part of a stretched brush from the upper adsorbed
layer. It is also worth considering that the ﬂuorine content is only about 3% and
5% by mass for the F2 and F3 chain respectively, and these values are still very
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Side view Perspective view
Figure 6.28: Final snapshots from 300 ns simulation of 72F2-10kPEO at the water-
air interface. The bottom plot shows mass density proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head
group (green line), PEO (red line) and water (black line) along the normal to the
airwater interface.
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Side view Perspective view
Figure 6.29: Final snapshots from 300 ns simulation of 72F3-10kPEO at the water-
air interface. The bottom plot shows mass density proﬁles for ﬂuorocarbon head
group (green line), PEO (red line) and water (black line) along the normal to the
airwater interface.
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small compared to 95% by mass of ethylene oxide content in each chain. It would
therefore not be surprising to see a rather ﬂat adsorbed layer in both F2 and F3
systems as the adsorption behaviour is dominated by ethylene oxide units.
6.3.4 Comments on simulation at high polymer concentra-
tions
Although both experimental and simulation studies show no evidence of a brushlike
layer organisation at high polymer concentration, experiments found more extension
of ethylene oxide segments into the bulk subphase. The overall thickness of upper
layer as obtained from ﬁtting of experimental reﬂectivity data is around 40-60 Å,
which is about 20 Å thicker than the value yielded by simulations. This diﬀerence can
be subjected to many reasons when dealing with these non ideal systems. Kinetics
of competitive adsorption of micelles and unmodiﬁed PEO chains could be one
important factor.
To mirror experimental conditions as much as possible, end-capped polymers as
well as unmodiﬁed chains were put throughout the water slab to allow polymers to
diﬀuse from the bulk and form surface layer self-assemble at an interface. Because
of this condition, some micelles in the bulk ﬁnd it hard to reach the surface due
to their slow diﬀusion. This results in a mixed adsorption at the surface by both
end-capped and bare PEO chains, which leads to a rather ﬂat interfacial structure
found in simulations. While this behaviour is observed in our simulations, diﬀerent
adsorption activities might be occurring in a real experiment. For example, due to a
lower surface energy (greater surface aﬃnity) of ﬂuorocarbon head group compared
to ethylene oxide unit, some micelles might ﬁnd a way to diﬀuse from the bulk
water to replace an unmodiﬁed chains at the surface, leading to more adsorption
of the end-capped chains (or the most likely case is that the surface is saturated
ﬁrst with the end-capped chains). If there are plenty of end-capped chains in the
system (which should be true in experiment at high polymer concentration), the
system should reach equilibrium where ethylene oxide segments initially adsorbed
at the interface are displaced by ﬂuorocarbon head groups and excluded down to
the subphase. An increase in adsorption of the head groups at the interface will
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Figure 6.30: Final snapshots from the ﬁrst 300 ns (left) and the additional 500 ns
(right) simulations of the F3mix3636 system.
also leads to more repulsion among their PEO tails underneath, promoting more
extension of polymer layer as found in the experiment.
To examine if the behaviour mentioned can be observed by simulation, the ﬁnal
conﬁguration of the F3mix3636 system that has already run for 300 ns was taken
and subjected to a further run with simulation time of 500 ns, in order to see if
the remaining micelles in the bulk water can diﬀuse to the surface and to see if we
can get any exchange of adsorption between the unmodiﬁed PEO chains and the
functionalized ones from the micelles (note that it took approximately 6 days to
performed this 500 ns simulation with 64 parallel computing nodes). Unfortunately,
no such behaviour as mentioned above is observed. The ﬁnal conﬁguration obtained
from this very long time simulation is essentially unchanged from the ﬁrst 300 ns
one. The remaining micelles do not diﬀuse to the surface and still remaining in the
bulk water, as shown in ﬁgure 6.30. At this stage, it comes to our attention that
the truly equilibrium state for the high polymer concentration systems might not
be accessible by the time scales provided by the CG simulation.
Considering the adsorption kinetics from micellar solutions, the established mod-
els assume that micelles have to break down to monomers in the subphase region
before adsorption can occur [247249]. However, Colegate and Bain have shown later
that micelles of nonionic surfactants can adsorb to an air-water interface without
ﬁrst breaking down into monomers in the bulk solution [246]. This latter behaviour
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is found in our simulations where some micelles are shown to diﬀuse directly from
the bulk water to adsorb at the interface. For simulation at high polymer concen-
trations, in order for the bulk phase micelles (those that have been remained in the
bulk water) to adsorb at the surface, the most possible path way is that they must
ﬁrst break down in solution to release monomers so that they can diﬀuse easier to
the surface. We know of no work examining the relaxation time required for the F2
and F3 micelles (or other micelles forming by similar amphiphilic polymers) to break
down to monomers. The only information available is from the study of adsorption
kinetics of C14E8 surfactant [CH3(CH2)13(OCH2CH2)8OH] at a water-air interface
by Colegate and Bain [246]. It was reported that exchange of C14E8 monomers
between micelles and the solution take ∼10−5 second to occurs [250]. However, a
micelle can only shed about 10% of its monomers by this fast process (one C14E8
micelle consists of 72-120 monomers). For the total disintegration of the whole mi-
celle, the relaxation time of ∼4 seconds is required [251] and increasing the length
of the alkyl chain will increase this relaxation time further. Since the F2 and F3
polymers have much longer chain length than the C14E8 surfactant, it would there-
fore imply that longer time is needed for these micelles to break down to monomers.
Assuming that the F2 and F3 micelles could break down to monomers as fast as
C14E8 could (∼10 microsecond), this is however, still not be practical to observe on
the timescales we are working with.
Assuming that micelles in the bulk solution can diﬀuse to the surface or can
release monomers to the surface, the adsorption process can still be complicated
in our study since there are both end-capped and free PEO chains present in the
system. This means that the exchange adsorption between these monomers and the
free PEO chains initially adsorbed at the surface is also needed to be taken into
account. Let us therefore consider how long it would take for these micelles (or
their monomers) to displace unmodiﬁed PEO chains that have alredy adsorbed at
the surface. There is no previous study examining exchange adsorption of F2 (F3)
polymer and free PEO chain at the water-air interface. However, for other related
studies, competitive adsorption of chemically diﬀerent polymers [252254] as well as
that of homopolymers with diﬀerent chain lengths [255257] have been investigated
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extensively in the literature. Depending on the nature of the competitive polymers,
the rate of exchange adsorption can be controlled either by the bulk diﬀusion of
polymers or processes occurring at the surface. The latter can be attributed to
factors such as interfacial chain dynamics (interfacial entanglement) or segment-
surface contacts (segmental adsorption energy) of the chains being replaced. Granick
and co-workers [252, 258] observed that the replacement of adsorbed polystyrene
(PS) by poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) in organic solvents on oxidized silicon
could take several hours. They suggested that the rate of exchanging adsorption
is controlled by mobility of both PS and PMMA at the surface, which are very
slow due to relatively rigid structure of both polymers. In contrast, Dijt et al.
[255] showed that the displacement of short PEO chains (Mw ≈ 7 K) on silica by
longer ones (Mw ≈ 400 K) was completed within minutes, and the exchange rate
was bulk diﬀusion controlled. The fast surface kinetics were attributed to PEO's
greater ﬂexibility and surface mobility. However, for short PEO chains of higherMw
(∼120K), the displacement by longer chains becomes slow and less complete [257],
indicating that the segmental adsorption energy (energy barriers) of the short chain
plays an important role in the kinetics. The study of competitive adsorption of
ﬂuorescein dianion end-capped PEO (F-PEO) and native PEO of the same molecular
weight on negatively charged silica surfaces [259] revealed that exchange between
F-PEO and native PEO is controlled by the diﬀusion rate of the chains to the
surface, and take several minutes for the replacement process to complete. From
the information provided here, it suggests that even we could run the simulation
long enough to see micelles diﬀuse to the surface or to see micelles release monomers
to the surface, much longer time is still required to allow full exchange of the end-
capped and bare PEO chains at the interface. For this reason, it seems to be not
possible to see equilibrated adsorption of the high concentration systems even by
using coarse-grained simulation.
6.3.5 Grafting polymers at the water-air interface
For simulation at high polymer concentrations, it is possible to help the system
reach equilibrium state faster. For example, we can help all the head groups of
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Figure 6.31: Starting (t = 0 ns, top) and ﬁnal (t = 200 ns, bottom) conﬁgurations
from simulation of F3mix3636 system with a polymer chains grafting at the water-air
interface. The red, green and violet colours represent bare PEO chain, end-capped
PEO chain and head group of the end-capped chain, respectively.
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amphiphilic polymers to ﬁnd the surface without ﬁrst diﬀusing from the bulk water
phase. The eﬃcient way to do this is by grafting the head groups of polymers at
the interface and allow PEO tails to stretch down into the subphase as shown in
ﬁgure 6.31 (starting conﬁguration). The unmodiﬁed PEO chains were presented to
the system by simply removing the head group of every alternate molecule at the
surface, leaving only half of them remaining functionalized as shown in ﬁgure 6.31.
It should be noted that this set-up is analogous to an experimental study in which
polymeric materials are spread onto the water surface, which is diﬀerent from the
method of preparation in the experimental study of F2 and F3 polymers (polymers
were dissolved in the liquid subphase) [85]. Since a stretched conformation is used
as a starting conﬁguration, an extremely long water slab is needed to accommodate
the polymers (note that each chain consists of around 200 ethylene oxide units). The
structure showed in ﬁgure 6.31 is the F3mix3636 system in the the water slab of 200.0
Å, 200.0 Å and 650.0 Å, respectively in x, y and z dimensions, and contains about
180,000 water beads (720,000 water molecules), much larger than the simulations
previously performed.
Figure 6.31 (botom) shows the ﬁnal conﬁguration from the simulation that lasted
200 ns. It obviously shows that all of the unmodiﬁed polymers were excluded down
to the bulk subphase. The ﬂuorocarbon head groups are shown to tether strongly
at the interface with some of their ethylene oxide tails still remaining as stretched
as the starting conformation. However, some of the PEO tails of the end-capped
polymers are shown to diﬀuse from the subphase and adsorb at the surface. Since the
simulation time is only 200 ns, the stretched PEO tails seen in the ﬁnal conﬁguration
may not be the indicative of a brush conformation. We suspect that if the simulation
is allowed to run further, these stretched tails may also fold up (diﬀuse) to the surface
and adsorb there at available surface space as some have already. The result obtained
from this set-up looks promising as it show preferential adsorption of the end-capped
polymers as should occur in reality. It is also interesting to see what would be
observed if we could increase the grafting density (put more of end-capped chains)
in the system. Unfortunately, the simulation performed here is very computational
expensive, which is mainly due to huge number of water used. With 64 parallel
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computing nodes, it required more than a week to perform 200 ns calculation for
this system. Hence, it still does not seem to be practical to explore equilibrium
adsorption of F2 and F3 materials at high concentration using the current coarse-
grained models.
6.4 Conclusions
Coarse-grained simulation of a large PEO molecule (M w ≈ 10000 g mol−1) end-
capped with multiple ﬂuorocarbon head groups at a water-air interface has been
carried out at a range of concentrations. Polymers were put throughout the water
slab to allow them to diﬀuse from the bulk solution and form surface layer self-
assembly at an interface as previously carried out in experiment. Density proﬁles
have been successfully converted to scattering length density proﬁles, which in turn
are used to generate simulated neutron reﬂectivity plots, using the optical matrix
method. The reﬂectivity proﬁles from simulation are in good agreement with those
of experiment at low polymer concentration, although direct comparison could not
be made due to diﬀerent studied concentration units. The simulated polymer layer
thickness is in the same range as that acquired experimentally at this low concen-
tration regime, both studies indicate a ﬂat adsorbed layer where both ﬂuorocarbon
ends and ethylene oxide segments are seen to be adsorbed at the air-water interface.
Upon increasing concentration until the surface is saturated with polymers, sim-
ulations show formations of micelles (as well as a free PEO chains) at the underside
of an adsorbed layer at the air-water interface, in accordance with experimental
ﬁndings. No evidence of a stretched brush conformation is observed from the F2
and F3 simulations. It is shown from these simulations that polymer is adsorbed to
the interface by a combination of ﬂuorocarbon ends and ethylene oxide segments,
resulting in a rather ﬂat layer structure. This behaviour is again coincident with
that explained in an experimental study of the F1 material carried out previously.
In simulation studies, the F3 material was showed to induce greater formations of
micelle in the bulk water phase compared to the F2 one. However, both materials
do not appear to be organised eﬃciently at the interface to promote a brushlike
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structure.
Although a brush conformation is not suggested from either experimental or
simulation studies, experiment found more extension of PEO segments into the
bulk subphase, promoting the adsorbed layer thickness of around the same order
as the radius of gyration of the free chain. Simulation however yielded about 20 Å
thinner for this surface excess layer, and the mixture adsorption by both end-capped
and bare PEO chains are responsible for this. Rather than a mixed adsorption by
functionalized and free PEO chains, it is expected in reality that the surface should
be saturated ﬁrst with chains functionalizing with hydrophobic head group, which
could lead to more extension of PEO tails as seen in experiment. It is therefore
suggested that the truly equilibrated adsorption for the high polymer concentration
systems may not be yet reached within accessible simulation times. Much longer
simulation time is required for micelles remaining in the bulk solution to diﬀuse and
exchange with the free PEO at the surface. This behaviour however does not seem
to be observable with the time scales provided by the current coarse-grained models.
Neutron reﬂectometry enables the physical structure of interface systems to be
determined. However a great deal of modeling to interpret the raw data is required.
Simulations are clearly model dependent, but are very valuable due to the molecular-
level picture that they can produce. By using them together one can obtain the
advantages of both, and in the same time, minimise the drawbacks. Study of very
large amphiphilic polymers may not be fully succeeded by the coarse-graining level
used in this study. However, systems with short to moderate polymer chain length
would be more ideal to study using this combined technique [67,242].
Chapter 7
Summary
Previous atomistic simulations have been shown to provide invaluable insight into
adsorption behaviour of amphiphilic polymer sitting at a water-air interface [67,92].
Neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles generated from these simulations were in good agree-
ment with the experimental reﬂectivity curve, particularly at low surface concen-
trations. However simulations at very high surface concentrations fail to produce
adequate results due to the limits of atomistic simulation in terms of time and
length scales. To circumvent this problem, a coarse-grained molecular simulation,
which has successfully been applied to various polymeric and biological systems, was
introduced in this thesis work.
The ﬁrst stage involved in this study was the development of coarse-grained
models for water. The models, with one coarse-grained bead representing one water
molecule, satisfactorily reproduced the bulk liquid properties, e.g. the radial distri-
bution function and density. By applying a long-range attraction for the potentials,
the models provided comparable interfacial tension to that of atomistic water mod-
els. However, the vapor-liquid density proﬁle and the vapour pressure were found to
deviate signiﬁcantly from atomistic simulation results, and could not be reproduced
correctly by any kind of applied potential. We concluded from this study that it
is not possible to simultaneously reproduce all the underlying atomistic/experiment
properties using only simple isotropic coarse-graining potential. Although structural
features of water is neglected, the higher level of coarse-graining such as a 4-to-1
mapping (four water molecules per one bead) was found to provide correct physical
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properties both in bulk and at interface conditions [183]. For this reason, and with
consideration of more computational eﬃciency that they can provide, compared
to the 1-to-1 mapping models, the 4-to-1 mapping water was therefore taken as a
solvent model for the remaining work.
A coarse-grained model for polyethylene oxide (PEO)/water, the crucial part of
this study, was developed in the next stage of the project. The model was derived
using structural probability distributions from detailed atomistic simulation, which
in turn, showed successful reproduction of the theoretical and experimental scaling
law for radius of gyration in aqueous solution. The transferability of the model to
the water-air interface system has also been explored. In accordance with experi-
mental observation, PEO chains were found to form a layer at the water-air interface
with increasing of the surface excess as the polymer concentration is increased. The
surface saturation concentration and the polymer layer thickness from CG simula-
tions were in good agreement with experimental ﬁndings. The model was also seen
to provide much more eﬃciency in speeding up the system to equilibrium compared
to the underlying atomistic simulation.
The PEO/water model from the previous stage was then incorporated in the
development of CG models of di- and triﬂuoro dendritic end-capped PEO at an air-
water interface which have been studied previously by neutron reﬂectivity technique.
Coarse-grained interactions were derived from ﬁttings of structural properties to
those of a detailed atomistic simulations. The interfacial structure of the parent
atomistic simulations, including molecular organisation and density proﬁle, were
reproduced similarly well by the resulting coarse-grained models.
The ﬁnal stage was the CG simulations of an amphiphilic polymers at the water-
air interface, using a chain length comparable to that studied in the real experiment.
Neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles generated from simulations at low polymer concentra-
tions were in good agreement with those of experiment, encouraging simulations
at higher concentrations using the present models. Simulations at high polymer
concentrations showed formations of micelles underneath the adsorbed layer at the
air-water interface, consistent with the picture suggested by neutron reﬂectivity
study. For the adsorbed layer, polymer was seen to adsorb at the interface by a
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combination of ﬂuorocarbon ends and ethylene oxide segments, leading to a rather
ﬂat layer structure. No stretched brush conformation was observed from these high
concentration simulations. This behavior was similarly observed from both F2 and
F3 simulations and coincided well with that suggested in experimental study of F1
material carried out previously. In simulations, the F3 polymer showed to induce
greater formations of micelle in the bulk subphase compared to the F2 material.
Both materials, however, did not appear to promote any brushlike organisation at
the water-air interface. Although a brush conformation is not suggested from either
experimental or simulation studies, experiment found a signiﬁcantly thicker surface
excess layer than that observed in simulations. It is noted from this result that the
time scales provided by the current CG models might not be suﬃcient to allow the
system to be fully equilibrated to the state where micelles remaining in the bulk
solution can diﬀuse and exchange with the free PEO at the surface and promote
thicker surface excess layer as observed in experiment.
We have shown in this study that coarse-grained simulation is a powerful tech-
nique to study behaviour of amphiphilic polymers at the water-air interface. To
study very large amphiphilic systems at high polymer concentrations as in this
study, however, a higher level of coarse-graining (coarser model) might be required
to allow observation of equilibrated adsorption behaviour. It is also noted from
our simulation that grafting polymers at the interface can help the system reach
equilibrium faster.
The coarse-graining level used in this study is certainly suitable to apply to the
study of amphiphilic systems with short to moderate polymer chain lengths in future
work. For example, a spread ﬁlm of polynorbornene/poly(ethylene oxide) [16, 17]
or poly(methyl methacrylate)/poly(ethylene oxide) graft copolymers [14] at the air-
water interface, that have been determined previously by neutron reﬂectometry,
are good systems to look at. Coarse-grained simulation can also be used to help
study of other related systems. The behaviour of amphiphilic bent-core molecules
at water surfaces [260] or structure of micelles formed by hydrophobically end-capped
PEO [261,262] are interesting examples.
One interesting new approach, which we have not had chance to apply or trial
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involves thermodynamic-based coarse-graining. This approach involves inclusions
of some thermodynamic properties in the ﬁtting of coarse-grained parameters. In
our study, surface/interfacial tension as well as hydration free energy are of key
importance in characterizing the self-organized amphiphilic structure at the water
air-interface [94, 129, 180]. In cases where these thermodynamic data are available,
it would be very useful to test this diﬀerent approach to the development of coarse-
grained models to compare with our current one, which is based solely on structural
information from detailed atomistic simulation.
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